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INTRODXTCTION
Just what factors brought about the first fence and how
it was used may always remain a mystery. In the history of
o\ir country we can trace the existence of the fence back to
days when it had quite different functions compared with its
uses today. In the days of the early pioneer it served to
protect the settler and his family from marauding Indians and
wild animals, and as the Indians were driven further west and
communities became more firmly established, the primary pur
pose of the fence was to mark boundaries. Prior to 1877 only
those fence building materials available in the vicinity of
the farm were used, such as stones, hedges, and rails.
Today we find the fence has assumed a more proiaiinent
position in everyday farming. No longer does it play the
Insignificant role of boundary marker but has a definite place
In the economic setup. This condition has resulted from a
more diversified type of farming, and a well planned farm
program must maintain soil fertility by crop rotation and live
stock farming, to which fencing is indispensible.
Most fence failures can be traced directly to the use of
poor materials or faulty end and comer structures. The end
or corner construction may truly be called the foundation of
the fence. Good bracing arrangements greatly increase the
life of fencing materials, and tight fence wire is less likely
-16-
to catch onto farm Implements and brealc^ stock will not "be
tempted to trample it down, and the line posts will not have
to support the weigjit of animals reaching throu^ the fence,
Good comer constructions will considerably reduce fence
upkeep by decreasing labor coats entailed by the necessity of
ro-stretchlng wire or replacing broken posts and by Increasing
the life of the materials.
The fact that there is no definite Inf03?matl0n regarding
any of the numerous factors to be considered in developing an
adequate end or corner construction presents a difficult
problem. Strength of end or comer posts, bracing members,
and brace posts must be determined, type of bracing to be used,
method of fastening the braces, length of span, depth of set,
simplification, and many other problems must be considered in
the design. So far the only construction guides have been
community practices and satisfactory service reports.
In his Farm Fence Handbook Giese (5) makes the following
statement in regard to fence failures:
"Probably most of the fence failures may be attributed to
improper selection of materials for, or improper erection of,
the end and corner post assemblies."
The natural follow-up to such a dilemma is also described
by Oiese (6) as follows;
"A research program is a logical outgrowth of a recog
nized need for facts. The progress of research effort on
problems relating to farm structures has reflected an
-17-
increasing appreciation of the influence which the structure
exerts upon economic production or conservation."
-18-
HISTORICAL
The Project
In the fall of 1939 the Pressiare Treated Pence Post
Institute sponsored a fellowship In cooperation with the Agri
cultural Engineering Section of Iowa state College, The
purpose of this project has been to study the duties of a
fence end or corner, the comparative merits of present methods,
and the possible selection or development of Improved methods
which will, in addition to carrying imposed loads satisfac
torily, be simple and economical to construct, hence assuring
good results even under questionable conditions of worlcmanshlp.
L* Hazen, the first Incumbent of this research fellow
ship, made laboratory tests on eighteen model fence ends and
twenty-four various full scale ends under field conditions-
During the past year the tests were continued with special
emphasis on end and corner constructions.
Review of Literature
Literatxire reviewed here Is only indirectly connected
with the Investlgatlonal phases of this work, as no directly
related material is available, while other farm building
operations are being constantly Improved, fencing methods have
received little or no scientific attention. Many opinions
-19-
have been offered, but facts on tested structural designs are
still inexLstent. An editorial published In the Agricultural
Engineering Journal (4) expresses this condition as follows:
"Taking the counti»y as a whole. It seems sure that no
other part of the farm plant la so far gone into disrepair and
disorganization. It seems equally obvious. In general, that
few structural Improvements are so quickly self-liquidating.
"While there are piece-meal contributions to sundry
detailed phases of farm fencing, there Is no orderly litera
ture covering the subject in a way both comprehensive and
soundly technical. No one can with any assurance define what
is an optimum fence for a stated situation. Fencing evidently
is a vernacular art not well organized en^irlcally, much less
engineered on a foundation of basic studies* As such an art
it has been more efficient than could be expected--smother
testimonial to the mudgment and resourcefulness of the Ameri
can farmer."
The farmer's present day investment in fencing la hard to
estimate because of the variation between communities In types
of farming and size of farm. In the following statement by
Miller (12) an estimate on amount of fence and investment Is
made:
"The fence must be of some service to farmers, or the
average farm in the united States would not have between 600
and 700 rods of fencing, nor would the average mldwestern farm
have 10 rods of fence per acre, for the 160 acre farm.
-20-
"The cost for a woven wire fence In place Is about one
dollar per rod for a four-foot high fence. About 80 cents of
the cost of this fence is for material and 20 cents for labor.
"On many farms in Ohio it is my opinion that the cost of
the fence is 10^ of value of the farm"
Aitkenhead (1) makes the following statement with regard
to fence costs:
"Survey of 30 farms averaging 160 acres showed a fence
Investment of #1500.00 each or 10^ of value of the farm. Costs
of upkeep 18 cents per rod per annum."
The ends and corners form the foundation of the fence
structure, in order that the fence may be of service for a
reasonable length of time, this foundation must be firm and
lasting. This fact is emphasized by Humphrey (9) in the
following quotation:
"The ends and comers are by far the most important
elements of a fence. It is absolutely essential that they
remain firm and solid In order to hold the fence rigid, in
building a fence, therefore, the first thing to consider is
the placement of the comer. There are several types of end
and corner bracing systems in use, any of which if properly
installed will hold a fence solid.... Points to be borne in
mind when setting wooden end or corner posts arej First, the
post used should be large enough to give sufficient strength.
Second, they should be set deep enough not to heave by the
action of frost. Wooden end or corner posts should be put
-21-
into the ground to the depth of 4-1/2 feet, and the brace post
should be set 4 feet deep. Third, the brace post should not
be set so close to the end post as to require the placing of
the brace at an abrupt incline for this tende to force the end
post out of the grotmd (it is generally considered that 10
feet apart is about the right distance). This arrangement has
a brace post 12 inclMfl from the ground line. The brace should
be large enou^ to remain perfectly rigid."
Kimrey (10) gives the following specifications for a
properly braced corner construction:
"Corner posts should be eight inches in diameter, set
four feet in the ground wliich, with four and one half feet
above the surfect makes eight and one half foot posts neces
sary.
"The brace posts should be set in the ground three and
one half feet, being at least six inches in diameter and eight
feet in length.
"The brace should, if sawed, be 4" x 4" and should be
fitted in a notch about elgjit inches below the top end of the
anchor post and engage the brace post in a similar manner
eight to twelve inches above the surface of the ground. The
brace is constantly subjected to a strain of varying tensity,
and owing to lack of sufficient rigidity is frequently the
location of defective construction and consequent failure to
maintain a proper tension of the wire, if round, it should be
at least 5 Inches In diameter at the small end.
-22-
"The stay wire sho\ild bo of eight gauge annealed wire and
flhoxild engage the post at equal distances from the top and
ground as the hrace on the opposite post^ and should be stapled
in place on each post. After being twisted taut, it should
also, be stapled to the brace where It crosses in center."
Farmers of today still employ the same back-breaking
methods of setting wood posts as those used Just after the
invention of woven wire in 1877. Some efforts have been made
to reduce this labor by sharpening and driving line posts, but
there is insufficient research data to determine the optimum
size of post and shape of point or comparable stability of
these posts. Driven posts were lised on a trl-county project
In Nebraska (3) based on tests made last year under the super
vision of engineers from the union Pacific Railroad and the
Central Nebraska Public Power and irrigation District. An
account of this e^eriment is given as follows;
"The usual method of setting and tamping posts in dug
holes was discarded in setting 17,000 creosoted posts along
the Union Pacific Railroad rl^t-of-way in Nebraska recently,
when it was found that 3-ln. diameter round posts could be
sharpened and driven 2.5 ft. deep in the average soils of that
region In about two minutes by one man equipped with a 37-lb.
driver.... The posts were not damaged by the driving and were
more firmly fixed in the ground by this method than by the
usual method of digging and tamping in place....
-23-
"The posts were lodgepole pine, pointed at the treating
plant with an electric motor-driven sharpener, and then given
an empty-cell treatment with a final retention of 6 lbs. of
Grade One creosote per cubic foot of wood. The specifications
contained the following provisions:
•*Line Posts.—Shall be 3-ln. diameter, minlmiim allowed
2 1/2-in.; length 6 ft. 6 in.; the small diameter end to be
pointed before treatment for driving, taper point to be 6 to
8 in. in length.
"Corner Posts.—Shall be 5 1/2-in. diameter, minlnaan
allowed 5 in.} length 8 ft.
"Corner Brace posts and Intermediate Brace posts.—Shall
be 5 1/2-ln. diameter, minimum allowed 5 in.; length 6 ft.
6 in.
"All comer and brace posts and intermediate brace posts
shall be framed for braces before treatment and shall be
notched 1 in. deep for braces; top of horizontal braces shall
be 7 in. below top of posts; braces shall be 4 1/2-in. diameter,
Tnlniimun allowed 4 in."
In general there seems to be qxiite a variety of opinions
as to the proper dimensions of an adequate end or corner con
struction, but the lack of information on the exact nature and
extent of the forces causing failures seems to be a matter of
common assent.
-24-
ANALYSIS OP PROBIEM
Field Study
Introduction*
The f&rmer ia usually a very resourcefia person, and as a
result of the life he leads must be somewhat of an individual
ist. When the farm population is confronted with a problem to
solve, ordinarily a vast number of solutions are forthcoming,
and, as a result of the utter lack of research, fencing seems
to occupy the role of such a problem. Therefore, it was
deemed wise to make a tour of the territory surrounding Ames
as a part of the analysis of the structural features of the
fence. The area was limited because of inadequate transporta
tion facilities.
Ob.lect of study.
The object of this study was to gain a working knowledge
of the atructiiral problems pertaining to fencing through
observation of ends, corners, and line posts.
^ and corner structures giving tmsatisfactorv service.
Analyzing some specific examples will emphasize and
clarify structural problems to be faced in building an end or
corner construction. The structures disciissed were encountered
-25-
in central Iowa where good farming conditions prevail, and
illustrate the need for good structural design rather than
improved materials.
Figure 1 is an example of useless expenditure of time and
money in an honest effort to build a substantial comer. The
poet la of expensive treated material, but the structure la
fall^ing because of the method of bracing. The tension wire la
one double strand of No. 9 gage galvanized wire, which la not
sufficient# The comer post is twisting out of line, and
because of the nature of the bracing, has started the upward
movement which is disastrous to so many end and comer con
structions.
An excellent example proving that the size of the corner
post is not the answer to the corner structure problem is
shown by Figure 2. The short span, falling brace post, and
tension wire have offset the advantage of a 10 inch post to
such a degree that the atructure is of very little value to
the fence.
Frost and fence loads cause posts to heave, as shown in
Figure 3. Crossed types of bracing are more subject to this
type of failure than horizontal braced arrangements.
Long spans contribute to the failure of the compression
brace by increasing the l/d ratio, which results in the brace
buckling, as shown by Figure 4. The tension member is much
too li^t and has stretched a great deal, as can be noted in
the Illustration. Althou^ the load is light, as in the
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barbed wire fence shown In Figure 5, the 12 foot 2" x 6" piece
of oreosoted Itimber Is buckling becaoxse the 2 Inch dimension
is too small.
The compression brace fastener is the cause of a number
of comer structure failures, such as the one shown In
Pigxire 6. Toe nailing of braces is a common method of fasten
ing the wooden members, and almost Invariably the member rots
on the end and slips out of place.
The most common bracing type found in the field was an 8
or 9 foot crossed brace arrangement, yet this type gave the
poorest service* Besides being a poor bracing arrangement
from the standpoint of resisting movement, the crossed brace
arrangement is hard to fabricate and the wooden brace is more
easily dislodged because of poor connecting methods. The
horizontal compression brace arrangements do not seem to need
much of a connector as long as the tension wire is tight.
End and comer constructions giving satisfactory service*
A large majority of the structures found in the field
which were giving satisfactory service were some form of the
double span. In a few cases an anchor of some type was used,
but very few farmers seemed willing to use a construction of
this kind.
Farmers favored the double span assembly because it was
cheap, simple, required practically the same amount of labor
to set as did the single span assembly, and gave satisfactory
-28-
service*
In a farm fence survey of 146 farms in four county farm
business associations in Butler, Prsmklin, Grundy, and Hardin
Counties, Iowa. Allbaugh (2) found that the most common type
of arrangement in Franklin County was a double span arrange
ment consisting of a horizontal compression brace span and a
crossed brace span*
The double span end shown In Figure 7 has been installed
four years and Is still in excellent condition. The arrange
ment is one rod long and \ises the first line post for the
second brace post, thereby reducing the cost of the end
structure. The compression braces are run from a point two-
thirds of the above-ground height of the post to the one-third
point on the brace post. Although the fence has been used to
enclose stock during Its four years of service, it is still
taut.
The horizontal braced double span, shown In Figure 8, has
been used In a pasture fence for a number of years, and the
fence is still tight. The tension members could be Improved
by adding another double strand of No. 9 gage galvanized wire.
The one double strand of wire has stretched, allowing the
posts to lean.
Horton (8) agronomist for the American Steel and Wire
Co., In recommending an end construction similar to Figure 9,
makes the following statement in regard to the double span:
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"A very efficient smd durable method of setting and
bracing end posts."
The arrangement shown in Figure 9 is used around the
highway maintenance grounds two miles east of Atlantic, Iowa#
The fence is composed of two 726-6t9 strands of woven wire and
one piece of double strand No. 12-1/2 gage barbed wire, making
a total height of 54 inches* The load resulting from this
type of fencing is as severe as will bo fotind In almost any
farm fence, yet the corner construction is in perfect condi
tion with the exception of the second compression brace which
was bending slightly. There was no evidence around the post
of any movement, either horizontal or vertical.
The arrangement shown In Figure 10 may not be artistic
and pleasing to the eye, but It Is effective in keeping the
fence tight. Figure 11 Indicates the willingness of farmers
to resort to any method in an effort to maintain a taut fence*
Line post failures#
Each year thousands of dollars are spent by farmers In
every state to replace broken line posts. Allbaugh (2) in a
survey of 146 farms reported 15% of all line posts used on
these farms as being in poor condition and needing replace
ment.
During the field trip causes of line post failures were
studied. They are listed as followsj Inadequate materials,
poor farming practices, insufficient depth of set, defective
-31-
fasteners, poor fencing practices, insects, and deterioration.
Each of these types of failxire will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
In the early history of fencing in the United States,
line posts were used with large safety factors, but as native
timber became less abvmdant, a tendency toward the use of
smaller posts prevailed. Because of this situation concrete,
pressure treated wood, and steel, as well as native timber for
line posts are being commonly used at the present time* As
failures in all these materials occur in the field, it is
obvious that the size of the post must be adapted to the type
of service rendered, in a properly stretched fence the loads
on the line posts may be defined as "live" and result largely
from confined animals. The size of the line post need not
always be excessive, as is demonstrated by a 3 inch post shown
in Figure 12, which has been in use for a long time as part of
a permanent pasture fence and is still in good condition.
Line post failures are often a direct result of poor
farming practices, such as cultivating too close to the fence.
Farm implements, when used close to the fence, may catch onto
the posts or wire, and as a result, the post breaks or is
weakened to such an extent that rupture eventually occurs.
The vicious practice of burning fence rows to rid them of
weeds and insects is expensive, as the posts are either com
pletely destroyed or reduced to such a state that failure is
almost certain.
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The greatest amount of labor expended In erecting a fence
is ordinarily required to set the line posts. There is a
natural tendency to reduce this labor to a minimum, especially
during rush seasons, by reducing the depth of set, A 6-1/2
foot post set 2 feet in the ground is often used for heavy
types of service actually requiring a 7 foot post sat 2-1/2
feet in the ground.
Large staples are often driven in small posts, splitting
the post and leaving it open to various forms of deterioration.
During periods of freezing and thawing the cracks are widened
until the staples are loosened, allowing the wire to sag.
Figure 13 illustrates this type of failure.
Farmers often staple the wire tight to the post, leaving
no provision for the wire to slide by the post. This results
in the post pulling to one side, as shown by Figure 14, Also,
too large a space is sometimes left between wires, especially
between the first strand of barbed wire and the woven wire,
which allows stock to reach througji the fence, producing severe
loads on the line posts.
Insects often weaken native posts by tunneling in the
wood either during the process of curing or after the fence
has been erected, and when the posts are subjected to loads of
various kinds, rupture may result. The most common type of
failure in native posts results from decay at the ground line.
Some species of wood are much less durable than others, having
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a life of five years or less. Such posts are a waste of time
and money*
Summary and conclusions.
Practically all imanchored single span arrangements noted
in the field were giving \insatlsfactory service. These
failures could be traced to the following causes:
!• Upheaval of the end post caused by loads produced in
the bracing members or by frost upheaval.
2. Horizontal movement of the end post through the soil.
3. Poor bracing connections.
The end and corner structures giving satisfactory service
in the field were double span arrangements and a few anchored
constructions. The double span structures consisted of a
number of various bracing arrangements, all of which seemed to
be quite satisfactory.
Line post failures as observed in the field were traced
to the following causes:
1. Failure of materials.
2m Poor farming practices.
3« Insufficient depth of set.
4* Inadequate fasteners.
5. poor fencing practices.
6. Insects and deterioration.
-36-
The field study brought out the problems faced In
Improving fencing methods and practices and suggested possible
solutions to the stinictural difficulties encountered.
Load Analysis Through Tests on Wire Tension Curves
Introduction.
The proper Initial tension for stretching various wire
arrangements at the time of erection has never been definitely
determined. Reynolds (14) gives the proper Initial tension
for summer stretching in a standard 8-32-11 woven wire fence
as 1,600 pounds, which pulled the tension curve to one-half
its tensionless size, and the load for a No. 12-1/2 gage
barbed wire was given as 250 pounds. Hazen (7) placed a dyna
mometer in a standard 832-6-9 woven wire fence at the time of
stretching, and the loads for two separate stretches were
2,300 pounds and 2,600 pounds. A dynamometer was also placed
in a stretch of old wire on the Julius Black farm south of
AmQfl* On this occasion only 800 pounds of tension was placed
In a 726-6-11 style woven wire.
In an effort to study the initial load placed on an end
construction, several specimens of wire tension curves were
tested.
Object.
The object of these tests was (1) to detea?mine the load
-37-
producod on the end poet of an end construction by the initial
stretching of various types of wire, (2) to compare the
strength of the crimped wire with the straight specimens, and
(3) to predict the effectiveness of the curve in relieving the
stress in the fence caused by temperature changes*
Selection of specimens*
The most common types of galvanized wire used in fencing
gages No» 9, lo, 11, and 12-1/2. Both straight and crimped
specimens were chosen from these gage numbers and tested. The
wire was obtained from the Republic Steel plant in two differ
ent shipments. Through an error, the curves in the first
shipment were all straightened out, and so a niunber of tests
were made on wire with a curve made by a gadget constructed In
the shop. The remainder of the tests were made on wire with
factory made tension curves* The specimens were about 12
inches in length.
Apparatus.
The tests were conducted in the Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics Laboratory so that a tensile machine could be
utilized in loading the specimens. A machine on the second
floor was used in the first series of tests, while the second
series was conducted In the research room on the first floor
with a different machine.
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Hazon (7) drew up plans for an extenaometer to measure
the elongation of the curves and had the college Instrument
shop build one. This device with a specimen of wire in place
ready for testing is shown by Figure 15. It consisted of an
Ames Dial Gage and two clamps pivoted on an am opposite the
dial gage. The two clamps, containing a 4 inch length of the
specimen, were made of pointed thumb screws which fastened on
either side of the tension curve.
A piece of metal was clamped to the wire across the
tension curve so that a micrometer could be used to determine
the amoxmt of curve taken out for a given load.
Procedure*
In the wire testa a definite procedure was selected and
followed throughout. It is as follows:
The wire on either side of the curve was strai^tened to
fit in the jaws of the machine, the piece of metal used in
taking the micrometer readings was clamped on the specimen,
the wire was placed in the extensometer, the specimen was
clamped in the tensile machine, and initial readings were
taken. After some preliminai*y loading experimentation, a
method of load application was adopted which consisted of
applying 40 pound Increments for 120 pounds and then completely
releasing the load. On the next increment the load was picked
up at the point it had previously reached* Readings were
taken at each 40 potmd increment and on the zero load readings.
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The observations consisted of noting the elongation of the
wire shown by the Ames Dial Gage, the depth of the tension
carve read from the micrometer, and the load. The tests were
not oonoluded \antil the wire broke#
Discussion of tests*
The first shipment of wire specimens was received by
Hazen during the winter Quarter, but because of misunderstood
instructions the tension curves were straightened out# A
second shipment of curves was ordered immediately but did not
arrive for some time* In the meantime a gadget was con
structed by which a curve similar to those made at the factory
could be placed in a straight piece of wire, several tests
were made on this type of specimen in January, 1939, but these
tests were discontinued in order to take up tests on model
fence end constructions. Even after the second shipment of
specimens arrived nothing more was done along this line until
the following winter when a number of teats were made on gal
vanized wire gages No. 9, lo, 11, and 12.1/2*
Tension curve tests No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 and straight wire
tests No. 15 and No. 16 were made in the first series during
January, 1939, while the remainder of the tests were made
during the following winter, in all tests the specimens were
loaded until complete rupture took place. Figure 16 shows a
specimen In the testing machine and micrometer readings being
taken on the height of the tension curve. Figure 15 is a
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close-up of the apecimen In the extenaometer* The reading on
the dial gage of the extensoraeter was twice the actual exten
sion and was divided by two to give the correct elongation of
a 4 inch portion of the specimen containing the curve.
Teat No* 1 waa largely an experiment to determine the
proper procedvire for testing. A straight pull test would not
give the desired information, but the procedure that was
adopted served to bring out the elastic properties of the
curve and wire*
Trouble was experienced In several of the tests becaiiae
the Ames Dial Gage slipped off the inatrument arm, neceaai-
tatlng the resetting of the gage. The tests in which this
occurred are Nos. 2, 3, and 12.
At times the specimen would slip in the Jaws of the
tensile machine, but this did not disrupt the testa as did
the resetting of the gage. The tests in which the specimen
slipped are Nos« 8, 9, 12, and 14.
Test No. 6 was the first made in the second series. A
different machine was used, and what was thought to be a 40
pound increment later In the teat proved to be 4 pounds. The
small Increment required so much time that when 516 pounds was
reached the regular procedure was discarded and the specimen
was loaded until it broke.
Test No. 7 was loaded in the usual manner until approxi
mately one-half the tension curve was removed, and the
specimen was left loaded for two and one-half hours. At the
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end of this time, load, elongation, and tension curve helgjit
observations were made. These readings were the same as those
at the start with the exception of the load. The drop In the
load reading might "be e^^lalned by the fact that In the loading
operation the machine was turned until the beam raised, and
lamedlately after application of the load was discontinued the
beam would drop. Indicating that the load had dropped off
slightly# This method of taking load readings was more uni
form than any other tried.
Tests No. 14 to No. 20, inclxisive, were made on straight
wire to serve as a basis by which the properties of the curves
might be judged#
Tests No. 21 to No. 25, inclusive, were made during
January, 1940, as supplementary work to bring in No. 10 gage
wire which had been overlooked previously and as a check on
the other work.
Results*
Using Reynolds' (14) observation that in a properly
stretched woven wire the curves should be reduced to one-half
their tensionless size, the data from these tests were used to
predict the load produced on the end post by the initial
stretching of the wire.
In calculating the point at which the curve was reduced
to one-half its original size, a constant consisting of the
diameter of the wire plus the thickness of the piece of metal
r-42-
TABLE !• WIRE TEST DATA.
<D
•P
m g
(D p
Loadin pounds Elongation Inches Micrometer ReadingInches Test Number Loadin pounds Elongation Inches Micrometer Reading.Inche.s Test Number Loadin Pounds
£3
o
•p
Od 03
to 0
a ^
o o
rH fl
riicrometer ReadingInches
1 0 .000 .528 1 0 .062 .435 1 880 .137 .332
25 .001 .526 480 .076 .420 0 .122 .335
60 500 .079 .415 900 .145 .323
75 - - 520 .081 .405 920 .145 .322
100 .005 .520 0 .070 .420 940 .146 .322
125 .009 .515 540 .089 .394 0 .130 .322
140 .011 .511 560 .089 .393 960 .148 .320
160 .014 . 506 580 .091 .389 980 .150 .319
180 .014 .504 0 .080 .400 1000 .153 .316
200 .018 . 502 600 .095 .386 0 .136 .323
0 .012 .509 620 .098 .380 1020 .159 .310
220 .028 .495 640 .104 .372 1040 .160 .309
240 .029 .495 0 .093 .380 1060 .163 .308
260 .030 .490 660 .109 .365 0 .146 .313
0 .021 .500 680 .110 .365 1080 .166 .303
280 .032 • 485 700 .112 .364 1100 .167 .302
300 .035 .480 0 .099 .375 1120 .169 .302
320 .039 .476 720 .119 .355 0 .154 .305
0 .029 .485 740 .120 .353 1140 .173 .298
340 .051 .456 760 .121 .361 1160 .175 .297
360 .051 .454 0 .107 .360 1180 .128 .294
380 .052 .453 780 .124 .349 0 .163 .298
0 .043 .465 800 .127 .345 1200 .131 .291
400 .060 .445 820 .130 .341 1220 .134 .288
420 .061 .443 0 .115 .349 1240 .136 .287
440 .065 .442 840 .134 .334 0 .172 .291
460 .071 .430 860 .135 .334 1260 .199 .275
Specimen
Original
metal
.125"
This test
curve
broke at one end of tension curve.
diameter of wire was .160"- Width of piece of
used to measTore hei^t of tension curve was
consisted of No. 9
made by gadget.
gage wire with tension
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TABLB I. CONTINUED.
C u a u a u
o 0 o (D o ®
•p •H •p
a •P O bO C •P a>bo -P o bO
cd oa sen h •H Q cd (0 Sfl 03 h •H 03 Cd 03 B Ca
0) bO <D O-H® (D 'd 60 <0 0<H ® ® •d bO® o^®
•d S •d C a 'd S
ca p o o O 0) o oa S o O oaJ o A g cd p o o O Q}0
Q O H C •H © CJ © 3 o o H G •H® fl ®P 32 H flEh 125 ^ O, M H Eh!z5 M M E-«a WH S fCSH
2 20 .000 • 550 2 0 .128 .350 3 80 .015 .528
40 .003 .545 1000 .150 .329 120 .034 .517
80 .008 .537 1040 -- 0 .018 • 525
120 .010 . 53c 1080 160 .047 .499
0 .004 .545 0 — — 200 .066 .470
160 ♦ 014 .529 1120 -- -- 240 .088 .447
200 .030 .516 840 ".151 .326 0 .072 .456
240 .030 .507 880 .151 .325 280 .103 .417
0 .019 .520 920 .152 .325 320 .121 .393
280 .039 .492 960 .152 .324 360 .136 .370
320 .040 .491 1000 .153 .324 0 .127 .385
360 .046 .488 1040 .154 .322 400 .145 . 350
0 .032 .500 1080 .155 .321 440 005 .332
400 .057 .465 0 .148 .324 480 .008 .325
440 .064 .460 1120 .161 .316 0 .003 .337
480 .070 .450 1160 .167 .307 520 .015 .315
0 .055 .464 1200 .170 .304 560 .022 .305
520 .081 .432 0 .156 .312 600 .028 .294
560 .089 .420 1240 .176 .300 0 .017 .307
600 .094 .410 1280 .178 .297 640 .034 .284
0 .079 .426 1320 .182 .289 680 .039 .279
640 .105 .396 0 .168 .300 720 .045 .273
680 .109 .388 1360 .187 .288 0 .033 .283
720 .113 .381 1400 .193 .286 760 . 050 .262
0 .097 .400 1440 .207 .279 800 .055 .263
760 .123 .367 1600 .216 .275 840 .062 .256
800 .130 .354 3 0 .000 .565 0 .049 .262
840 .132 .353 40 .000 .565 880 .070 .252
0 .117 .368 80: .011 .545
880 .137 .346 120: _ — ^ _
920 .140 .344 0: .000 .552
960 .144 .338 40: .009 .535
Both tests consisted of No. 9 gage wire with tension
curves made by gadget.
Wire on test No. 2 broke in middle of tension curve.
•s^Extensometer dial slipped off instrument arm and was
reset at 840 lbs.
^J-H-Dial on extensometer slipped off and had to be reset.
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TABLE I. CONTINUED.
a h a h G U
o (D o O o ®
•H 4^ •H
-p 0) to q •P 0 U} 0 •P QbO
u ^ Q as n 6 C 00 •H ta at 03 S Ga h •H CQ cd 09 B G OS
o •d bO © O-H <D o •d bO® O-H® ® 'd bO ® 0<H ®
4*3 •d fl as: UTis: •P^ axi G G
COB as P o o OcO O cQ a <A B o o O 0} o 0}g (0 7 o o o cd o
9 P H C hog © 3 Q O H G •H ® G ®p o o G •H ® G1-^ W M SpiH Eh a MH SCCH 6-0 m H
4 0 .000 .480 4 960 .099 .322 5 0 .118 .448
40 .000 .480 0 .084 .331 520 .147 .416
80 .000 .480 1000 .109 .312 560 .153 .398
120 .002 .473 1040 .110 • 310 600 .158 .388
0 .000 .480 1080 .114 .306 0 • 141 .412
160 .004 .470 0 .098 .313 640 .164 .377
200 .007 .463 1120 • 122 .298 680 • 169 .370
240 .009 .459 1160 .125 .292 720 .174 .366
0 .000 .470 1200 .127 .290 0 • 166 .377
280 .017 .447 0 .111 .300 760 • 180 • 355
320 .018 .443 1240 .135 .287 800 • 184 .347
360 .019 .440 1280 • 137 .285 840 .190 • 337
0 .004 .455 1320 .149 • 279 0 .177 • 353
400 .028 .432 0 .133 .281 880 .195 • 337
440 .032 .420 1360 .158 .276 920 -198 • 331
480 .035 .406 5 0 .000 .656 960 .202 • 321
0 .023 .431 40 . 005 .649 0 .189 • 334
520 .030 .400 80 .007 .641 1000 .206 • 321
560 .047 .396 120 • 013 .635 1040 .210 .312
600 .054 .485 0 • 003 .653 1080 .214 .305
0 -042 .400 160 .031 .596 0 .200 • 320
640 . 059 .478 200 .044 .582 1120 • 223 .298
680 -064 .471 240 .058 .568 1160 • 227 .295
720 .069 .465 0 • 041 .582 1200 .232 .291
0 .056 .377 280 .073 .544 0 .218 .298
760 .081 .349 320 .089 • 506 1240 .239 .286
800 .083 .347 360 .102 .487 1280 .246 .281
840 .087 .339 0 • 085 .508 1320 .255 .279
0 .073 .350 400 -- 0 .242 .285
880 .093 .331 440 .124 • 455 1360 .265 .275
920 . 095 .328 480 • 135 .433
Note:
Test No. 4 consisted of No.
curve made by gadget.
Test No, 5 consisted of No.
made tension curve. This
curve.
*Metal piece on tension curve
9 gage wire with tension
9 gage wire with factory
specimen broke at peak of
was not tight against wire
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TABLE I. CONTINUED
Test
Number
a
•HfO
-dc CO? a
s
a
o
•H
CO03 bOa> axi oo
HC
W
H••••
99•• Micrometer
Reading
Inches
h
<
D
03
S
Q>P Ens
a
•Hm
*dc 0}p
oo
••
••9- Elongation Inches
u
<
D
+
3
Oto Sfloj 0.rf
©
OCOo
SKH
u
<
D 4^43 S^
©P
ehSs:
A
T
i
03
•d tjc g§
a
o
•H
43
a
sea tiO© fix} oo
iH
WH
Micrometer Rearil
ng Inches
6 0 .000
.666
6132
.029
.598
6316
.103
.480
4 .000
.666
0.016
.628
324
.105
.472
8 .000
.661
140
.032
.598
0.091
.499
12 .000
.658
148
.036•
595
332
.110
.468
0
•
000
.659
156
.038
.588
340
.113
.465
16 .000
.653
0.025
.608
348
.115
.460
20.001
.648
164
.042
.570
0.101
.483
24 .001
.648
172
.046
.569
356
.119
.455
0.000
.651
180
.048
.560
364
.122
.452
28.001
.647
0.034
.591
372
.125
.447
32 .002
.635
188
.052.
560
0 .111
.469
36.003
.633
-a-
196
.054
.556
380•
128
.442
0 .000
.648
204
.057.
550
388
.131
.437 40.004
.625
0.042
.559
396
.134
.434
44 .005
.625
212
.062
.535
0.121
.453 48.005
.615
220.
065
.534
404
.137
.429
0.000
.647
228
.068
.527
412
.140
.425 62.006
.615
0.053
.550
420
.143
.421
56 .007
.612
236
.071
.524
0.129
.439 60.008
.611
244
.074
.519
428
.146•
416
0.001
.648
252
.077
.517
436•
148
.412 68 .010
.633
0.062
.532
444
.151
.411 76 .012
.628
260
.081
.510
0.137
.430 84.015
.628
268
.084
.507
452
.153
.406 0
•
005
.637
276
.087
.502
460
.155
.402 92 •
017
.614
0
•
072
.527
468
.158 •
400 100
.020.
605
284
.090
.500
0.145
.417 108
.022
.598
292
.092
.495
484
.160•
393
0 .010
.638
300
.095
.489
500._ •
390 116
.025
.598
0.081
.516
516__
.385 124
.027
.598
308
.099
.482
Note:
The test consisted of No. 9 gage wire with factory-
tension curve.
Test was concluded by applying load steadily until
specimen broke at 1242 lbs,
"J'fExtensometer reversed temporarily.
made
the
TABLE I. COtrriNTJED
5i
CO &
<D
E-ffe. i-IPh
7
: •«
. o
0
•H
fd
(d
o
tti
cr
40
80
120
0
160
200
240
0
280
320
360
0
400
440:
•P
cb 03
<D
d ^
O o
ri ^, WH
TOM
.007
.011
.019
.005
.033
.047
.058
.041
.067
.077
.087
.073
.099
.107
fl
tlD
G
•H
t3
d
0)
7CT5"
.589
.581
.572
.592
.554
.533
.513
.547
.499
.479
.462
.487
.437
.425
0
•P^»
mS
(DP
Enla
03
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a
o
•H
-P
cd CQ
bO <t)
o o
H fl
W H
480:.ll5
0: .104
520:.123
560:.128
600:,135
0: .127
640:.138
680:.141
720:.144
0:.135
760:.150
800:.151
84O;.154
0: .161
880:.168
Note:
Specimen consisted of No. 9 gage wire with factory made
tension curve.
*This point was reached at 11:00 a.m., and specimen was
left loaded until 1:30 p.m.
Load at 1:30 p.m. = 356 Ihs.
Diameter of wire = .I50
Thickness of Dietal-.125
Sum =.275
Before stretching.
Tension curve +
metal =.612
One-half tension
curve »=.6l2 - ,275 = .1685
2
Measurment when tension curve was one-half out
= .1685 + .275 = .U35
**Load was accidentally applied instead of released,
After the error was discovered the load was released
m •
t;o :
CJ 03.
•H Q):
to O* 03
© r: a>
CcJKBH S
.432
.392
.382
.366
.382
.359
.349
• 341
.363
.330
.325
.322
.307
.305
0
03
•CJ
TlJ
cd J3
o o
o
•iH
•P
cd C3
t^D ®
f3 ^
O O
U
Q>
•P
0)
a
o
fH
o
• s H
tiO
C 03
1-1 0
'd
cd o
<D
Pti H
920
960
0
1000
1040
1080
0
1120
1160
1200
0
1240
1280
1320
.169:
.169:
.161:
.169:
.170:
.172:
.163:
.176:
.179:
.183:
.173:
•189:
.195:
.297
.305
.295
.294
.293
.302
.292
.281
.280
.282
.272
.270
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TABLE I. CONTINUED.
iTest ,
Number Load
in
!
Pounds
'Elongation 1
Inches
u
<
D
-P
<PU)
oca
o ass
Test
Number
Load
in Pounds
Elongation Inches
Micrometer
Reading
Inches Test
Number
Load
in pounds
Elongation Inches
Micrometer
Reading
Inches
8 0.000
.485
8 0.073
.287
9 400
.049•
355
40.005
.467
760
.090
.271
440.
055
.338
80.011
.454
800
.093
.266
480
.060
.327
120
.015
.440
840
.098
.261
0.050
.446
0.007
.467
0.085
.264
520
.065
.316
160
.022
.433
880
.101
.258
560
.069
.308
200
.030
.419
920
.106
.253
600
.072
.300
240.
033
.400
960
.112
.249
0.063
.317
0.021
.420
0.098
.252
640
.078
.291
4S-
280
.039
.386
1000
.126
.245
680
.081
.287
520
.044
.372
1040--—
720
.085
.280
360
.050
.357
9 0.000
.469
0.073
.292
0.038
.377
40.001
.458
760
.088
.275
400
.054
.350
80.002
.456
800
.092
.270
440
.059
.337
120
.005
.450
840
.097
.263
480
.063
.326
0 .000
.465
0.
085
.272
0.051
.346
160
.012
.434
880
.101
.259
520
.068
.316
200
.018
.418
920
.106
.255
560
.072
.304
240
.024
.406
960
.115
.251
600
.075
.298
0.012
.430
0.101
.254
0.064
.309
280
.034
.385
1000
.129
.247
640
.079
.290
320
.037
.377
1040— 680
.083
.284
360
.044
.367
720
.085
.277
0.033
.386
Note:
Both specimens were of No. 11 gage wire with factory
made tension curves.
Both specimens broke at peak of curve,
•5'fWire in te^^t No. 8 slipped in jaws of machine but was
tightened and the test continued.
•jHt-wire in test No. 9 slipped out of machine jaws, and
dial dropped back to .040 after load was applied a
short time.
TABLE !• CONTINUED.
• «
t, . oj
S
01 a . oJ
® g : o o
10: 0
40
80
120
0
160
200
240
0
280
320
360
0
400
440
480
0
520
560
600
0
640
680
720
0
760
a
o
•p
C0 03
too)
o o
H C
WH
.000
.010
.018
.054
.037
.080
.088
.101
.084
.109
.119
.123
.106
.126
.135
.138
.122
.141
.146
.150
.138
.155
.167
.174
.161
U
0)
4^
Q> bO
Bflo
Ot\ <D
O as O
<D C
SKH
.565
.542
.521
• 430
.465
.402
.366
.333
.364
.320
.296
.286
.315
.278
.264
.260
.279
.256
.248
.244
.256
.237
.232
.327
.330
Note:
All specimens were Ho. 12-1/2 gage wire with factory
made tension curves.
Teat No* 10 "broke at one end where extensometer was
fastened.
Test No. 11 broke at peak of tension curve.
Test No. 12 broke at peak of tension curve.
'"•Wire was slipping in jaws of machine.
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11
a
Ti to
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ss
0
40
80
120
0
160
200
240
0
280
320
360
0
400
440
480
0
520
560
600
0
640
680
720
0
760
800
840
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a
o
Ti
•p
Cd 92
bO <D
C XI
o o
H fl
W H
.000
.004
.012
.016
.004
.025
.039
.052
.034
.067
.077
.088
.071
.094
.100
.107
.091
.112
.117
.121
.105
.127
.131
.137
.126
.143
.150
.158
<D
•P
<D bO
e fin
o«H o
O g5 O
^ « C
SCtfH
.501
.496
.484
.476
.494
.457
.436
.406
.455
.376
.358
.338
.358
.325
.315
.304
.320
.295
.287
.281
.295
.274
.268
.262
.270
.257
.252
.247
u
a>
4V>
coS
©3
11
12
•Si-
Ti 03
•d 2
at p
o o
Ph
0
880
0
40
80
120
0
160
200
240
0
o
•H
•P
OS 03
bD (D
a -d
o o
H C
W H
.149
.000
.009
.027
.047
.028
.061
.072
.080
.067
280:.086
320
360
0
400
440
480
0
520
560
0
600
640
680
0
720
.094
.097
.087
.102
.106
.109
.099
.113
.118
.102
.126
.131
.135
.125
U
<D
-p
<D bO
SCO
O nH <D
^ 'CA
O ai O
•rl a> C
.249
.484
.468
.439
.400
.428
.375
.340
.323
.347
.318
.287
.279
.301
.268
.260
.256
.270
.251
^241
.254
.236
.236
.227
.229
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TABLE I. CONTINUED.
u
o
4V>
,Loadin pounds Elongation Inches MicrometerReachingInches
TestNumber
C
a :-p
•H P3 . CU 0)
•b • to ®
lU s -axi
OJ 3 O O
CO : rH fl .
1^04 . w H ,
«
Test Number Loadin Pounds ElongationInches
13 0 .000 .505 14 0:.000 14 0 .001
40 .019 .478 40!.000 880 .006
80 .050 .421 80 • 001 920 .006
120 .057 .415 120 .001 960 .006
0 .043 .430 0 .000 0 .001
160 .072 .361 160 .001 1000 .007
200 .082 .342 200 .001 1040 .007
240 .091 .320 240 .002 1080 .008
0 .076 .349 0 .000 0 .002
280 .097 .300 280 .002 1120 .008
320 .102 .294 320 .002 1160 .009
360 • 108 .276 360 .002 1200 .010
0 .096 .300 0 .000 0 .002
400 .112 .267 400 .002 1240 .011
440 .117 .258 440 .003 1280 .012
480 .121 .251 480 .003 1320 .013
0 .110 .259 0 .000 0 .004
520 .126 .242 520 .003 1360 .014
560 .131 .239 560 .003 1400 .016
600 .136 .234 600 .003 1440 .018
0 .123 .239 0 .001 0 .008
640 .143 .228 640 .003 1480 .021
680 .154 .228 680 .004 1520 .027
720 — -- 720 .004 1560 .048
0 .001 0 .034
760 .005 1600
800 .005 1640
840 .005 «
•
W W W •
Specimen No. 13 was composed of No. 12-1/2
gage wire with factory made tension curve.
Test No. 13 broke at peak of tension curve.
Specimen No. 14 was a straight piece of No. 9
gage wire.
-is-wire was slipping in Jaws of machine.
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TABIE I. CONTINUED.
Test
Number
G
•HO 'd'i as0 S
£
Elongation Inches Teat Number Load
in Pounds
a
o
•p
O
S
CO bO® Cxi oo
•HG MM
u
o
03g
Q>
?
E-«a
G
«H09 T
S *0G aSp
oo
PPU
G
o
asa bOO) C£l o2
rHG
Test
Number
Load
in Pounds
G
o
+
>
a
s bO<D GX
I oo
r-i
G
WH
17 0 .000
17
920
.021
18 680
.020
200.000
40 .001
960
.024
720
.022
40 .001 80.002
0.013
0.008
80.001 120
.002
1000
.028
760
.023
120
.001
0 .001
1040
.037
800
.024
0.000 160
.003
1080
.088
840
.026
160
.002 200
.003
0.075
0.014
200
.003 240
.004
1120--
880
.028
240
.003 0.001
18 0.000
920
.031
0.000 280
.005
40.004
960
.034
280
.004 320
.005
80.006
0.021
320
.005 360
.006
120
.008
1000
.042
360
.005 0.001
0.000
1040
.122 0.000 400
.006
160
.008
1030--
400
.006 440
.007
200
.009
19 0 .000
440
.007 480
.007
240
.009
40.001
480
.008 0 .001
0 .000
80.002
0 .000 520
.008
280
.010
120
.003
520
.010 560
.009
320
.011
0.000
560
.012 600
.009
360
.012
160
.004
600
.014 0.001
0.003
200
.005
0.005 640
.010
400
.014
240
.006
640
.019 680
.011
440
.014
0.001
680
.026 720
.012
480
.015
280
.007
720
.135
0.002
0.005
320
.008 0
.123 760
.013
520
.016
360
.010
760mmm. 800
.014
560
.017
0.004
800 840
.016
600
.018
400
.014
0.005
0.005
440
880
.018
640
.019
480--
Specimens No. 17 and 18 were straight pieces of
No. 11 gage wire.
Specimens No. 19 and 20 were straight pieces of
No. 12-1/2 gage wire.
Teats No. 17 and 18 "broke in the jaws of the machine.
Test No. 19 broke at 500 lbs. below extensometer.
Test No. 20 broke in middle after stretching a great
deal.
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TABLE I. COIJTINUED.
Test
Number
Load
in Pounds
G
o
•P
G
d
CQ
bO©
oo
iHa
W
H
h
0
•P
<DtiO SCO] O-H®
OC
0
O
•HOC
Test
Number
a
T
i
09
-d
"H
CO^
oo
l-q
cu
G
O
•H
<
P
C
00) bO0
C^
oo
HG
WH
u
0
+
5
0bO sen 0<H0
OCOO
•HOC
21 0 .000
.542
21 760
.101
.360 40•
002
.537
800
.104
.357 80.003
.535
840
.109
.352 120
.005 .
53c 0.097
.356
0 .001
.540
880
.109
.335 160
.008
.515
920
.112
.329 200
.015
.512
960
.115
.326 240
.023
.497 0
.103
.332
0.014
.513
1000
.119
.322 280
.031
.480
1040
.123
.315 320
.037
.465
1080
.131
.313 360
.044
.453 0
.113
.318
0.031
.475
1120
.132
.302 400
.051
.440
1160
.134
.297 440
.057
.430
1200
.137
.295 480
.063
.420 0
.124
.302
0.051
.440
1240
.142
.290 520
.070
.408
1280
.146
.288 560
.075
.396
1320
.151
.283 600
.082
.390
0.137
.288
0 .070
.411
1360
.159
.278 640
.089
.373
1400
.167
.276 680
.091
.370
1440
.185
.247 720
.096
.363
0.169
.248
0 .083
.378
Specimen No# 21 waa composed of No. 9
gage wire with factory made tension
curve•
Test No. 21 broke at peak of curve.
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TABLE I. COKTINUED.
a (h c c • u
o a> o © o . ©
•H •p •H •H *4^
a <D bO +5 © fcO C •p : © bo
u at 0} SC03 0) oi » C03 •H 01 ai CO . B $=2 9)
® ^ <D 0«rl O © bO © 0«H© © •d bO © • OtH ©
4^.0 •d c •d § C ^ -PP Xi c fl ^ ; UTiA
03S o o oao 03 B as p o o O oso n B ai P O O O C5 O
© P q o H a © 3 o o H a
sodM
© p Q o H c :«H © c
EhS W H SKM eHl25 tA ^ W H ehIz; pq H .SKM
•
22 0 .000 .480 22 960 .100 .307 23 0 .138:.419
40 .002 .472 0 .091 .310 520 .164:.383
80 .004 .464 1000 .107 .297 560 .170:.373
120 .005 .462 1040 .109 .296 600 .176:.362
0 . 000 .476 1080 .111 .292 0 .162:.380
160 .007 .462 0 .095 .302 640 .180:.350
200 .008 .460 1120 .115 .289 680 .186:.342
240 .010 .459 1160 .118 .285 720 .189;.336
0 .001 .466 120a .123 .280 0 .177:.354
280 .011 .455 0 .108 .286 760 .193:.341
320 .015 • 450 1240 .129 .276 800 .199;.322
360 .019 .440 1280 .133 .275 840 .204;.315
0 .006 .455 1320 .140 .270 0 .192:.330
400 .023 .435 0 .124 .274 880 .208:.310
440 .029 .420 1360 .148 .265 920 .212;.303
480 .035 .410 23 0 .000 .640 960 .216:.298
0 .021 .440 40 .002 .636 0 .204:.309
520 .046 .391 80 .006 .632 1000 .221:.293
560 .050 .386 120 .016 .612 1040 .226;.286
600 . 055 .375 0 .006 .630 1080 .230:.282
0 .043 .390 160 .032 .584 0 .216:.291
640 .062 .368 200 .049 .561 1120 .233:.280
680 .068 .360 240 .068 .527 1160 .237:.275
720 .073 .346 0 .053 .548 1200 .245:.273
0 .059 .370 280 .089 .501 0 .234:.278
760 .078 .342 320 .105 .478 1240 .253:.269
800 .083 .340 360 .117 .459 1280 .261:.263
840 .088 .324 0 .007 .477 1320 .279:.261
0 .073 .340 400 .133 .433 0 .266:.262
880 .091 .320 440 .144 .414
920 .095 .314 480 .153 .400 ♦•
Both specimens consisted of No. 10 gage
made tension curve.
Both specimens broke at peak of curve.
wire with factory
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TABLE I. COIITINTJED.
h
<S>
nG
©3
E-<s;
24
Load
in Poxmds
Elongation Inches Test Number Load
in Pounds
Elongation Inches
Micrometer Rearil
ng Inches Test
Number
Load
in pounds
Elongation Inches
Micrometer
Reading
Inches
0.000
24 800
.005
25160
.014
.436
40 .000
840
.006
200
.022
.415
80 .000
0.000
240
.028
.400
120
.000
880
.007
0.019
.441
0.000
920
.007
280
.035
.385
160
.000
960
.008
320
.041
.368
200
.000
0.000
360
.047
.354
240
.000
1000
.010
0.038
.375
0.000
1040
.010
400
.052
.345
280
.000
1080
.011
440.
058
.331
320
.000
0.002
480
.063
.317
360
.001
1120
.013
0.
055
.331
0.000
1160
.014
520
.067
.309
400
.001
1200
.016
560
.071
.300
440
.001
*0
.005
600
.075
.292
480
.001
1240
.018
0.067
.303
0.000
1280
.020
640
.080
.284
520
.002
1320
.024
680
.084
.277
560
.002
0.013
720
.088
.274
600
.002
1360
.030
0.079
.281
0.000
1400
.086
760
.092
.268
640
.003
25 0.000
.468
800
.097
.260
680
.004
40.003
.466
840
.103
.255
720
.004
80.006
.455
0.092
.263
0.000
120
.009
.453
880
.111
.250
760
.004
0.000
.466
920
.132
.251
Note:
Specimen No. 24 consisted of a straight piece of
No. 10 gage wire.
Specimen No. 25 consisted of No. 11 gage wire with
factory made tension curve.
Specimen No. 24 broke between two extensometer
clamps.
Specimen No. 25 broke between extensometer and
machine jaw*
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used In measuring the height of the curve was subtracted from
the Initial micrometer reading, giving the actual size of tiie
tension curve at the start of the test* One-half of this
amount was then added to the constant to give the micrometer
reading for the one-half point#
Tests No. 5, 6, 7, and 21 were made on No. 9 gage galvan
ized wire with factory made tension curves. The data for the
one-half point in these curves are given as follows:
El-SoTest Load Elongation Micrometer
Reading Inches Reading
5 440 .124 . 455
6 324 .105 .472
7 400 .099 .437
21 520 .070 .408
Av. 421 .100 .443
.012
.010
.011
.012
.011
The average load reading was 421 pounds, hut according to
the observations made in Test No. 7, the load was approximately
10% less than that indicated when the beam first lifted.
Therefore, the actual load per strand of No. 9 gage wire would
be 380 pounds for a properly stretched wire, and the load
produced on the end post because of the Initial stretching of
em 832-6-9 piece of woven wire would be eight times 380 povinds,
or 3,040 pounds. This figure does not check Hazen's (7)
measured load of 2,300 pounds to 2,600 pounds, but this may be
attributed to the fact that the eye waa the only instrument
used to measure the amount of curve that had been removed In
the field# Also, the initial height of the tension curve has
a great deal of Influence on the load. Averages In this case
are rather dangerous to use.
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Tests on curves made by the gadget constinicted in the
shop indicate that the initial depth of the curve has a rather
pronounced effect on the elastic properties of the wire and
curve. Tests No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 were No. 9 gage wire with
curves made by the gadget. Test No. 3 was not used in these
comparisons because after it was loaded up to 120 pounds the
teat was started over. The data for these tests are as
follows:
Test Load Elongation Micrometer Ei-Eo
No. Readin« Inches Reading
X V
1 520 .081 .405 .011
2 600 .094 .410 .016
4 760 .081 .349 .014
Av. 627 .085 .388 .014
Data on Tests No. 1, 2p 3, and 4 for a load approximately
that used in Tests No. 5, 6, 7, and 21 are as follows:
Test Load Elongation Micrometer -So
JO- Readin/z Inches Reading
X o
1 420 .061 .443 .011
2 400 .057 .465 .015
4 400 .028 .432 .012
Av. 407 .049 .447 .013
The curves seemed to have more elasticity when they were
initially smaller, as may be noted in the column. This
column was obtained by subtracting the elongation at zero load
above the one-half point in the tension curve from the nearest
load at the same point. The permanent stretch produced in the
No. 9 gage wire between loads of 360 pounds and 480 pounds is
given as follows:
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Test ^2 ®1 permanentIfo. Stretch
.055 - .032 .023
4 .023 - .004 .019
5 .118 - .085 = .033
7 • 104 - .073 .031
21 ♦ 051 - .031 .020
E-j^ = elongation at zero load reading after 360 pounds had
been reached. Eg = elongation at zero load reading after 480
pounds had been reached* The permanent stretch in the wire is
one of the factors contributing to the slackness of the fence*
Tests No» 2 and No. 4 were specimens with tension curves
made with the gadget, and their Initial height readings were
•560 and .464 respectively, while specimens for Tests No, 5,
7, and 21 had factory made tension curves with initial height
readings of .656, *612, and .542 inches, respectively. The
Initial reading included the thickness of a piece of metal
used to facilitate measuring the curve, the diameter of the
wire, and the actual curve height. Calculations on Testa
No. 2, 4, 5, and 7 for an increase of approximately 21^ In the
actual curve height gave a 32^ Increase in the permanent
stretch and a 17% decrease in elasticity.
Tests No« 22 and No# 23 were made on No. 10 gage wire
with factory made tension curves. The data for the one-half
point in the removal of the curve are given as follows:
Load Elongation Micrometer e -E
yQ* Reading Inches Reading 1 ^
22 600 .055 .480 .012
P 400 .133 .640 .015
500 .094 .560 .014
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Tests No. 8 and No. 9 were composed of No. 11 gage wire
with factory made tension curves. The data for one-half the
tenslonless size are as follows:
Test Load Elongation Micrometer ^~®o
Ho. Reading Inches Reading ___
8 400 .054 .350 .012
9 400 .044 .355 .010
25 320 .041 .368 .009
Av. 373 .046 .358 .010
The fact that the load reading is nearly as high for a
No. 11 gage wire with the ctirves reduced to one-half their
tenslonless size than it la for the No. 9 gage wire may be
attributed to the initial size of the curve. If the curve la
quite deep, less load is required to pull it to the one-half
point, and it will still be much deeper than the smaller curve.
In figuring the loads for the filler wires, the elonga
tion for the top and bottom wires at one-half their tenslon
less size was used, and the load corresponding to this elonga
tion was taken from the table of the particular filler wire
gage used in the fence.
For example, the load for an 832-6-11 fence la obtained
as follows:
The load and elongation per strand of the No. 9 gage wire
for a gross initial curve height of .480 Inches are 760 pounds
and .081 Inches, respectively, 'i'he load corresponding to an
elongation of .081 inches for a No. 11 gage wire with an
initial curve hei^t reading of .485 Inches is 680 potands.
Therefore, the total load produced by the initial stretching
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of an 832-6-11 wire would be six times 680 pounds plus two
times 760 pounds minus 10^ because of the method used in
applying the load, or approximately 5,000 pounds.
A load of 5,000 poxmds is probably never placed on an
832-6-11 woven wire, which leads to the conclusion that either
the tension curve was not pulled to one-half its tensionless
size or a fence with much larger tension curves was used#
The rupture strength of the wire was affected slightly by
the nature of the curve• sharp angles and deep curves pro
duced the most marked effects, especially in the No. 9 and
No. 10 gage wires. The strength of the No. 12-1/2 gage wire
seemed to be affected the least by the tension curves*
The presence of the tension cui»ve in the wire affected
the tensile strength. This varied slightly with the diameter
of the wire. The tensile strength of the wire with the tension
curve was from 91^ to 96^ that of the tensionless wire.
Summary and conclusions.
Tests were made to determine the load produced on the
end post of an end assembly by the initial stretching of the
wire, to compare the strength of the crimped wire with the
strai^t specimens, and to predict the effectiveness of the
curve in relieving the stress in the fence caused by temper
ature changes.
1. The initial height of a tension curve has a marked
effect on its elastic properties.
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2. Less load la required to reduce a tension curve with
excessive height to one-half its tensionless size than for a
moderate hel^t curve.
In tests on No. 9 gage galvanized wire an increase in
the actual tension curve hei^t of approximately 21$!^ resulted
in Z>2fo increase in the permanent stretch and a 17% decrease in
elasticity. These figures are based on averages with .283
inches as the basis for the actual tension curve height.
4. The load per strand of No. 9 gage galvanized wire
required to reduce a curve with a 1/4 inch to 7/16 inch height
to one-half its tensionless size is approximately 380 pounds.
5. The tensile strength of wire containing a tension
curve was from 91^ to 96^ that of tensionless wire.
6. The rupt\ire strength of wire containing tension curves
is affected by the shape of the ctarve.
Structxiral Analysis
Introduction.
With the advent of wire as a fencing material, some means
of- bracing the end and corner posts became necessary. At
first a single wooden member was leaned against the end or
corner post in each line of fence. As this method was highly
unsatisfactory, the brace post and wire tension member arrange
ment with a number of variations was introduced. None of
these arrangements was entirely satisfactory, but very little
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change has been wrought in the past twenty-five years, with the
exception of the recommendation of a few types of anchor con
struction.
Although fencing is an indispensible part of the present
day farm plant, no effort has been made to apply design
principles to the construction of end and corner assemblies,
largely because of the seeming unimportance of fencing and the
lack of reliable Information on the specific requirements of
such structures*
The life and effectiveness of the entire fence is depend
ent upon the stability of the end or comer structure* These
constructions must resist displacement caused by frost upheaval
and loads produced by initial stretching of the wire, changes
in temperature, confined animals, and farm implements# The
exact magnitude of the various loads has not been determined
but is believed to be large.
In Hazen's (7) work on end and corner constructions an
effort was made to analyze several types of single span arrange
ments. The results are stated as follows:
1* Length of span is the most important factor affecting
the vertical force on the end post of horizontal brace arrange
ments •
2» Crossed brace arrangements were not analyzed because
they are statically indeterminate.
S. Inclining the brace post of the horizontal brace
arrangements reduces both the vertical and horizontal components
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of the brace load that are transmitted to the end post.
4. No effect on the vertical force on the end post was
obtained by moving the panel point on the brace post both above
and below the horizontal.
5« The crossed brace arrangement has less horizontal force
on the end post than does the horizontal brace arrangement. The
amount of horizontal force depends upon the stability of the
brace and end posts*
6« Failures in compression members are caused by using
Initially warped and decayed members, and members of poor dura
bility.
7. Failures in tension members are caused by using members
of insufficient size.
8. The load on an end construction at the time of installa
tion varies from 1,000 pounds to 4,000 pounds for ordinary
types of fences fotand in the field.
Hazen's (7) structural analysis dealt primarily with load
distribution, assuming the end post to be a fixed member. For
this reason the analysis was approached from a sli^tly differ
ent angle, making use of the elastic properties of the soil in
determining the brace loads,
Ob.lect of analysis»
The object of this analysis was to determine the relative
loads carried by the various bracing members in the single and
double span ends*
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Procedure,
The characteristics of the soil pressures for unbraced
posts were studied in an effort to predict the possible action
of the soil about the bases of the end assembly posts* These
characteristics are given in the following quotation by
seller (15):
"Figure 17D represents the principal forces acting on a
pole when set in compressible or granular soil and subjected to
a horizontal load w acting at a distance z from the top of the
pole. The pressures developed are commonly considered as the
ordinates to a parabola whose position is such that the pressure
area on one side of the pole bears the same relation to that on
the other side as R does to P, these being the butt reactions.
P = W and R = p + w.
In general, the ratio of R to p is not far from !•!, and the
pressure areas very closely satisfy this relation when the
neutral axis of the figure occurs at a point distant b = p.324d
from the butt of the pole."
The same subject Is treated by Williams (17) in a similar
manner, making use of the diagrams shown in Figure 17e. The
sketch on the right depicts the passive resistance of the
earth per uixit of deformation.
Apparently the diameter of the post has very little to do
with the stability. This fact Is brou^t out by Seller (15)
in the following statement;
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"Pigurea 17A, 17b, and 17C Indicate approximately the shape
of the priam of earth which must be ruptured loose ^riien a pole
falls down. The point b determines the altitude of the prism,
and its distance from the pole depends on the depth of setting.
The shearing areas, then, are proportional to the following:
Area A (two sides) - cd sec 9
Area B « (D + kd + D)cd ^
= (kd + 2D)cd 8®|_S
= kcd^ ^ + Dcd sec ©
9 SdO QA + B = cd'^sec e + cd'^ —^— + cdD sec 9
= d^{c sec 9 + ck 2£^_§,)+ dcD sec 9
"Since the angle 9 is constant for any soil, the shearing
area varies as the square of the depth of setting; hence the
resistance of a pole to overturning in a given soil would vary
approximately in the same manner, and can then be represented
the the ordinates to a parabola. Hence,
Resistance to overturning = Md^ + Nd
The diameter of the pole D is reflected in the constant N but
since in practical cases D varies approximately as the depth of
setting d, we can write.
o p
Resistance to overturning = Md +
= (M +
Of covirse the weight of the prism of earth to be moved affects
the equation, but a careful analysis of the problem indicates
that this would be reflected in the increased shearing resist
ance of the soil, which would tend to raise sli^tly the
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exponent of the variable d.
"Obviously, even considerable variations in the diameter
of the pole have little if any effect in increasing the shear
ing areas, and therefore resistance to overtia?ning, because D
affects only the first power term of the equation. Moreover,
the soil would rupture along surfaces of weakness, more or less
independent of the size of the pole butt, and this is substan
tiated by actual tests.**
With the analysis of the unbraced post as a background,
the single span horizontal brace end construction was studied.
The function of the braces is to keep the end post vertical at
all times. The brace post theoretically serves the one purpose
of keeping the braces in position, but actually It takes part
of the load, for immediately after loading the arrangement the
soil deforms and the end post moves, with the result that the
brace post picks up part of the load. The brace post acts In a
manner typical of the unbraced post as illustrated by Figure 17J)-
The end post, on the other hand, acts somewhat differently. The
bracing keeps the post in a more or less vertical position, and
the entire structure has a tendency to rotate about the point
on the brace post where the tension and compression braces
meet. Rotation of the structure results from a combination of
vertical and horizontal movement. The vertical movement is
produced by the vertical component of the load carried by the
tension member. Prom these observations it is only reasonable
to deduce that the rotation of the end post in itself must be
ArEO A
F-LRVAnON
A
Q| <1 . Angg B
Plan
t .TPP»^>X
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f-or+l I !vut "tav.'
5?^
Fig. 17. Earth pressures resulting from loading an
unbraced post.
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about the butt which not only movea horizontally but vertically.
The double span arrangement would act similar to the single
span with the exception that the vertical and horizontal move
ment for a given load would be reduced-
The work of Seller (15) and Williams (17) shows that the
curve of earth pressures between the ground line and rotation
point Is a parabola. The single span end with posts showing
these corresponding earth pressures Is shown in Figure 18a»
Using Figure 18a and Figure 18a the brace loads were cal
culated. Assianing that the load carried by the compression
member was divided equally between the tension member and the
brace post, moments of the horizontal forces were taken about
the force P', Figure 18a. The calciilatlons are as follows:
SiMoments about P» = 0
21 P/2 + 21 Rg/2 + 71 P/2 + 69 Rg
Rb = .79P
Tl = R3/2 cos 0 = •4P/cos 0
The double span arrangement would be the same as the single
span in the respect that the earth pressures of the end and
brace posts would have the same shape* The advantage of the
double span comes almost entirely from the fact that there will
be much less movement through the earth for a given load because
of the fact that there are three posts to take the load instead
of two. The load in the first tension member will be reduced
considerably, thereby giving a substantial reduction in the
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vertical uplift on the end post, which seems to be the largest
factor contributing to end and comer structure failures. Ihe
intermediate brace post has the same general curve for the
earth pressures as does the end post, as shown by Pigxare 18B.
In analyzing this structure the load in the first com
pression brace was assumed to be divided equally between the
three posts, one-third being conducted to the end post and
ground by the first tension member, one-third being conducted
to the intermediate post and ground by the second compression
brace and the second tension member, and the other one-third
being taken by the end brace post directly from the second
brace post.
Using Figure 18 the brace load constants were figured as
follows:
^om Figure 18a
= Rb/3
Moment about P» = o
21 P/2 + 21 Rb/3 + 71 P/2 = 69
Eg = .74 P
Ti = R3/3 cos e = .25 p/cos e
Prom Figure 18c
Moment about P* « =0
21 R'b/2 + 69(.74 P - .247 P) = 69 Rig
R'B = .7 P
Tg = R'b/2 cos e = .35 p/ooa e
Si
*-
Ht,
iVr.
V3l END POST
-69-
! Assum* Pmftur«
Ht*
(bj INTECWEDWrC BOXL POST
C
Ht»
(c^ EKTO BBACE POST
Fig. 18. Theoretical analysis of single and double
span end.
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From the analysis we observe that the load In the first
tension member of the double span arrangement is considerably
reduced over that carried by the single span arrangement. As
failure of the end constructions occiirs largely as a result of
the vertical component of the tension load, a reduction in this
load will increase the holding power of the structure.
Summar-y and conclusions.
An analysis was made on the single and double span ends
with special reference to the various brace loads. The con
clusions drawn from this analysis are as follows:
1. The single span end post rotates about its butt.
2. The second span of the double span arrangement reduces
the load carried by the first tension member, thus reducing tha
vertical uplift of the end post.
3. The load carried by the first span compression member
is less than that carried by the single span compression member.
4. Structurally, the double span arrangement displayed
more favorable characteristics than did the single span end
structure.
5. The earth pressure curve for the end post was similar
to that of the unbraced post above the point of rotation,
6. The brace load fonnulae for the single span end struc
ture are as follows: Compression brace = .79 P; tension
member = .4 p/cos e.
-71-
7. The brace load formulae for the double span end con
struction are as follows: First compression brace = .74 P;
first tension brace = ,25 p/cos 9; second compression brace =
.7 P; second tension member = .35 P.cos 9.
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PIELD TESTS
Time Test
Introduction*
In previous work Hazen (7) tested a number of end con
structions under experimental conditions, but no observations
were made on fence ends with actual wire loads. After careful
consideration of the data accumulated In Hazen*s work. It was
decided that a time test on two end constructions would serve
as a fair guide by which the actions of other arrangements
could be predicted.
Object of teat•
The objects of the time test were (1) to compare the
sti*uct\jral aspects of the single and double span under actual
fence loads and (2) to set up a criteria by which the action
of other end structures might be predicted.
Selection of specimens.
As a result of field observations and previous teats, two
end constructions were chosen to be subjected to actual fence
loads. These were one single and one double span arrangement.
Sinpile span. The most promising single span end struc
ture tested in the previous work was chosen as one of the
-73-
arrangements to be tested. The end post was 6 Inches In
diameter and 8 feet long, the compression brace was 4 inches
in diameter and 8 feet long, the tension member was a 4 inch
post, and in all bracing connections a special connector
identical to those utilized in previoxia tests was used. A
detail of the arrangement Is shown In Figure 19.
Double span. The double span arrangement as observed in
the field seemed to be giving satisfactory results. In the
experimental work it proved even better. The construction
used in the time test was composed of a horizontal compression
brace span and a crossed brace span. The posts were all
turned to exact size on a wood lathe, because 3 inch and 4
inch posts 8 feet long could not be purchased# The end post
was 4 inches in diameter, and the rest of the members were 5
inch posts, with the exception of the tension member on the
crossed brace span, which was a 3/8 Inch steel rod. The same
type of connector was used as in the single span end. a
detail of the arrangement Is shown in Figure 19.
Wire and line post*
The fence was composed of 832-6-11 woven wire with four
strands of barbed wire above. The barbed wire consisted of
two strands of No. 12-1/2 gage wire and was spaced at 3, 4, 5,
and 7 inch intervals. The original plans called for two 18
rod stretches of fence, but the moisture content of the soil
was affected on the north by a grove of trees to such an
-
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extent that only 15 rod stretches were made. Pressiore treated
line posts consisting of sawed halves made from round posts
4-1/2 to 5-1/2 inches in diameter and 7 feet in length were
used. The flat side made an excellent surface on which to
staple the wire.
Anchor post arrangement.
An anchor post was aet halfway between the two ends which
were 30 rods apart. The purpose of this post was to furnish a
place to insert the dynamometer for reading the loads in the
fence, as well as to serve as a fixed end so the individual
characteristics of the constructions could be studied. The
post was a 9 foot length of 4 inch wroiight iron pipe set 5
feet in the ground.
A device for inserting a dynamometer in each line of
fence on either side of the anchor post is shown in detail by
Figure 20. The apparatus makes use of two Simplex push-pull
Jacks which were fastened to the 1 Inch rods, BB' and COS
tightened so that the link, A, could be removed. The dyna
mometer was bolted In place and the Jacks released, placing
the load on the dynamometer. The 1/2" x 7** bolt near the
anchor post was used to draw the fence to the proper tension
on the initial stretch. Figure 24 shows the device as it
appeared in the field after installation.
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Apparatus.
In making observations on the end structijires, some means
had to be devised to read the load, vertical movement, hori
zontal movement, temperature, and molstiire content of the
soil. This equipment is described as follows:
The load was read with a Chatlllon Dynamometer Inserted
in the apparatus as shown in Figure 25, the horizontal and
vertical movements were read with a Dumpy Level and a scale
device used in the end and corner tests shown by Figure 39,
soli samples were taken with a soil auger obtained from the
Agricultural Engineering tool room, and the temperature was
taken with a Tycos Fahrenheit Thermometer.
Procedure.
Extreme care was exercised in setting up the fence, and
each phase of this operation is described in the following
paragraphs.
gettlnfr anchor post. The 9 foot length of 4 inch
wrought Iron pipe was set 5 feet In the ground, the hole was
dug 15 Inches in diameter, and the pipe was placed In the
center. The hole and the pipe were both filled with concrete
to insure a rigid anchor, and the concrete was allowed to cure
a week before the wire was stretched. A detail of the anchor
is shown in Figure 19.
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Settlnp; the specimens. The site chosen for the experi
mental fence was north of the radio tower on the Agricultural
Engineering experimental plot. This spot was ideal as far as
convenience was concerned, but the land was rather rolling, as
shown by Figure 21, The single span end was set on the north
side near a grove of trees. The soil type found there was
Webster clay loam. The surface soil to a depth of 10 to 12
inches consisted of a black silty clay loam grading into black,
rather compact, fine-grained plastic clay which at a depth of
20 to 24 inches became lifter in color. At a depth of 36
inches a layer of fine gravel was encountered.
The double span was set on the higher ground near the
radio tower. Th.e soil type at this end was Clarion loam, with
the surface soil being dark grayish-brown friable loam, extend
ing to a depth of approximately 12 inches. The subsurface
soil, to a depth of 24 Inches, was a medium brown loam, chang
ing to a yellow silty clay loam, and at 42 inches contained
quite a bit of gravel.
The end arrangements were set 3-1/2 feet in the ground,
as shown by Figure 19, and allowed to settle for a few days
before the wire was stretched.
Setting the line posts. The line posts were set with the
utmost care to insure a straight fence. A transit was set up
near the anchor post and a rod marker was used to drive a stake
every rod. Posts were set at each of these points, and were
pliunbed in one direction with the vertical cross-hair of the
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transit and with a plumb bob at right angles to the line of
vision of the transit* The posts were set 2-1/2 feet deep.
Setting the bench marks • In making observations on hori
zontal and vertical movements of tiie end post^ it was necessary
to have a point which could be relied upon to remain fixed from
one reading to the next* This was accomplished by setting a 3
inch concrete bench mark 4-1/2 feet in the ground Just back of
the post. The marker was set deep enough to insure against any
possible upheaval from frost action^ A detail of the bench
mark is shown in Figure 19. The marker contained a bolt with
the head protruding slightly above the surface of the concrete,
as shown in Figure 26, to facilitate reading from this exact
point each time*
Application of load. Fencing tools were borrowed from
the swine farm to stretch the wire, A double jack stretcher
was used on the woven wire and a block and tackle on the barbed
wire.
Two rolls of woven wire were used, one being fastened to
the end construction and the other to the I-beam at the anchor
post. The double jack stretcher was fastened in the middle and
the wire pxilled taut. A center splice was made, and before the
jacks were released, a hand tool was used to crimp the wire
between the clamps of the stretcher to remove any slack.
In stretching the wire an effort was made to follow
Reynolds' (14) suggestion of removing one-half the tension
curve. This was not followed through, however, as the load
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became so much larger than the 1,600 pounds which had been
recommended. The woven wire was stretched with an initial
tension of 260 pounds per strand. When the wire was fastened
in place, the bolt at the anchor post, shown in Figure 20, was
tightened until the dynamometer read 2,600 poiinds. Later upon
calibration of the dynamometer apparatus, this load proved to
be 2,942 pounds. The staples were left partially driven ao the
wire would have room to slide back and forth. Both fences were
treated in the same manner during the stretching operation.
The two end structures after the test had been set up are
shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
Observations during tests. Load observations were made at
the time movement readings were taken and during part of the
winter when only temperature data was taken. When load read
ings were taken simultaneously on both fences, the dynamometer
developed by the Agricultural Engineering Department was used
in conjunction with the Chatillon Dynamometer. Figure 25 shows
the dynamometer being inserted in the line.
The horizontal movement was read from the bench mark,
using the scale apparatus shown in Figure 39. The scale could
be slipped into fittings attached to the end post 6 inches
below the brace height and 6 inches above the ground line, and
was fitted with a small level bulb which made it possible to
maintain a level position during the observation. The stand
contained a screw adjustment to raise or lower the end of the
scale, and the legs were removable to facilitate reading the
-83-
horlzontal movement near the ground line.
Vertical readings were taken using the scale shown in
Figure 40> a Dumpy Level, and a Philadelphia Rod# The level
was set up and the instrument heig^it determined from the rod
set on the hench mark. With the instrument hei^t known, the
elevation of the points at which horizontal readings were
taken could be obtained from reading a scale set on the
fittings.
The moisture content of the soil near the two end struc
tures was taken at the beginning of the tests and at frequent
intervals throughout. Samples were taken to a depth of 42
inches in four parts, the top 6 inches being placed in the
first container, and each 12 inches thereafter being placed in
a separate can. The gross weight of each container and its
contents was determined by a pair of Toledo Scales, the lid was
removed from the container, and the sample was placed in an
electric oven and heated approximately 24 hours. Immediately
after removing the sample from the oven, the can and contents
were weired. Then ttie aoil was discarded and the container
weighed. The moisture content of the soil was obtained by
dividing the dry wei^t of the soil into the amount of water
evaporated out of the sample.
Temperature readings were made during the test with a
Tycos Fahrenheit Thermometer. Observations were made on the
elongation of the tension curves with the extenscmeter used in
the wire tests and shown installed on the fence by Figure 33»
-84-
Dlscuaslon of test>
The end post used in the single span construction con
tained 2-1/4 times the volume of wood in the corresponding post
of the double span structure, while the brace posts of the
double span were 1/2 the size of the single span brace post.
According to observations by seller (16) and teats by Hazen (7),
the diameter of the end post has very little effect on the
stability of a braced or unbraced post. The small posts were
used in the double span arrangement with the idea of determin
ing the smallest possible post size for an arrangement of thia
kind*
The soil around the end post of the double span arrange
ment has given very little, as indicated by Figure 31. Evi
dence of movement which has occurred has been largely obliter
ated because the diameter of the post is so small the earth
readily fills in arovind it. The single span has a large
crevice back of the end post which will allow snow and water to
gather around the post and upon freezing, force the post upward.
The members of the double span arrangement are showing
evidence of overstress. Figure 30 shows the horizontal com
pression brace bending. The overstress was not apparent five
months earlier when the test was set, as can be seen if
Figure 23 is scrutinized closely. Also, a comparison of the
end post in the same figures indicates that the 4 inch post is
overloaded- The second brace post, as shown in Figure 29, is
displaying a definite bend at the point of the compression
•65-
i %
m
i
Fig. 26. Plan of bench mark. Fig, 27, Single span end
^.^-.;."«K'i<#6",'
Fig. 28. Double span end.
T,
Fig. 29. Second brace post
of double span.
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brace attachment* Members of the single span have not shown
any evidence of failiire in the materials because of their
larger size.
Both arrangements are twisting slightly, as indicated by
Figure 27 and Figure 28. If either arrangement were used in a
corner, this tendency would be corrected. In the double span
shown In Flgiire 28 the end post is twisting to the left and the
first brace post is leaning to the right, but there is no evi
dence of vertical movement of the end post. Figure 27 shows
the single span end post twisting to the right with evidence of
having moved vertically, and the brace post Is leaning sllgjitly
to the left.
During the process of making observations there seemed to
be evidence that in reading the load the fence should be allowed
some time to become adjusted after the dynamometer was inserted*
A number of factors affected the load readings, such as, move
ment of the ends, temperature, wind, and sunlight.
During the months of December, Janiaary, and Pebrmry a
dynamometer was left in one or both fences at all times, and
readings were taken at various periods throughout the day.
Temperature and extensometer readings were taken simultaneously
with the load readings during a great part of the time. The
extensometer readings were discontinued during the latter part
of January and February. These readings recorded the elonga
tion of a wire tension cxirve chosen at random in the fence.
From December 17 to December 27 the extensometer was placed on
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a tension curve of the top No» 9 gage wire In the double span
end fence, from December 28 to January 1 the Instrximent was
placed on one of the No. 11 gage intermediate wires of the
same fence, and during the time between January 1 and January
12 the extensometer was placed on the top No. 9 gage wire of
the single span end fence*
The tests at present are only stsirted and should prove
interesting, especially during the spring.
Results•
The data for these teats are presented in Tables II to VI,
inclusive. The load in Table II was obtained by multiplying
the dynamometer reading by the result of the calibration curve
shown in Figure 87C. The horizontal and vertical movements of
the end post were obtained from the horizontal and vertical
reading columns.
In Tables m and VI the columns for micrometer readings
have reference to the readings made on the hei^t of the
tension curve. This reading Includes the thickness of a piece
of metal used in making the readings, the diameter of the wire,
and the tension curve hel^t. When the readings were made on
No. 9 gage wire the constant to be subtracted to obtain the
actual curve height was .275, while for No. 11 gage wire the
constant was .245. The difference in these readings should
prove of interest in future teats.
In Table III the elongation and micrometer readings were
-89-
TABLE II. LOAD Al-ID MOVEI^INT DATA ON TIME TEST.
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7/12:1400:2942 2. 250 .000 2.260: .000 97. 19 :0.00 ft 97.11: 0. 00:82
7/13:1120:2360 2. 460 .210 2.375: .115 97. 24 ;0.05 •• 97:16: 0. 05:94
7/14:1075:2266 2. 465 .215 2.375: .115 97. 24:0.05 » 97:16: 0. 05:92
7/16:1100:2316 2. 500 . 250 2.400: .140 97. 24:0.05 t• 97.17: 0. 06:87
7/19:1075:2266 2» 510 .260 2.408: .148 97. 25 r0.06 t• 97.18: 0. 07:79
7/22:1100:2110 2. 518 .268 2.408: .148 97. 25;0.06: 97.18: 0. 07:84
7/26: 950:2006 2. 518 .268 2.408: .148 97. 25:0.06: 97.18: 0. 07:90
7/26: 950:2006 2. 480 -- 2.380: — (changed scales)
7/29:1025:2162 2. 510 .298 2.390: .158 97. 25 0.06 97.18: 0. 07:78
8/5 : 850:1798 2. 510 .298 2.410: .178 '—— : - :85
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7/29:
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10/13:
10/14:
10/31:
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'"•'LlZS
1400:2942
1100:2318
1050:2214
1080:2276
1050:2214
1000:2110
950:2006
950:2006
975:2058
900:1902
850:1798
850:1798
975:2058
975:2058
875:1850
850:1798
900:1902
1225:2578
Double Span End
1. 880 .000 1. 890 .000: 104. 52:0.00:104.10:0. 00:82
2. 040 .160 1. 975 .085: 104. 52:0.00:104.10:0. 00:94
2. 060 .180 1. 993 .103: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:92
2. 075 .195 2. 000 .110: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:87
2. 075 .195 2. 008 .118: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:79
2. 083 .203 2. 010 .120: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:84
2. 100 .220 2. 023 .133: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:90
2. 060 -- 1. 990 2 (changed scales)
2. 080 .240 2. 010 .153:104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:78
2. 090 .250 2. 010 .153: ... • ^ M _ % _• • ♦ - :85
2. 100 .260 2. 020 .163: • • to— - :86
2. 130 .290 2. 030 .173: 104. 58:0.00:104.11:0. 01:70
——
— — -- J • • • . J ^ - :60
- - - - — to J — • J — « - :32
2. 130 .290 2. 040 .183: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:42
2. 130 .290 2. 040 .183: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:46
2.130 .290 2. 040 .183: 104. 52:0.00:104.11:0. 01:46
— -- - --
_ — •
•
— - :-4
(f .i
- J «/2. >•7? .nu
- ^ •<6 r
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TABLE III. LOAD, TEMPERATURE, AND WIRE DATA.
Time of
;Teraper-
: ature
: ®P
: Dyna- :
;momet6r:Load in
:Elongation:Micrometer
;Reading iniReading in
: Inches ; InchesDate
Double Span
• No. 9 Gage Wire
12/17: 3:00 p.m. 61 850 1798 .0000 . 5306
12/19: 9:00 a.m. 32 1025 2162 .0009 .5257
12/20: 8:15 a.m. 22 1075 2266 .0012 .5247
12/21: 3:15 a.m. 12 1125 2370 .0016 .5244
12/21; 4:30 p.m. 20 1100 2318 .0014 .5245
12/22: 8:15 a.m. 14 1150 2412 .0016 .5246
12/22: 2:15 p*m. 35 1025 2162 • 0010 .5252
12/23: 8:30 a.m. 23 1075 2266 .0015 .5248
12/23: 4.00 p«m» 33 1030 2172 .0013 .5253
12/24:10:00 a.m. 31 1040 2193 .0013 .5263
12/24: 2:30 p.m. 40 1020 2152 .0010 .5273
12/26: 9:45 a.m. 20 1080 2276 .0015 .5262
12/26: 4:00 p.m. 22 1090 2297 .0019 .5245
12/27: 9:00 a.m. 28 1050 2214 : .0010 .5262
12/27: 3:30 p.m. 29 1050 2214 .5251
12/28: 3:30 a.m. 15 1125 2370 -- --
ft No. 11 Gage Wire
12/28: 8:45 a.m. 15 1125 2370 .0000 .399
12/28: 4:00 p.m. 24 1075 2266 +.0002 .401
12/29: 9:00 a.m. 20 1100 2313 .0000 .399
12/29: 2.00 p.m. 23 1075 2266 +.0002 .400
12/30:10:15 a.m. 14 1125 2370 -.0001 .399
l/l : 8:00 a.m. 0 1200 2526 -.0004 .398
1/2 : 9:00 a.m. -4 1225 2578 -.0005 .397
Single Span
• •
• • No. 9 Gage Wire
1/2 : 9:15 a.m.: -4 1000 2110 --
1/2 : 4:00 p.m.: 6 1000 2110 .0000 .531
1/3 : 8:15 a.m.; 4 1025 2162 -.0001 .523
1/3 : 9:45 a.m.: 8 1010 2131 -.0001 .523
1/4 : 9;15 a.m.: -5 1075 2266 -.0002 . o23
1/5 : 8:15 a.m.: -10 1100 2318 -.0005 .519
1/6 : 4:15 p.m.: 11 1020 2152 +.0001 - '
1/8 : 1:30 p.m.; 19 1000 2110 +.0003 .526
1/9 :10:00 a.m.: 15 1025 2162 +.0002 .520
l/lO: 9:00 a.m.: 20 1020 2152 +.0002 .527
l/ll: 2;30 p.m.s 27 1000 2110 +.0004 .526
l/ll: 8:45 a.m.; 25 1010 2131 +.0004 .524
l/ll: 2:15 p.m.j 25 1000 2110 +.0004 .524
1/12: 9:45 a.m.: 25 1050 2214 — --
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TABLE IV. LOAD AND TEMPERATURE DATA ON BOTH FENCES.
•
• Fence with Fence with
• Sinp;le Span End Double Span End
•
• Temper Dyna Dyna
•
# Time of ature mometer Load in mometer Load in
Date : Day Reading?; Pounds Readinp; Pounds
1/12/40; 9:45 a.m. 25 1050 2214 975 2058
1/12/40:11:30 a.m* 25 >• -- 1000 2110
1/13/40; 9:30 a.m. 16 610 1997 1025 2162
1/13/40:11:30 a.m. 18 610 1997 1025 2162
1/13/40; 3:15 p.m. 18 610 1997 1025 2162
1/14/40; 2:15 p.m. 25 615 2012 1000 2110
1/15/40: 8:15 a.m. 6 675 2203 1125 2370
1/15/40: 3.30 p.m. 8 670 2187 1090 2297
1/16/40; 9:00 a.m. 7 670 2187 1120 2360
1/16/40; 4:15 p.m. 7 670 2187 1120 2360
1/17/40; 8:45 a.m. -4 700 2282 1180 2484
1/18/40: 9:00 a.m. -17 730 2377 1270 2672
1/19/40: 8:15 a.m. -2 680 2219 1160 2443
1/22/40; 2:00 p«m. 22 630 2060 1070 2256
1/28/40: 5:30 p.m. 24 -- 1040 2193
1/29/40: 8:30 a.m. 16 650 2124 1090 2297
Reversed Dynamometera
1/29/40; 9s
1/29/40: 2:
1/30/40; 8;
1/30/40; 3:
1/30/40;11;
1/31/40; 8:
1/31/40; 2:
2/ 1/40; 8;
2/ 1/40; 3;
2/ 2/40;ll;
2/ 3/40: 8;
2/ 3/40; 3:
2/ 3/40; 1;
2/ 5/40; 8;
45
15
15
15
00
a.m.: 16 925 1954 720 2345
p.m.: 22 875 1850 680 2219
a.m.: 9 1000 2110 740 2409
p.m.: 25 920 1944 690 2250
p.m.: 22 925 1954 720 2345
p.m.: 14 990 2089 740 2409
p.m.: 36 850 1798 650 2124
a.m.: 32 925 1954 660 2155
p.m.: 30 925 1954 660 2155
p*m.: 8 1060 2235 740 2409
a.m.: 13 1025 2162 730 2377
p.m.: 21 990 2089 675 2203
a.m.: 22 975 2058 680 2219
a.m.: 9 1050 2214 690 2333
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TABLE V. SOIL MOISTURE CO:^,YENT FOR TIME TEST.
% Moiature Content
Pence
soil
Depth
Inches
7-13-39
7-19-39
8-5-39
8-19-39
o>
to
1
rH
CM
1
o>
o>
CO
1
rH
to
1
o
rH
11-15-39
12-16-39
Double
16,1:22.7:20.6
19.4
16.5
20.7
20.2
19.8 Span
6--18*'
9.3:25.6
22.0
22.2
21.0
24.4
24.4
24.7 18--30"
22.9:23.6:21.4
20.7
18.0
22.0
22.6
22.8 30**-42"
34.2:21.0:17,5
18.2
14.4
21.4
20.5
25.3 Single
6" 20.0:26.0:26.8
25.9
21.2
22.8
22.0
23.4 Span
6"-18-
25.2:23.0:23.4
23.2
23.4
20.9
22.5
22.2 18--30"
21.2:20.1:20.8
21.1
20.6
18.1
19.9
22.6 30"-42"
19.9:20.0:19.2
18.3
17.3
17.7
16.9
33.7
TABLE VI. TENSION CURVE DATA FOR TIME TEST.
o
o
c
a>
Double
Span
Single
Span
S3
o
n >
C U
© ^
EHO
IN
2N
3N
IN
2N
3N
IS
2S
3S
faO
c
a
a> o
O <D
(H Sh
<D -P
CQ to
.629
.487
.553
.638
.463
.563
.665
.494
.520
G
O
•H
O
c
4>
EH Q>
{>
CM U
\ 0
H O
.451
.366
.413
.456
.354
.418
.469
.370:
.397:
«)
a
•H
O
Ih+>
O <D
;P
«H +>
CO
.529
.366
.430
.512
.358
.434
.619
.381
.437
Micrometer Readings
o>
to
I
to
H
.518
.374
.428
.517
.370
.438
.520
.386
.433
Oi
to
rH
I
C-
• 530
.370
.430
.511
.366
,443
.520
.383
.432
o>
CO
f
o>
rH
I
t-
521
373
437
.516
387
439
513
380
435
OS
10
I
o>
CVJ
I
IS
. 530
.372
.437
.513
.368
.437
.517
.384
.433
a>
to
I
rH
CM
I
CO
.519:
.370:
.444:
• 540:
.365:
. 454;
.525:
.332;
.449:
Oi
to
I
•H
to
I
o
rH
.513:
.367:
.436:
.516:
.364;
.437:
. 520;
.382:
.432:
o>
to
LO
rH
I
rH
rH
.519
.375
.437
.517
.565
.439
.524
.384
.436
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taken on a tension curve located In the top No, 9 gage wire of
the woven wire, with the exception of the readings under the
middle wire part of these columns, which were made on No. 11
gage wire of the fence.
In Table IV, giving the load and temperature data on both
fences, the load readings on the double span end fence from
January 12 to January 29 and on the single span end fence Jan
uary 12 and January 29 to February 5 were taken with the
Chatillon Dynamometer. The dynamometer readings were applied
to the calibration crave given in Figure 87C» The load read
ings on the single span end fence from January 13 to January
29 and on the double span end fence from January 29 to Febru
ary 5 were taken with a dynamometer developed in the Agricul
tural Engineering Department. The calibration curve,
P = 63 + 3.165D, given in Figure 87B was applied to the depart
ment dynamometer readings to obtain the fence loads for these
dates.
The results on the load, horizontal movement, and verti
cal movement for the past five months are given by Figure 34.
Immediately upon loading both arrangements, there was consid
erable horizontal movement through the soil. This movement
came largely during the actual loading operation, with the
single span end moving slightly more than the double span end.
During the first month the horizontal movement in both arrange
ments was unsteady with the double span making a sli^tly
better showing. After August 16 the brace height of both ends
n9on
'700
?.soo
2 2300
.?roo
•300
1500
<*94-
<wa4nd'Nna
Brae*
Qround Itna
® 'S lE^ 15 15 15 15 15 15 ISJuly Aug Oc+ New 1>kc. .tiily Aiig Sept Oc+ Niov T^ec
DATE OF BEADfNQ
DOUBLE SnWJ END aMQLE 5»N tND
BnacM l-MNdHt
aiT3i<nti hna
Fig. 34, Comparison of load and movemeat of the time
test ends«
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began to show the larger movement, because the braces were
bending and the end posts began to twist out of line, as may
be seen from Figure 27 and Figure 28. The curves for the
horizontal movement of the double span show the brace height
and ground line movement closer together than that of the
single span end. This may be attributed to the fact that the
double span end post has a greater tendency to remain vertical
than does the single span end post.
The vertical movement shown by Figure 34 indicates that
the double span demonstrates the more desirable features. The
double span moved slightly in a vertical direction during the
stretching operation, but since that time has remained level.
The single span end has displayed quite different character
istics in this mode of failure. During the first two months
the majority of the movement took place. The lesser vertical
movement in the double span arrangement is due to the advan
tageous structural features displayed by this construction.
The second span relieves part of the load carried by the ten
sion member, and only through this member can vertical uplift
be produced on the end post* Therefore, a decrease in the
tension load naturally decreases the vertical movement.
The load on both fences dropped approximately 20% during
the first night and almost A0% in the first month. In spite
of the fact that the single span end moved the greater dis
tance of the two end constructions, the load remained slightly
higher during the first month. This condition can be explained
-96-
DOUBLE. SPAN END SINGLE SPAN END
g
mmrni^
b—b Original Position of Readings tokien below Brace Height
g-g •' •• •• •• above Ground Line
Fig. 35. Actual movement of time test end posts
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by pointing out that the single span end moved further during
the loading operation. If the differences In movement at the
ground line taken between July 13 and August 19 is considered,
the double span moved further* After August 19 the load read
ing on the double span remained higher thsua that of the single
span. The load reading is dependent not only upon the move
ment but upon changes in temperature. Peaks occurring in the
load curve can be accounted for by a rise in temperature.
This dilemma can be checked by the data given in Table II.
The greatest factor contributing toparmanent drop in
load prior to complete failure, as indicated by Figure 34, l8
horizontal movement of the end post.
The movement of the end posts of the arrangements plotted
to exact scale is given by Figure 35. The double span end, as
indicated by the horizontal movement curves, displays a greater
tendency to remain in a vertical position. The single span
end rotates about th© butt of the post and does not move hori
zontally as does the double span end. The movement of the end
posts plotted to exaggerated scale is shown by Figure 36. Th©
superiority of the double span is brought out by this illustra
tion.
From the data presented in Tables Hi and IV Figure 37
was drawn. Figure 37A presents the elongation of the wire
tension curves in the fences. The dotted line represents the
theoretical elongation of a straight piece of wire for the
given changes In temperature, in plotting the elongation of
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the various wires, the difference in extensometer readings
rather than the actual readings was plotted. Figure 37B
presents the chsuige in load with the change in temperature.
In studying the action of the tension curves, the two
graphs were studied together to obtain a comprehensive picture
of the importance of the curves. First of all. It had to be
understood that a larger part of the fence consisted of straight
wire than was contained in the curves, and a greater percentage
of the wire clamped in the extensometer was Included in the
tension curve than when the total length of wire between curves
is considered. With these thoughts in mind an analysis of
Figure 37 was made, in Figure 37A at the higher temperatures,
the wire In the specimen elongates more for a given change in
temperature than would a straight unloaded wire for the same
change in temperature, because the wire In the fence is more
or less fixed and a change in temperature Increases the load,
thus producing a tendency for the wire to elongate. The ten
sion curve elongates more easily than does the straight wire,
as can be seen from comparing the tension curve data given in
Table I. Therefore, the part of the wire contained within the
instrument not only elongates for that wire within the extenso
meter, but for the straight part outside. As the temperature
dropped, the extensometer reading decreased because the tension
oruve became less effective. This decrease in the extenso
meter reading was reflected by an increase in the load per
degree of drop, as can be seen In Figure 37B.
S+raiqhf wire
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Top No 9 Wine on fmnae with Double ^tpary
End
Middle wine on fervie wt+h
Doubte Spcan Elnd
"Top N::>>?Wire on
f«nce wi+h» Single
Span End
.OOOS XX310 .0015
EXTENSOMETEe READING !K1 INCHES
(A)
• ChoTiIion Dynamc*n«+er in Nor-th Hence
Soui^h
* D«pariTri€n+ " • Nor+h
" Sou+h
1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700
LOAD IN POUNDS
(B)
Fig, 37. Relationship of wire elongation and load to
temperature.
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Plgure 37B gives a comparison of the two fence loads at
various temperatures. The load in the fence with the double
span end contained 200 to 250 pounds more tension than that in
the single span end fence, A drop in temperature from 70
degrees to -20 degrees Fahrenheit gave an increase of approxi
mately 900 pounds, or 605^, in the load*
Summary and concluaions.
A time test was set on a double span end fence and a
single span end fence during July, 1939. The conclusions
drawn from this test are as follows;
1* In five months of observation on horizontal movement
of both ends, approximately 50^ of the movement came during the
loading operation and the first night the ends were loaded.
In the double span 90% of the total average horizontal move
ment for the whole time came during the first month, while 8Z%
of the movement for the single span came during the same
period.
2. The average horizontal movement of the double span end
was approximately 80% that of the single span end.
3. All of the vertical movement on the double span thus
far came during the loading operation and the first night,
while 50^ of the vertical movement on the single span end came
during the same period.
4. The average vertical movement of the double span end
was that of the single span end-
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5. Tho smaller vertical movement In the double span
arrangement can be attributed to the reduction of the load in
the tension member of the first span.
6. Horizontal movement of the end post is the largest
factor contributing to the reduction in fence loads prior to
complete failure.
7. The load on both fences dropped approximately 20-J^
during the first night and approximately 40^ during the first
month*
8. The tension curves in a tightly drawn fence are much
more effective at temperatures ranging from 20 degrees to 60
degrees Fahrenheit than at temperatxires below 20 degrees.
9. Temperature may increase the load in a tigihtly drawn
fence 50% or more.
10. The load in an 832-6-11 woven wire with three strands
of barbed wire will not exceed 3,000 pounds aander ordinary
conditions.
End Constructions
Introduction.
In previous work a number of tests were made on fence end
constructions, but these were confined largely to single span
and anchored atruct^l^e3, with only two double span arrangements
being tested. The two double span end constructions seemed
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promlslng, and It was thought wise to more thoroughly investi
gate the structural posslbllitlea of this arrangement.
Ob.ject of testa.
The object of these tests was (1) to investigate the
relative holding power of the double span fence end arrange
ment when compared with the single span end structure and
(2) to determine the loads carried by the bracing members in
the end construction.
Selection of specimens.
As a result of previous tests seven end constructions
were chosen, both single and double span, which would give a
comprehensive pictvire of the structural features of the two
general types of end structures. These ends are shown in
Figure 38.
several testa were made on most of the ends. Figure 38
also shows the comer structures that were tested as a result
of the end tests, but these will be discussed later. The end
assemblies are numbered in such a manner that the reader can
quickly visualize the structure, in the first symbol, E sig
nifies end and C signifies corner. The 1 and 2 used in the
second symbol indicate single or double span, respectively.
The third symbol labels the arrangement of members, span
length, post depth, or some other characteristic. The lower
case letter at the last, a, b, o, etc., names the test or run.
e> DiA.
s-fe
4'DIA. A A
KiQO wie
:&DIA.
r~
AECANSEMENT NO-Ell
TESTS a.b.c.id
AeCA^^JQEMENT NOCll
TEST a
lo-a"
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6 DIA;
6 DIA
4. D\A. 6 DIA
6 DLA.
6 DU
6 U\A.
KJO.^Wiet
AKEANQEMENT NO. E12
TESTS a4b
ARRANGEMENT NO.CIE
TESTS a ih
16-6
ir-A DIA.
5 DIA
ABRANQEMENT NO. E 23
TEST a
16-6'
A DIA
&
bJO.e WIEE
5 DIA
ARBANQEMEMT NO. E 25
TESTS aib
6 DIA 6 DtA
6 DIA. 6 DIA
13-a
6-to fc-lO
1 c© DIA.
5 OlA
NO.0WII£E
AREAMGEMENT NO.C21
TEST a
4 DIA7 C
hjae WIRE
ARBANGEMENT NQ E22
TEST a
A D A;
5 D A.
NO-eWlEE
ACRANCSEMENT NQ E ZA
TEST a
16-6
S'-3
4 DIA.
WIRE
ARRANGEMENT MO. E £6
TESTSa. to.c.d.e.f.g. ^ h
ARRANGEMEKIT MO.C26
TESTS a,b<:c
6 DIA.
6' DtA.
6 DIA.
Fig. 38, END AND CORNER ARRANGEMENTS TESTED BYSTRONG
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The Bpecimans were selected in such a manner as to bring
out the rollowing points: Arrangement of members, kind and
size of members, depth of set, method of setting, type of con
nector, loads that can be expected in the members, type of
failure to expect from certain arrangements, and the action of
the end post of an arrangement as the load is applied and
failure tEikes place.
In all the tests Teco toothed ring timber connectors, as
shown in Figure 42, were used for the compression braces. The
tension members were tightened by twisting up the wire, and
the rod used In the twisting process was left in the wire and
hooked over the compression brace to keep the tension member
from untwisting.
Arrangement Ell* Pour tests were made on this 8»-6"
single span horizontal compression brace arrangement. The end
post was 6 inches in diameter, the brace post 5 inches, and
the compression brace 4 inches. The tension brace was com
posed of two double strands of No. 9 gage galvanized wire, in
all four tests the posts were set at a depth of 3-1/2 feet.
Tests Ella and Ellb were the same in every respect, being
set with a 7 inch auger and tamped in place. Arrangement Ellc
was the same as the other two tests with the exception that It
was set in holes bored to size and a sledge was used to drive
the posts into the holes. Arrangement Elld was different in
that the compression brace and tension brace contained appara
tus for measuring their respective loads.
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Arrangement El2. Two tests were made on this 10'-8"
single span horizontal compression brace arrangement. The end
and brace posts were 6 inches in diameter and the compression
brace 4 inches. The tension member consisted of two double
strands of No. 9 gage galvanized wire.
Both arrangements were set 3-1/2 feet in the ground with
a 7 inch auger and tamped. Test E12b contained a dynamometer
in the tension member to measure the load, while E12a con
tained apparatus for measuring the loads in both the compres
sion and tension members.
Arrangement E22. Arrangement E22 consisted of two 8*-3"
spans in tandem with horizontal compression members. The end
post and second brace post were 6 inches in diameter, the
middle post or first brace post was 5 inches, and the tension
braces were made of two double strands of No. 9 gage galvan
ized wire. Only one test was made on this arrangement which
was set 2-1/2 feet deep in holes bored with a 7 inch auger and
tamped.
Arrangement E23. Only one test was made on this arrange
ment which consisted of two 8»-3" spans in series with
horizontal compression members. The diameters of the posts
were the same as in all the double span end tests. The depth
of set was 3-1/2 feet, the holes were made with a 7 inch auger,
and the arrangement was tamped in place. Two double strands
of No. 9 gage galvanized wire were used for the tension member
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on the first span, but there was no tension member used in the
second span*
Arrangement E24. This test was similar to Arrangement E23
with the exception that a tension member was used on the second
span and not on the first.
Arrangement E25. Two tests were made on this arrangement
which consisted of two 8*-3" spans in series* The first span
had a horizontal compression member and the second span was a
cross braced arrangement* The post and bracing were the same
size as those used in former tests on the double span. The
structure was set 3-1/2 feet in the ground and tamped into
place. Two double strands of No. 9 gage galvanized wire were
used as tension members.
Arrangement E26> More tests were made on this arrangement
than on any other type, eight tests being made with slight
variations in setting or some other phase. The arrangement
consisted of two 8*-3" horizontal compression brace spans.
The post and brace sizes were Identical to Arrangement E25.
The depth of set was 3-1/2 feet.
Arrangements E26a, E26b, and E26c were identical with the
exception of the tension members. In the first and third
arrangements the tension member was composed of four dcuble
strands of No. 9 gage galvanized wire, while the second made
use of two double strands of the same kind of wire. A dyna
mometer was placed in the first tension member of E26e to
determine the load carried by this member. Arrangement E26f
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contained apparatus for measuring the loads in the compression
and tension members of the second span, while E26g contained
the apparatus for determining the same data in the first span
of the arrangement. Arrangement E26g also contained a Simplex
Push-Pull Jack in the 4 inch compression member, and the jack
was lengthened to compensate for the displacement in the spring
used in measuring the compression load* Test E26h contained
the same apparatus with the exception of the Simplex Jack#
The Teco toothed ring timber connector shown in Figure 42
was used to hold the compression brace in place in all the
tests on end constructions. Bracing connection at the end
brace post and the first brace post is shown by Figure 43 and
Figure 44, respectively.
Apparatus.
The same apparatus was used in loading the end construc
tions as was used in previous tests conducted by Hazen (7). A
sketch of the apparatus set up for testing is shown in Figure
47. A typical setup is shown in Figure 41.
The load was applied equally at the compression brace and
the ground line by means of two Simplex Push-Pull Jacks, two
3/8 inch wire rope cables and an I-beam evener. This distri
bution of loading was taken arbitrarily and is Justified by the
fact that almost any distribution of the fence load on the end
construction may be found in the field. Bands made from
1-1/4 inch strips of mild steel were used at the points of
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cable fastening on the end post to provide sufficient bearing
for the wood. The I-beam evener was used to pemit the use of
one dynamometer in measuring the magnitude of the total load#
The vertical movement was observed by means of a Dumpy Level
and the scale used in making the horizontal movement readings.
The scale was divided in hundredths of feet and held in the
position shown in Figure 40.
The anchor post was made from a heavy 6 inch steel pip©
9 feet In length# The pipe was filled with concrete and set
6 feet in the ground with 18 inches of concrete around its
base. A 1/2 inch wire rope cable was used between the I-beam
evener and the dynamometer, and between the dynamometer and
the anchor post. The cable was fastened to the anchor post
with a log chain to permit varying the distance between the end
post and anchor.
The dynamometer was a Chatillon fish-belly type measuring
up to 2,000 pounds without the device used in measuring larger
loads* The jacks had demonstrated their ability to withstand
loads of 5,000 poiuids or more.
The horizontal movement was measured with the apparatus
shown in Figure 39. The device consisted of a scale with a
level bulb to insxire its being held in a horizontal position
at all times and an attachment screwed to the post to allow the
scale to pivot in the plane of the end post. A slide indicator
with a plumb bob was used to measxire the horizontal movement
from a temporary bench mark set back of the end post. The free
-Ill-
end of the scale was supported hy a two-legged stand with a
thumb screw to raise or lower the end of the scale and main
tain a level position. The legs of the stand could be
detached to permit taking a reading 6 inches from the ground.
The tension member loads were measured by means of a dyna*
mometer developed by the Agricultural Engineering Department.
The compression load was measured with a double 8px*ing device
shown in Figure 70. Two heavy springs were fastened between
cast iron blocks and an Ames Dial Gage was used to measure the
deflection from which the load was obtained.
Procedure.
In moat of the tests the same procedure was carried on
throughout, but in a few instances the procedure was varied to
determine the effect of rate of loading and method of setting.
Setting the specimens. The depth of set of all the
arrangements tested was 3-1/2 feet, with the exception of K22a
which was set 2-1/2 feet deep. Most of the holes were dug
with a 7 Inch auger, and the arrangements were tamped into
place. This method of setting is most frequently used by
farmers in actual practice and also gave more uniform set than
when the holes were bored to size and the posts driven into
place. The latter method was used in some of the tests to
compare the different methods of setting.
The soil type was Webster clay loam. The surface soil to
a depth of 12 inches consisted of a black silty clay loam
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gradlng into black, rather compact, fine-grained plastic day
which at 24 Inches became light In color# At a depth of 36
Inches, much coarse sand and fine gravel was encountered, with
an occasional stone#
The tests were set around the anchor post, as shown by
Figure 40. This method of setting made it possible for the
maximum number of tests to be made with one anchor, furnishing
new and undisturbed groixnd for each test, and was in a small
enou^ area to give minimum variation in moistxire and soil
type.
Testing the specimen. The specimens were loaded by means
of the simplex Push-Pull Jacks as in the previous tests by
Hazen (7). A sketch of the apparatus set up for testing is
shown in Figure 47. The increment of load was taken as 100 on
the Chatillon Dynamometer and depended on the constant of the
dynamometer mechanism which could be changed to vary the
actual load increment.
The horizontal movement of the end post was observed by
the apparatus shown in Figure 39. A pl^imb bob was used to
keep the I-beam evener in a vertical position. When the evener
deviated from a vertical position, extra turns were applied to
the jack, which would bring the evener back into line. The
vertical movement of the end post was observed by means of a
Dumpy Level and a scale held in the position shown by
Figure 40.
3>
I ^I-BEAM EVENER
n SIMPLEX
\ JACK
DYMAMOMETEE
CATERPILLAR
^TEACTOR
WITH WEIGHTS
FOR ANCHOR
-BEAM EVE.NEE
feCAK_En ^DTNAMOMETEE
% CABLE
SIMPLEX JACiC
COKJCEETt
e PIPE FILLED WITH
CO^JC!^ETE
</
LAYOUT FOR TLSTING CO^^NEES
TEACTOE AND WEIGHTS TOTALED
APPKOXIMATELV SOOO POUKIDS
I-BEAM EYENER WAS TWO 3 16.fe
BEAMS WELDED TOGETHER
jfe'CABLE
SIMPLEX JAC\C^
DYNAMOMETER
A'
tj-CONCEETE
6 PIPE FILLED
WITH COMCBETE
LAYOUT FOR TESTING ENDS
Fig, 47. APPAT2ATU5 AMD LAYOUT USED IN TESTING
END AND CORNER CONSTRUCTIONS
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The single span arrangements were pulled to complete
znapture, that is, to the point where there could be no ftirther
addition of load. This was not the case with all the double
span arrangements because the length of the ;jacks was not
sufficient to permit complete rupture, and the apparatus far
measuring the horizontal movement became ineffective because
the end post on this type of arrangement had a tendency to
twist out of line rather than fail from vertical uplift as did
the single span arrangements.
ObservinR the moisture change In the soil. The moisture
content of the soil was checked throughout the tests in an
effort to detect any radical change which might affect the
tests in eoiy way. The tests were started September 23 and
ended November 6. The moisture content of the soil was taken
at the beginning and end of the tests and twice during the
tests. The moisture samples were divided into four sections
as follows: The top 6 inches, 6 inches to 18 inches, 18 inches
to 30 inches, and 30 inches to 42 inches* The moisture content
of the soil during the test was found to be as follows:
% Moisture
Depth : ; Get, 5
Oct« 51;Nov. 6Inches:Sept. 25;E26a;E26b
6
6-18 :
18-30 1
30-42 s
21 ; 14 •• 28 : 23 •• 22
23 : 13 •• 27 : 21 «# 23
21 : 16 •• 25 : 18 •• 20
18 : 18 •• 19 : 18 • 17
The moisture content of the soil in the area in which
Test E26a was set varied to such an extent that the use of this
small area was discontinued. This variation of moisture may
/
ANCH012 POST
PLAN OF TESTING PLOT
ANCHOR POST WAS A 6" STEEL PIPE FILLED
WITH COMCRETE AND SET e'-O" IN THE
GROUND SURROUNDED WITH CONCRETE.
DYNAMOMETER WAS USED TO MEASURE
THE LOAD OKI THE ARRANGEMENTS.
I-BEAM EVEMER klEPT THE LOAD EQUALLY
D1STR1E>UTED BETWEEN THE BRACE
HEIGHT AND GROUND LINE OF THE END
POST
SIMPLEX JACklS WERE USED TO APPLY THE LOAD.
THIS PLAN WAS USED TO INSURE NEW
GROUMD FOR EACH TEST
Fig. 48. Arrangement of ends around anchor post.
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be attributed to the nearness of a grove of trees and the golf
course. This section of the test ground was higher and much
drier.
Discussion of tests >
Because of the wide variation In the tests and character
istics demonstrated by each type of arrangement, a number of
illustrations are shown and discussed in an effort to more
clearly depict each test.
Arrangement Bll, Tests Ella, Ellb, and Ellc were set
close to Test E26d to eliminate any possible variation in type
or moisture content of the soil.
Test Ella before it was loaded is shown by Figure 50, and
after rupture by Figure 52. As can be seen from observing the
brace post and end post In the latter figxire, the failure came
largely from vertical uplift of the end post. The earth fail
ure aroxind the end post can be seen In Figure 46, The earth
In front of the post Is lifted up by the vertical movement and
the earth at the side Is ruptured to quite a distance as can
be discerned from cracks extending perpendicular to the plane
of the end structure. An end view of the structure before and
after testing is shown by Figure 49 and Figure 51, respectively.
The camera was left in exactly the same place for both photo
graphs. Note the vertical uplift of the post with a sli^t
tendency to twist out of line. Arrangement Ellb, shown by
Figure 46, reacted in the same manner as did Ella.
-118-
Fig, 49, Arrangement Ella be
fore testing.
Fig. 50. Arrangement Ella before testing,
-119-
Arrangement Ellc was set 3-1/2 feet In the ground with
the holes bored to size of the post and the posts driven in
place with a sledge* This structure was in the vicinity of
Tests Ella and Ellb- The failure was due largely to horizon
tal movement and twisting out of line by the end post, rather
than by vertical movement as was the case in the two previous
tests.
Test Elld was largely made to determine the loads pro
duced in the tension and compression members. These loads
were measured by placing a dynamometer in the tension member
and a heavy double spring in the wood compression member. The
spring was calibrated so that the load could be determined
from the deflection.
Arrangement E12. The two tests made on this arrangement
are shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54. Teat El2a contained
apparatus In the bracing members for measuring both the tension
and compression loads, while ElSb contained apparatus tap
measuring only the tension member load. Failure of this
arrangement occurred in much the same manner as in the Ell
tests but at a considerably higher load,
Arranp;ement E22. Only one test was made on this €u?range-
ment which was similar to E26, with the exception that it was
set 2-1/2 feet in the ground. Figure 55 shows the arrangement
before testing. In this type of arrangement there was a ten
dency for the middle post to twist out of line when the end
post began to lean one way or the other. As long as the
-120-
Fig, 51. Arrangement Ella
after testing.
Fig. 52. Arrangement Ella after testing.
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arrangement stayed In line there was no Indication of failxire,
but as soon as the end post began to lean, the eccentricity of
the bracing speeded up failure.
Arrangement E23. This arrangement, as pictured in
Figure 56, was tested to demonstrate the importance of the
tension member in the second span of the double span arrange
ment. The failure of this arrangement was much the same as
that of Arrangement Ell until sufficient movement occurred to
bring the second brace post into play. The vertical movement
was excessive up to 2,300 pounds, but above this point was
much less than for previous load increments.
Arrangement E24. This arrangement was tested to demon
strate the importance of the tension member in the first span
and is shown set up and ready for testing by Figure 61. The
arrangement held more load than did E23 and failed by the
middle post rising out of the ground. The vertical uplift was
confined to the middle brace post because the only means of
producing vertical uplift on the posts was through the tension
members«
Arrangement E25. Two tests were made on this type of end
construction which was recommended by Hazen (7). Arrangement
E25b is shown by Figure 38. Generally speaking, the arrange
ment was hard to set properly, largely because of the inclined
brace. The ends of the brace had to be beveled smd as a
result, the timber connectors were hard to seat. The end
failed by the middle post twisting out of line and also, as
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Fig« 57* Arrangement B25b
'yj4't
i
Fig. 59. Rupture around mid-^
die post of 325b,
•4^yt Z:'
. m -
Fig. 58« Rupture around end
post of B25b»
Fig. 60. Rupture around end
brace post of E25b.
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ahown by Figure 57, the moddle post moved vertically, thus
contributing to an early failure. Figures 58 to 60, inclusive,
show the movement through the soil of end and brace posts of
E25b* The arrangement was not pulled to complete rupture be
cause it twisted out of line to such an extent that observations
on the horizontal movement had to be discontinued.
Arrangement E26. More tests were made on this arrange
ment than on any other end construction tested because It made
the best showing. Test E26a, shown In Figure 62, held the
largest load of any of the testa, mainly because it was set
northwest of the anchor post in earth that contained a lower
moisture content, as has been pointed out in discussing the
observation of moisture change in the test area. The majority
of the other tests on this arrangement were made in the area
south of the anchor post, which demonstrated the poorer soil
holding characteristics.
Figures 65 to 67, inclusive, show the movement ct the end
and brace posts throu^ the soil at the time when the test was
ended on e26c. Note the vertical movement of the end post
shown in Figure 65 and compare the decreasing movement of the
second post to that of the end post and the third to that of
the second.
Note the twisting of ttie end post of E26d, shown in
Figure 68. The middle post did not have a tendency to twist
or rise vertically out of the ground as did arrangement E25.
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The twisting of the end post would be eliminated in a corner
construction.
Arrangement E26d made the poorest showing of any of the
tests made on this arrangement, as it was rather poorly aligned
because of the uneven ground profile at the point where it was
set.
A dynamometer was placed in the first tension member of
E26e, as shown by Figure 64. The test was made near dusk and
part of the readings had to be taken by car light# The struc
ture was left loaded overnight and readings were taken on the
total load and tension load the next morning. The load on the
structiire dropped from 8,220 pounds to 7,108 poxuids, indicat
ing that the rupture point had not been reached* The tension
load dropped from 2,154 pounds to 2,035 pounds.
Teat E26f contained, in the tension and compression mem
bers of the second span, apparatus for measxiring their respec
tive loads* The same apparatus was included in the first span
of E26h, as shown by Figure 69. Neither arrangement waa
pulled to rupture. Readings on E26f were discontinued because
of darkness, and the capacity of the compression load apparatus
was exceeded in E26h. The spring used for measuring the com
pression loads is shown as it waa installed in E26h by Figure
70.
E26g contained apparatus for measuring the loads In the
tension and compression members of the first span. The com
pression member of the first span was composed of a 4 inch
-127-
S'ig, 65. failure around S£6c
end post*
i
CfPWi
Fig. 67. -^"ailure around E26c
end brace post.
<r?y -
Fig. 66
- •^'
L-^jp_; Jm
Failure around EE6c
middle post*
Fig* 68* Arrangement S26d
after testing*
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wood post and a Simplex Push-Pull Jack viftilch was used to main
tain the compression member at a constant length. The test
was not completed as the apparatus flew to pieces at a load of
5,530 poiinds while readings were being taken. As soon as the
end post began to twist, the slight eccentricity caused tbs
Jack and wood member to buckle.
Results.
The data for these tests are presented In Tables Vll to
XIV, Inclusive. The load for the arrangements was obtained
from the calibration curves given in PlgTire 87A, while the
load for the dynamometer used in the tension member measure
ments was obtained from the calibration curves In Figure 87B-
The loads in the compression members were obtained from the
curve for the spring given in Figure 87D. The horizontal and
vertical movements were obtained from the horizontal and verti
cal rea^ng oolxunns.
The curves In Figures 73 and 74 show the relationship of
the vertical and horizontal movement of the top of the end post
and load of the end constructions tested. The A group in the
illustrations includes the 8*-6" arrangements, the B group,
double span arrangements without apparatus for measuring brace
loads, C includes the 10'-8" arrangements and an 8*-6'* arrange
ment, all of which contained apparatus for measuring brace
loads, and D includes the double span arrangements with appara
tus for measuring the brace loads.
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TABLE VII, DATA FOR ARRANGEMEOTS Ella, Ellb, Ellc, AlW E26a.Arrangement Number
Dynamometer j
Reading
a
'd5
<
a?
oo
pa*
Ct4
iHO
odEh
•P
CfaOp OCn
N-HO
UOS<0
O<D<4H
<
d ««Ofc
Horizontal
Movement
Top
Feet
Vertial
Reading
Top
Feet
o
E
h
®o®
Arx'angement Number
Horizontal
Reading
Top
of
post Feet
A
o
o
i
-p-p cc
oa> wa
•Ha>
+
>
>©
CO©
Vertical
Reading
Top
Feet
O
4 0
EH
H-P <
0
a
00
•HS
4^©+5 >O
<
D
0®
Ella
001.455
.000
1.167
.000
Ellb
1.810
.000
1.016
.000
100
688
1.462
.007
1,164
.003
1.830
.020
1.010
.006
200
1226
1.485
.030
1.160
.007
1.860
.050
0.992
.024
300
1764
1.518
.063
1.145
.022
1.918
.108
0.952
.064
400
2302
1.570
.115
1.105
.062
2.012
.202
0.879
.091
500
2840
1.650
.195
1.050
.117
2.165
.355
0.760
.137
600
3378
1.890
.435
0.840
.327
2.300
.490
0.677
.339
700
3916
2.035
.580
0.784
.383
2.470
.660
0.583
.433
Ellc
0 0 1.700
.000
1.105
.000
E26a
2.300
.000
0.710
.000
100
688
1.713
.013
1.103
.002
2.305
.005
0.710
.000
200
1226
1.745
.045
1.100
.005
2.315
.015
0.708
.002
300
1764
1.770
.070
1.099
.006
2.325
.025
0.707
.003
400
2302
1.800
.100
1.094
.011
2.335
.035
0.704
.006
500
2840
1.830
.130
1.090
.015
2.345
.045
0.698
.012 600
3378
1.855
.155
1.085
.020
2.350
.050
0.693
.017 700
3916*1.890
.190
1.080
.025
2.370
.070
0.690
.020 800
4454
1.955
.255
1.065
.040
2.380
.080
0.684
.026 900
4992
2.005
.305
1.047 .
058
2.385 •
085
0.679
.031
1000
5530
2.130
.430
1.010
.095
2.400
.100
0.671
.039
1100
6068
2.270
.570
0.965
.140
2.415
.115
0.668
.042 1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700 1800 1900
2000
6606
7144
7682
8220
8758
9296
9834
10372 10910
0.885
.£20
2.430
2.450
2.460
2.490
2.500
2.515
2.535 2.560
2.580
.130
.150
.160
.190
.200
.215
.235
•
260
.280
0.662
0.653
0.650
0.643
0.637
0.628
0.622
0.613
0.608
.048
.057
.060
.067
.073
.082
.088
.097
.102
Note
Ella was set beside arrangement E26d, a few feet to the south.
Ellb was set beside arrangement E26d, a few feet to the north.
Ellc was set 3-1/2 feet in gromd with holes bored the size of
the post and posts driven in with a sledge.
Ellc was set close to arrangements E26d, Ella, and Ellb.
•J^Horizontal movement could not be read because the end post was
too far out of line.
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(D
4^
<D
ott
arc
•ccc
o^
LoadinPensionMember pounds
Elld01.660.000750.934 33144
100688,710.05. 30 9219.44607695 39
2001226.752.098160 8.4303. 97 41
3001764.835.17. 48090.886.4072.65023
40023021.940.281160.8 70 336583.43772596
500284. 10.351 955200 8 91 1.34123. 2223784
60033782.140.48. 320 7761552 74 56 2
70039162.275.6.10350 737193. 51.2 25. 80462
80044542.4 0.792020 687243.19. 65.763 75968
E12a01.600. 0. 200 984: 356..7354886
100688.635.0340180 9813352042.72
2001226.680.08. 580 9721344.591553
3001764. 25.121.7000 80 9 3. 1.33215581
40023021.785. 8. 401180 9 703316.3 299
5002841.830.23.7571 50 9 80 63094.0213
60033781.890.297160 920 4.28794 612 5646
70039161.990. 8472250. 10 365 25104
80044542.130.531.9283060 8521 22153663
90049922.245.6403830 116917066.4235 1
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TABLE IX. DATA FOR ARRANGEIflENTS El2b AND S26e,Arrangement Number No.1
Dynamometer
Reading Load
in Pounds
Q
* iHO ctfE-t •P
CWP
ocw
o
a^J<S
0®
Wcdofis••999999
•••••••• Horizontal Movement
Top
Feet
Vertical
Reading
Top
Feet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Feet No.
2
Dynamometer
Reading
L
.
•Hn
*0 'dc
c
s
0o
E12b
001.900
0.000
1.065
0.000
100
590
100
688
1.910
0.010
1.060
0.005
125
722
200
1226
1.930
0.030
1.046
0.010
200
1118 300
1764
1.963
0.065
1.037
0.018
264
1404 400
2302
1.995
0.095
1.027
0.028
300
1648
500
2840
2.025
0.125
1.020
0.035
360
1964
:600
3378
2.060
0.160
1.011
0.044
400
2178 700
3916
2.090
0.190
1.005
0.050
450
2440 800
4454
2.130
0.230
0.995
0.060
500
2703 900
4992
2.170
0.270
0.988
0.067
522
2924
1000
5530
2.223
0.323
0.978
0.077
588
3168
1100
6068
2.285
0.386
0.970
0.085
625
3363 1200
6606
2.355
0.455
0.962
0.093
664
3583 E26e
0 01.892
0.000
1.242
0.000
00
100
688
1.895
0.003
1.242
0.000
063
200
1226
1.917
0.025
1.240
0.002
50221
300
1764
1.930
0.038
1.237
0.006
126
461
400
2302
1.950
0.058
1.231
0.011
177
623
600
2840
1.969
0.077
1.226
0.016
210
728
600
5378
1.986
0.094
1.217
0.025
243
829
700
3916
2.000
0.108
1.209
0.033
277
937 800
4454
2.020
0.128
1.200
0.042
325
1088 900
4992
2.047
0.155
1.188
0.054
375
1247 1000
5530
2.090
0.198
1.173
0.069
420
1388 1100
6068
2.118
0.226
1.163
0.079
471
1653 1200
6606
2.140
0.248
1.146
0.096
633
1743 1300
7144
2.175
0.283
1.130
0.112
650
1915 1400
7682
2.200
0.308
1.125
0.117
608
1983 1500
8220
2.222
0.330
1.115
0.127
663
2164
El2b was set 3-1/2 feet deep near C12b*
E26e was set 3-1/2 feet deep north of the anchor
post near G26c.
Dynamometer No. 2 was placed in 1st tension mem
ber of E12b and E26e.
After the test on E26e the structure was left
loaded. The next morning the load was 7108 lbs.,
while the tension load was 2036 lbs.
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TABLE X. DATA FOR ARRArJGEMENTS E23a, E24a, S26t), AND E26c.Arrangement Number
Dynamometer
Reading Load
in pounds
Horizontal
Reading
Top
of
^st Feet
Horizontal
Movement
Top
Peet
Vertical
Reading
Top
Peet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Peet
Arrangement Number
Horizontal
Reading
Top
of
Post Peet
Horizontal
Movement
Top
Feet
Vertical
Reading
Top
Peet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Peet
E23a
001.810
.000
0.632
.000
B24a
1.150
.000
0
.
535
.000
100
688
1.830
.020
0.626
.006
1.160
.010
0.535
.000
200
1226
1.840
.030
0.616
.016
1.180
.030
0.533
.002
300
1764
1.890
.080
0.577
.055
1.190
.040
0.533
.002
400
2302
1.900
.090
0.520
.112
1.210
.060
0.532
.003
500
2840
1.930
.120
0.512
.120
1.230
.080
0.531
.004
600
3378
1.960
.150
0.502
.130
1.250
.100
0.531
.004
700
3916
2.030
.220
0.484
.148
1.280
.130
0.530
.005
800
4454
2.040
.230
0.477
.155
1.310
.160
0.530
.005
900
4992
2.080
.270
0.463
.169
1.330
.180
0.528
.007
1000
5530
2.140
.330
0.443
.189
1.370
.220
0.527
.008
1100
6068
2.200
.390
0.422
.210
1.400
.250
0
.
525
.010
1200
6606
2.290
.480
0.402•
230
1.480
.330
0.520
.015
1300
7144
1.580
.430
0.513
.022
1400
7682
1.630
.480
0.513
.022
E26b
001.500
.000
1.065
.000
E26c
1.510
.000
1.275
.000
100
688
1.520
.020
1.062
.003
1.520
.010
1.273
.002
200
1226
1.550•
050
1.059
.006
1.530
.020
1.272
.003
300
1764
1.570•
070
1.047
.018
1.550
.040
1.265
.010
400
2302
1.580
.080
1.042
.023
1.570
.060
1.262 •
013
500
2840
1.600
.100
1.032
.033
1.590
.080
1.252
.023
600
3378
1.630
.130
1.026
.039
1.600
.090
1.247
.028
700
3916
1.640
.140
1.013
.052
1.625
.115
1.235
.040
800
4454
1.660
.160
1.004
.061
1.640
.130
1.229
.046
900
4992
1.685
.185
0.991
.074
1.680
.170
1.212
.063
1000
5530
1.725».225
0.972
.093
1.690
.180
1.202
.073
1100
6068
1.755;.255
0#
958
.107
1.730
.220
1.180
.095
1200
6606
1.790
:.290
0.939
.126
1.755
.245
1.170
.105
1300
7144
1.830
{.330
0.919
.146
1.790
.280
1.150
.125
1400
7682
1.870s.370
0.900
.165
1.810
.300
1.138
.137
1500
8220
1.930:.430
0.874
.191
1.850
.340
1.120
.155
Note
E24a was set on north side of anchor post and failed "by middle
post rising out of ground.
E26o was set on south side of anchor post. Pour double strands
of No. 9 wire were used for tension member.
Ground on southeast side of anchor seems to fail "before that on
the northwest.
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TABLE XI. DATA FOR ARRANGEIVENTS E26d, E22a, E25a, AND E25b.Arrangement Number
U
o
•p
0
gbO
oc
s^ 3"0 a0}
Q
«
Load
in Pounds
1
P
i HO
O
f
E
h
43 ctop
Of
ira
o
CD(D
O
Wf«ofo
Horizontal
Movement
Top
1
Feet
Vertical ;
Reading
Top
'
Feet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Feet
Arrangement Number ••••••••
•••••« Horizontal Reading
Top
of
Post Feet
Horizontal
Movement
Top
Feet
Vertical
Reading
Top
Feet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Feet
E26d
002.000
.000
1.146
.000
E22a:1.955
.000
0.680
.000
100
688
2.010
.010
1.144
.002
;1.963
.008
0.679
.001
200
1226
2.030
.030
1.141
.005
:1.980
.025
0.677
.003
300
1764
2.050
.050
1.132
.014
:2.000
.045
0.671
.009
400
2302
2.070
.070
1.126
.020
:2.030
.075
0.662
.018
500
2840
2.100
.100
1.110
.036S
2.055
.100
0.648
.032
600
3378
2.126
.125
1.097
.049
:2.080
.125
0.635
.045
700
3916
2.155
.155
1.080
.066
J2.132
.177
0.533
.067
300
4454
2.190
.190
1.064
.032
:2.210
.255
0.585
.095
900
4992
2.250
.250
1.035
.111• •
1000
5530
2.300
.300
1.011
.135• •
1100
6068
2.335
.335
0.992
.154• «
1200
6606
2.430
.430
0.960
.186•
1300
*7144---
0.937
.209• •
E25a
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
0
688
1226
1764
2302
2840
3378
3916
4454
4992
5530
6068
6606
7144
1.517
1.527
1.540
1.560
1.570
1.610
1.625
1.660
1.705 1.740 1.820
.000
.010
.023
.043
.053
.093
.108
.143
.188
.223
.303
0.788
0.737
0.734
0.780
0.775
0.766
0.760
0.745
0.730
0.720
0.700
.000
.001 ♦004
.008
.013
.023
.023
.043
.058
.068
.088
E25b:1.660 ;1.660
:1.670 ;1.6S0
:1.695
:1.720
:1.735
:1.755
:1.770 :1.800 :1.820 :1.350
:1.330 :1.930
.000
.000
.010
.020
.045
.060
.075
.096
.110
.140
.160
.190
.220
.270
1.060
1.050
1.049
1.045
1.041
1.032
1.023
1.010
1.000 0.985
0.974 0.958
0.933 0.913
.000
.000
.001
.005
.009
.018
.027
.040
.060
•
065
.076
.092
.112
.137
Note
•ttReached 1300 but horizontal movement could not be read.
E26d was set on east side of anchor post. The ground was uneven
and the arrangement hard to set.
E22a was set 2-1/2 feet in ground.
E25a failed by the middle post twisting out of line. This type
of arrangement is hard to set properly,
E25b was well set on south side of anchor post.
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In general, the double span arrangements all displayed
more favorable characteristics with respect to vertical and
horizontal movement than did the single span structures. The
general shape of the vertical curves was much the same as for
horizontal movement in each of the arrangements.
In Figure 73A Tests Ella and Ellb had almost identically
the same shaped curves and the same vertical movement, while
Ellc displayed widely different characteristics. This phenom
enon may be attributed to the fact that Ellc was set in holes
bored to size. The same characteristics are displayed by
these structures with respect to horizontal movement, as shown
by Figure 74A.
In Figure 73C, by comparing the vertical movement of Elld
with that of Ella and Ellb in Figure 73A, it would seem that
the brace load measuring apparatus had a tendency to decrease
the movement and increase the load, yet with the E12 arrange
ments the reverse occurred, and, therefore, it is more logical
to assume the difference results from discrepancies in soil
type, moisture, and setting.
The E26 arrangements containing apparatus for measuring
the bracing loads displayed no characteristics different from
those without the apparatus, as can be seen from comparing the
C and D grougjs of curves shown in Figure 73 and Figure 74.
The irregular shape of the vertical movement curve of
Arrangement E23a may be explained by the fact that the first
span was identical with the Ell type of construction and the
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second span had no tension member. The arrangement had to
move a considerable distance before the second brace post
began to play any part in the bracing system, but once the
post had moved through such a distance, the earth pressure
around this post relieved the load on the first span to such
an extent that the structure acted similar to other double
span arrangements.
The excellent qualities displayed by E24a in Figure 73B
with respect to vertical movement are offset considerably by
the horizontal movement curve shown in Figure 74B. Also, the
arrangement actually ruptured because the middle brace post
moved out of the ground vertically. This is not surprising,
as the second span contained the only tension member and the
vertical uplift is produced entirely by this member.
As can be seen from Figure 73 and Figure 74, the double
span arrangements were not pulled to complete rupture as were
the single span arrangements.
Figure 75 shows the path of travel of the top and bottom
of the end and coiner posts on which those readings were taken.
These curves do not compare the actual holding power of the
arrangements but indicate the method in which failure took
place up to a certain point. Each of the dots represents an
increment of approximately 540 pounds, which will serve to
demonstrate, to a certain degree, the progress of the post at
comparative loads. The solid dots mark the path of a point
6 inches above the ground line, while the open dots show the
10400
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path of a point 6 inches "below the brace height. The point
near the ground line naturally moves the greater distance ver
tically per unit of horizontal movement because the end post
does not remain vertical.
Figure 76 and Figure 77 were constructed to demonstrate
the movement of the end post through the soil* These line
diagrams were obtained by plotting readings of the vertical and
horizontal movement taken 6 inches above the ground line and
6 Inches below the brace hei^t# In Figure 76 the length of
posts, movement, and depth of set were plotted to exact scale,
while the movements In Figure 77 were exaggerated to magnify
the mode and extent of failure.
From the exact movement of the single span end post, Elld
and E12d, shown in Figure 76, it can be seen that the single
span has a tendency to rotate about the butt of the end post,
as was pointed out in the struct\iral analysis. In the double
span end posts shown in the same figure, the inclination was
to remain more vertical than the single span end post* This
fact Is also demonstrated by Figure 65 i^ich shows the move
ment back of the end post in Arrangement E26c.
Figure 77 magnifies the movements of the end post of the
single and double span to more clearly present the character
istics of failure demonstrated by these types of construction.
Each plotting indicates a load increment of approximately
540 pounds. Note the much greater vertical movement prevalent
in the single span arrangements as compared with the double
-144-
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span for a given load.
A comparison of the load and movements of the end con
structions is given by the bar graphs shown in Figure 78.
These graphs do not tell the complete story of the mode and
degree of failure, nor the relative holding power of the end
constructions, and should not be the sole basis for judgnent
passed on the relative merits of the various types. For in
stance, the average vertical movement of the E12 arrangements
is misleading because when this type of construction began to
fail from vertical uplift, the rupture was completed without
an increase in the load vbXoh would permit movement readings
to be taken*
A comparison of the average movements of the three most
Important types of end constructions at a load of 4,550 pounds,
which was the average load of all Ell arrangements tested,
gave the following results;
„ , 111 gl2 E26
Horizontal movement 100% 70% 24?
Vertical movement 100^ 19%
In the comparison given above one of the Ell tests was
made on an arrangement set in holes bored to size, i/ifoich
Increased the holding power considerably. When this arrange
ment was eliminated and a similar comparison made at the
average rupture load of 3,916 pounds, the results were as
follows:
Ell El2 E26
Horizontal movement 10^ 47^ 19^
Vertical movement 100^ 1Q% \Q%
.1 .2 .S ^ .3 fe 7 0 .1 .2 3
HOEIZONTAL MOVEMENT IN FEET
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A comparison of the average results at the end of the
various tests made on Arrangements Ell, El2, and E26 was as
follows;
(Ell taken as 100^)
Ell E12 E26
Total load carried 100% 128% 13
Horizontal movement 100^ 84^ 54^
Vertical movement 100% 50^
A similar comparison eliminating the test on Ell set in
holes bored to size of the posts gave the following results:
Ell E12 E26
Total load carried 100% 146^ 21^
Horizontal movement 100^ 81% 54^
Vertical movement 100;?$ Z7% 4:5%
These comparisons serve to manifest the superiority of the
double span arrangement over the single span end.
In comparing the methods of setting ends. Arrangement Ell
was set In holes bored to diameters greater than the post and
tamped in place, and was also driven in holes bored to the
size of the post* A comparison of the load and movements gave
the following results:
Tamped Tests Driven Tests
Total load carried loo^ 169^
Horizontal movement 100% 84%
Vertical movement 100^ 63^
In comparing the tests on E26 and E22 to indicate the
characteristics of the double span arrangement vAien set at
3*-6" and 2*-6" depths, the following results were obtained:
2-1/2 ft. 3-1/2 ft.
. - _ Depths DepthsTotal load carried 100% "139^
Horizontal movement 100^ 14b%
Vertical movement 100^ 157^
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Whon th.e double span arrangement was set 8-1/2 feet deep,
the structure folded up and twisted out of line at a very
small load when compared with the constructions set 3-1/2 feet
deep.
Figure 79 shows the relationship between the measured
brace loads and the loads applied to the structure being tested.
The tension loads were measured by placing a dynamometer in
the member, while the compression loads were measured by means
of a calibrated double spring apparatus. The measured loads,
when compared with the applied loads, proved to be a straight
line relationship. Each curve possessed a constant which
depended on the original condition of the bracing, such as,
initial load and characteristics peculiar to that particular
test. The results of the measurements made on the various
braces are presented in Figure 80, which also gives the type
of arrangement and particular brace.
The wire tests and time test on the fence ends indicate
that the majclmum load to be expected from a fence consisting
of three strands of barbed wire and 832-6-11 woven wire is
approximately 3,000 pounds# This loading was used in calcu
lating the end construction member sizes. The exact earth
pressure on the portion of the post below the ground line
could not be determined, but it was known from the structural
analysis and Figure 76 that the pressure could be resolved
Into a resultant at some point below the ground. To determine
the resultant and Its line of action, freebody diagrams of the
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Fig. 79. Curves showing relationship "between brace
loads and the applied loads.
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end posts were drawn, as shown in Figure 81 and Figure 82. The
load was applied uniformly and the brace loads determined from
the brace load formulas given in Figure 80« Only the horizon
tal forces were considered, as the soil friction around the
base of the post offset the vertical component of the tension
member load. The A and B diagrams of Figure 81 apply to the
8»-6" single span arrangement, and the C and D diagrams of the
same figure are connected with the 10'-8" single span struc-
ture« Figure 82 presents the diagrams for the e26 type of
arrangement. The magnitude of P' was determined by the sxmmia-
tion of horizontal forces, and its line of action was obtained
by taking moments about Rg.
The force P*' for the middle post in the double span was
obtained in much the same manner as was The diagrams for
this post are given in Figure 82B- In making computations on
the end brace posts of all the arrangements, the line of action
of the two resultant forces, p*»• and R, acting beneath
the ground line, were obtained from the material presented by
Seller (15) and shown in Figure 17D. The magnitudes of these
same forces were obtained by taking moments about one and
solving for the other.
The shear and moment diagrams, shown in Figure 81 and
Figure 82, were drawn after the forces which acted on the various
posts were determined. The maximum moment was xised to
determine the post diameters of the three types of arrangement.
The formula \ised in these calculations was S = Mc/l, where
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S = allowable stress in pounds/inch , M =n£Lxlin\an moment, and
l/c = section modulus of the post. The size of the compression
2 p p
braces was determined from the formula (13) P/A = tt uEr /I .
P = load in pounds; A = area of the cross section; 1 = the un
braced length in inches; r = radius of gyration; E = modulus
of elasticity; u = 1 for pin end conditions. The E and S
values used in these calculations were 1,600,000 p.s.i* and
2,333 p.s.i., respectively.
The breaking load for a single strand of No. 9 gage
standard smooth galvanized wire is approximately 1,400 pounds.
The allowable stress on wire is usually taken from 1/3 to 1/5
of the breaking strength, so the allowable load on a double
strand of No. 9 wire would be approximately 900 pounds.
The following is a result of the calculations on the end
member sizes:
Type of Member Size
8'-6" Single Span
End post (8*-0'*) 6" post
Brace post (8»-0") 4-1/2" post
Compression member (8»-0") 4" post
Tension member 2 double strands
of No. 9 wire-
10'-8'' Single Span
End post (8»-0") 6" post
Brace post (8»-0") 5" post
Compression member (10'-2") 5" post
Tension member 2 double strands
of No, 9 wire.
16*-6" Double Span
End post (8»-0") 5" post
First brace post (8»-0") 4" post
End brace post (8»-0") 3-1/2'* post
First compression member (8'-0") 4" post
Second compression member (8»-0") 3-1/2" post
Tension members 2 double strands
of No. 9 wire.
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Tlie brace load constants will vary with the conditions of
the set and the soil type. In the calculations on the member
sizes, ample factors of safety were chosen to provide for any
discrepancies in the brace loads resulting from changed condi
tions.
The double span arrangement required about 2-1/2 man-
hours to dig the holes and set the structure.
Summary and conclusions.
The tests on fence end constructions were made primarily
to compare the structural characteristics of the single and
double span arrangements. In these tests seven different
arrangements were tested.
1* The double span end arrangements all displayed more
favorable characteristics with respect to vertical and hori
zontal movement than did the single span structures.
2. The double span end construction with the second span
a crossed brace arrangement did not compare favorably with the
double span horizontal compression brace atructxire as was the
case in previous tests.
3. The failure of the double span end containing the
crossed brace arrangement resulted largely from the vertical
movement of the middle post, which produced a tendency to
twist.
4. Increasing the depth of set of the horizontal compres
sion brace double span end from 2»-6" to 3«-6" increased the
-157-
holdlng power 89^.
5« Setting the 8*-6" single span end in holes bored to
size of the post reduced the vertical and horizontal movement
per increment of load.
6# The holding power of the 8*-6" single span end was
increased 69% by setting the structure in holes bored to size
of the post.
?• The 161-6" double span end construction held 214^ of
the load with 50% of the horizontal and vertical movement of
the 8*-6" single span.
8« The double span arrangements containing apparatus for
measuring the bracing loads displayed the same characteristics
as those without the apparatus.
9. The sin^e span end post had a tendency to rotate
about its butt in a plane with the structure vstien load was
applied.
10. The double span end post had an inclination to remain
vertical as it moved through the soil during loading.
11. Cispensing with the tension member in the second span
of the double span arrangement increased the vertical and
horizontal movement and decreased the rupture load.
12. The absence of a tension member in the first span of
the horizontal braced arrangement decreased the vertical
uplift on the end post, but failure resulted from vertical
movement of the middle post at a smaller load than was ob
tained when both members were used.
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13* A tension member composed of two double strands of
No. 9 gage galvanized wire is s\ifficient.
14. The double span end construction required approxi
mately 2-1/2 man-hours of labor to dig the holes and completely
set the arrangement preparatory to stretching the fence#
15m The exact sizes of the members for the most economi
cal design of the 16*-6" double span end structure are as
follows:
Member size
End post Diameter = 5" Length = S'-O"*
Middle post 4" .. 8*-0**
End brace post " 3-1/2" " 8*-0"
First compression brace " 4" " 8»-0"
Second compression brace " 3-1/2" " 8«-0"
Tension members 2 double strands of No, 9 wire.
The arrangement should be set 3-1/2 feet in the ground.
16. A change in soil type and condition will alter the
results given here to a certain degree.
Corners
Introduction.
Xn all the work so far only end constructions have been
tested. The work would not be complete without comparing the
assemblies under comer conditions, which are much more severe
than when the structure is used merely as an end.
Ob.lect of test.
The object of these, tests was (1) to determine the
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Importance of the factors causing failure In fence corner
structures, and (2) to compare the single and double span
structural features under corner conditions.
Selection of specimens.
The comer arrangements, as shown In Figure 38, were
selected in such a manner as to hrlng out the following points:
Type of failure to expect from certain arrangements, compari
son of end and corner failures, the action of the corner post
of an arrangement as the load la applied and failure takes
place, method of setting, and span length.
In all the tests on corner constructions a 6 inch comer
post was used, and two double strands of No» 9 gage galvanized
wire were used for the tension members.
In connecting the wood braces to the brace posts, toothed
timber connectors as shown by Figure 42 were used in all the
tests with the exception of Arrangement C21a.
Arrangement Oil, One test was made on this 8»-6" single
span horizontal braced comer. All three posts were 6 Inches
in diameter and the compression brace 4 inches. The arrange
ment wasset 3-1/2 feet in the ground and tamped into holes
bored with a 7 Inch auger.
Arrangement 012. Two teats were made on this 10*-8"
single span horizontal braced comer construction. All three
posts were 6 inches in diameter and the compression braces
4 inches. The arrangement was set 3-1/2 feet in the ground
-160-
and tamped into holes bored with a 7 inch auger.
Arrangement 021. This construction consisted of two 6»-10*
spans in tandem placed at 90 degrees to a similar arrangement*
The horizontal compression braces, contrary to Figure 38, were
3 Inches in diameter, the corner post and two end brace posts
were 6 inches, and the two middle posts were 5 Inches, only
the one test was made on this arrangement, and in this test no
type of connector was used between the compression member and
the brace post. The arrangement was set 3-1/2 feet in the
ground and taii5)ed into place.
Arrangement 026« Three tests were made on this arrange
ment lihlch consisted of two double spans at 90 degrees to each
other. The double span consisted of two 8*-3" arrangements
in tandem. The corner post and end brace posts were 6 Inches
in diameter, the middle brace post 5 inches, and the compres
sion brace 4 Inches. Arrangements C26a and C26b were set
3-1/2 feet deep and tamped into place, while C26c was set at
the same depth in holes bored the sige of the posts.
Apparatus,
Loading of the corners was a more difficult task than that
encountered in testing the end constructions. The same anchor
post used in the tests on the ends could be used in the load
ing of one part of the corner arrangement, but the anchor used
in applying the load to the other arrangement had to be moved
after each test. For the movable anchor an RC2 Caterpillar
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Tractor piled with approximately 1,200 pounds of caat iron
weights was used# A sketch of the loading apparatus set up
for testing is shown in Figure 47. A typical setup for test
ing is shown by Figure 72.
The load was applied by means of a Simplex Push-Pull Jack
placed in a single line leading from the anchor to the i-beam
evener, the evener dividing the load and applying it at the
brace height and ground line. This distribution of the load
gave approximately equal loading at the ground line and brace
height in two directions perpendicular to each other. The
cables leading from the I-beam eveners to the corner post were
3/8 inch in diameter, while those between the evener and jack.
Jack and dynamometer, and dynamometer and anchor, were 1/2
Inch# The evener was made from two 316.5 I-beams welded
together. Bands made from 1-1/4 inch strips of mild steel
were used at the points of fastening the cables to the corner
post to provide sufficient bearing for the wood.
The vertical and horizontal readings were made In the
same manner as on the end constructions. Two dynamometers
were used, a Chatillon fish-belly type with scale reading up
to 2,000 and a type developed by the Agricultural Engineering
Department with a scale reading up to 2,200. The load was
applied by 100 readings on the scale, and the poundage
depended upon the setting of the dyneunometer apparatus.
-162-
Procedure.
A testing procedure was adopted and followed throughout
the tests and is described In the following paragraphs.
setting the specimen* In the tests on comers the arrange
ments were laid out carefully by the use of a surveyor's
transit. A likely spot was chosen for the comer post, and the
transit was set up over a peg narking the location where the
post was to be set. The instrument was turned until the ver
tical cross-hair came to rest on the center of the steel
anchor post# With the transit clamped in this position, the
brace post locations were determined by means of the range
pole and the compression brace, as shown by Figure 83# After
the arrangement running toward the anchor post was located,
the instrument was turned through an angle of 90 degrees and
the second span was laid out# The holes for the comer and
brace posts were dug and the posts placed in the holes as
shown in Figure 84» The comer and brace posts were tamped in
place after a plumb bob was used to Insure a vertical set. The
compression brace with timber connectors driven in the ends
was then fitted in the notches cut In the corner and brace
posts# Before the brace post was tamped in, a block and
tackle was hooked to the tops of the corner and brace posts#
In this manner the timber connectors were well seated in place#
Occasionally it was necessary to tap the back of the post with
a sledge hammer to sink the connectors into the post# Aa soon
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as the compression "brace was in place, earth was tamped around
the brace post. If the corner was a double span arrangement,
the second compression member was put in place, but before the
timber connectors were seated, two double strands of No, 9
gage galvanized wire were wrapped from the bottom of the
corner post to the top of the brace post* The wire was held
in place by staples and twisted with a 5/16 inch rod curved at
one end to permit its being hooked over the compression brace
to keep the tension member from coming untwisted when the load
was applied to the corner. This process was repeated until
the comer was built. Figure 85 shows the last compression
member being seated in place. Figure 86 shows the compression
braces well seated In notches cut in the corner posts.
Testing the specimen* The Caterpillar Tractor was
spotted in place and loaded with the cast iron weights to
serve as the second anchor. A sketch of the apparatus is
shown in Figure 47, and Figure 72 shows a typical setup. In
testing the load was applied in two directions at the same
time by the use of two Simplex Push-Pull Jacks- Readings were
taken on the vertical movement of the corner post by the use
of a Dumpy Level and a scale, as in the tests on end construc
tions. Readings of horizontal movement were taken in two
directions, that is, in line with each span. Loads were added
by scale readings of 100 on the dynamometers, which was
slightly over 500 pounds, and movement readings were taken
after each increment.
-165-
Callbratlon of dynamometers« In making the various tests
during the past year it was necessary to use a number of
devices for measuring loads* Each of these devices gave a
reading which was only approximately correct. In order that
a more accurate load value be oblcained, each instrument was
calibrated and correction curves were plotted.
The instruments used in the past few months Included a
calibrated compression spring obtained from the Engineering
Experiment Station, two dynamometer arrangements using the
Chatillon Scales, and one arrangement using the dynamometer
made by the Agricultural Engineering Department. The cali
brated spring as shown by Figure 70 was used in measuring
compression loads in the braces of the end constructions,
while the dynamometer arrangements were used in the time tests
for measuring tension member loads and applied loads on the
end and corner constructions.
The dynamometer arrangements were taken to the Theoreti
cal and Applied Mechanics Laboratory and put in a tensile
machine, as shown by Figure 71. The load was applied until
the indicator on the scale moved one scale \init and then the
beam was balanced and the true load reading taken. The com
pression spring was calibrated in the Engineering Experiment
Station Laboratory using a hydraulic dynamometer. Deflections
were read every 500 pounds.
The equation of the lines was obtained by setting the
load P equal to the load Intercept plus the slope of the line
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times the dynamometer reading D» The calibration curves are
given In Figure 87.
piscussIon of teats.
prom the tests on end constructions four different
arrangements were chosen to be tested under corner conditions.
The number of tests made on each arrangement was limited to
one, two, or three trials, depending upon the character of the
rtm. The various arrangements will be discussed in the
follo¥rlng paragraphs:
Arrangement Cll. Only one test was made on this arrange
ment as the comer demonstrated characteristics similar to
those shown in the end teats and seemed to be representative
of the action observed in the field* The load was applied In
Increments of approximately 300 poxinds in order that enough
readings could be taken to give a comprehensive picture of the
exact failxire of the corner. The failure came almost directly
as a result of the vertical uplift of the corner post, as can
be seen from Figure 88« The failure of the earth around the
corner post is shown by Figure 89. The cable bands were
oxdglnally at the ground line. Note how the earth Is sheared
and pushed up to a distance of approximately 12 inches in
front of the post.
Arrangement C12. Two teats were made on this arrange
ment, as the first run failed prematurely because of adverse
conditions encountered in setting the construction. In
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Test C12a the holes for the posts were dtig the night before tiie
arrangement was set. During the night there was a light shower
of rain. Just enou^ to wet the loose earth which was tamped
in around the posts. The arrangement was loaded in the after
noon 5 hours after the constxniction was set. Figure 92 shows
the arrangement before it was tested. The load was applied in
increments of approximately 600 pounds and failure began almost
immediately upon loading. The failure was due almost entirely
to the vertical uplift of the comer post, as was the case of
Arrangement Clla. Figure 94 shows the corner after rupt\ar©
had occurred. The failure of the earth around the comer post
Is shown by Figure 96. The earth was affected in a semi
circle in front and to the sides of the post. The radius of
the semi-circle was approximately 18 inches and the depth of
rupture at the post was approximately 24 inches. The shape of
the earth fracture was that of a half cone.
Test Gl2b was set in the near vicinity of C12a, at a
later date, to check the results as it was thought the rain
had considerable effect on the test. Figure 90 and Figure 93
show Cl2b before testing. This run gave a slightly higher
reading with less movement at the last load reading, but after
5,800 pound reading, the arrangement failed completely. The
movement observations do not give the exact results because as
soon as this test started to fail, higher load readings could
not be obtained, and consequently there were no observations
made during the latter part of the comer failure.
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Arrangement C12 did not demonstrate the advantages over
Cll that were indicated "by the tests on end constructions.
Arranf3:ement C21. One test was made on this arrangement
to determine the effect a reduction in the span length would
have on a double span corner. The arrangement ia shown In
Figure 91.
The compression braces, which consisted of 3 Inch turned
6-1/2 foot posts, had no timber connectors to hold them In
place. The braces showed signs of bending near the end of the
test but had no tendency to slip out of place. The east-west
braces of the corner were tighter than the north-south ones
when the arrangement was first set. This fact was reflected
considerably in the movement readings, indicating that the
tighter braces gave better results. Failure came as a result
of a combination of horizontal and vertical movement at much
higher loads than were obtained by the single span comers-
Arrangement C26< Three testa were made on this type of
arrangement chiefly because of the difficulty encountered In
obtaining sufficient anchorage and because certain pieces of
the loading apparatus failed in two of the testa. None of the
tests were pulled to rupture and all were in good operating
condition at the end of each test. The RD2 Caterpillar
Tractor did not afford sufficient anchorage to pull this type
of arrangement to complete rupttire.
Arrangement C26a, as shown in Figure 96, was set In holes
bored to size, and the posts were driven In place. This test
-172-
waa more complete than any other nin made on this type of
arrangement as the tractor anchor t^ld more firmly and the
loading apparatus did not break until a load of approximately
7,500 poimds was obtained In each direction. The test was
ended when a connection on the north-south apparatus broke.
Run C26b is shown before testing by Figure 97. Consider
able difficulty was encountered in making this test. A
connection in the east-west loading apparatus broke at the
ground line of the corner post and the No. 1 Dynamometer
skipped cogs, dropping back to 800 for a zero reading. This
fact was not verified until after the test was completed. The
break was repaired and the test continued until the scale
reading on the No. 2 Dynamometer reached its maximum. Rain
prevented vertical readings being taken on the last two load
intervals.
As was the case in the other tests, C26c was not pulled
to rupture because of the capacity of the loading apparatus,
A connection broke at a load of approximately 6,000 pounds,
and after the break was repaired and the load brought up
again, the tractor began slipping at 6,900 pounds. For the
duration of the test the load on the east-west arrangement
was maintained at 6,900 pounds, and loading was continued on
the north-south arrangement. The test was ended when the
tractor had slipped to such an extent that the load could no
longer be maintained at 6,900 pounds because the movement of
the Simplex Jack had been exceeded. Figure 98 shows the
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arrangement after the test was ended. Note the perfect align
ment of the arrangement even after the application of 6,929
pounds in one direction and 8,220 pounds at right angles to
the former line of application. The other arrangement was
equally well aligned, the only indication of failure being a
slight deviation of the brace posts from a vertical position
in the plane of the arrangement. Figure 99 shows the movement
irtiich occurred at the corner post during the test. The move
ment of the end post of this arrangement when compared with
the movement of Arrangements Cll and C12, shown in Figure 89
and Figure 95, respectively. Indicates that the arrangement is
still in excellent condition after the test. None of the
double span arrangements showed any tendency to twist out of
line or fail from vertical uplift.
Results.
The data for these tests are presented in Tables XV to
XIX, inclusive. The loads for the No. 1 Dynamometer were
obtained from the calibration curves shown in Figure 87B,
while those for the No- 2 Dynamometer were obtained from the A
group of curves In the same figure. E-W labeled the readings
taken on the east-west span of the comers, and N-S labeled
the readings taken on the north-south span. The vertical and
horizontal movements were obtained from the vertical and hori
zontal reading columns, respectively.
The curves given in Figure 100 show the relationship of
-175-
TABLS X7. DATA FOR ARRAJJGliMEIJTS Clla AIID C12b.
• • • • rH rH ; rH • •
* TJ (d o 0) Cd
* (d • J cd : -p : -P Pa +3 ' •P ft 1 ! ft
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(0 ' • o o • o Eh o O O Eh o
0) •p . n : : crj : to Eh +> • N N Eh : bQ : ^ :
B © G C "d •H a> •H 4^ •H •H +> . rH rH -P
<D a M) OJ d
Q rt p< 3
: B tjfl d : 0 : ^ d ^ ^lO : d : 03 w : <d d
Q A Q* 3 . o d . o ® S d o © . o d o ®
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P D4 W'H
: o >> <a 1 d : 1 Q) o : 1 o 0) 1 (D <D : 1 O (I> ; a) c> ! Q) O ID
. W W PM .MS I S Oh • a ^
Clla IT: OT
100: 380: 100: 381:1.713:0.013:1.560:0.010:1.207:0.013
200: 697: 200: 712:1.735:0.035:1.581:0.031:1.190:0.030
300:10U: 300:1043:1.754:0.05^:1.605:0.055:1.173:0.047
400:1331: 400:1374:1.780:0.080:1.620:0.070:1.154:0.066
500:1648: 500:1705:1,810:0.110:1.650:0.100:1.130:0.090
600:1965: 600:2036:1.835:0.135:1.675:0.125:1.112:0.108
700:2282: 700:2367:1.890:0.190:1.725:0.175:1.076:0.164
800:2599: 800:2698:1.920:0.220:1.760:0.210:1.051:0.189
900:2916: 900:3029:2,020:0.320:1.865:0.315:0.960:0.260
1000:3233:1000:3360:2.170:0.470:2.003:0.453:0.816:0.404
01 fTi 51 0:1.500:0.000:1.600:0,000:1.105:0.000
100: 677: 100: 688:1.513:0.013:1.600:0.000:1,100:0.005
200:1198: 200:1226:1.525:0.025:1.620:0.020:1.093:0.012
300:1719: 300:I764:1.56O:0.O6O:1.630:0.030:1.070:0.035
400:2240: 4OO:2302:1.600:0.100:1.670:0.070:1.040:0,065
500:2761: 500:2840:1.635:0.135:1.700:0.100:1.010:0.095
600:3282: 600:3378:1.725:0.225:1.775:0.175:0.930:0.175
700:3803: 700:3916:1.810:0.310:1.830:0.230:0.857:0.248
GT2^
^ote
E-W labels readings taken on Sast-V/est span of corner.
N-S labels readings taken on North-South span of corner.
Clla was set 3-1/2 feet in ground southwest of anchor post
near C26b.
C12b was set 3-1/2 feet in ground.
C12b failed because of vertical uplift of the corner post
without further addition of load*
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TA.BLE XVI. DATA FOR ARRANGPiraT C21a.
4^
s
<0 X)
t-i 3
• * ' 'rH^ I !
'fcj* (rtocd (0 ol
:aj : :-p :+>p4:+> : : : p«
u . o . u * o .fift.rto.cift.ap. Pi. p
<D *00 'OEh 'OO 'OEh • P • E-I
4j . o!)*-p* ro'NE-i+^'t^ «NEh • E-t •
QJ 0) 0)*.H+5 'tH tH 4^ *rH *i—1+3
gticcaja: s«Ja^d:^^t^D«>:^^rt : u fi : ta w :aJa
ofl.ftpj. oG. p.3.os=iP«4.o2 .ort .52 -52
HB'H'COO'CVigTH'COO'lXj'H 'Wg ^
03'd* (Ctj- Ph* tj-P:
• cicc'S •cJaJCO cocd® co><d ^<cd4» fH>®
oP>®*Td :o5>»o>: i c3 : i <»o: i o®: i 0)0): i o®:o)o>a3;®oa>
.BPpijS'H
TOTin Ul D1 cn 0:1.400:0.000:1.600:0.000:1.270:0.000
100: 677: 100: 688:1.410:0.010:1.610:0.010:1.266:0.004
200:1198: 200:1226:1.415:0.015:1.625:0.025:1.260:0.010
300:1719: 300:1764:1.425:0.025:1.640:0.040:1.255:0.015
400:2240: 4OO:2302:1.438:0.038:1.662:0.062:1,243:0.027
500:2761: 500:2840:1.451:0.051:1.677:0.077:1.235:0,035
600:3282: 600:3378:1.468:0.068:1.701:0.101:1.220:0.O5O
700:3803: 700:3916:1.485:0.085:1.720:0.120:1.208:0.062
800:4324: 800:4454:1.501:0.101:1.746:0.146:1.182:0.088
900:4845: 900:4992:1.535:0.135:1.782:0.182:1.162:0.108
1000:5366:1000:5530:1.572:0.172:1.826:0.226:1.126:0.144
1100:5887:1100:6068:1.620:0.220:1.890:0.290:1.080:0.190
1200:6408:1200:6606:1.718:0.318:1.959:0.359:1.003:0.267
1300:6929:1300:7144:1.850:0.450:2.100:0.500:0.885:0.385
Hote:
E-W labels readings made on East-West span of corner,
N-S labels readings made on North-South span of corner.
East-West braces were much tighter than North-South v/hen the
arrangement was set up.
Braces had no timber connectors. 3" turned posts were used
for braces, which showed signs of bending.
Braces stayed well in place.
The arrangement was set 3-1/2 feet in ground with 7" auger.
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TABLE XVIII, DATA FOR ARRANGEMENT C26b.Arrangement Number
cd
ho
®a
+
»
la
Q
J•
cfd SM3c
ocSD-
3
rHe^toO
£13
•d'
^
•cat
fe
O>>
0?1c
fso«w^
No.
2
Dynamometer
Reading N-SSpan
Load
in
Pounds E-W
Horizontal Reading
Topof
Post
Feet E-V/
Horizontal Movement
Top
Feet
N-S
Horizontal Reading
Top
Feet
N-S
Horizontal Movement
Top
Feet
Vertical
Reading
Top
Feet
Vertical
Movement
Top
Feet
C26b
00001.632
0,000
1.683
0.000
1.110
0.000
100
380
100
381
1.636
0,004
1.683
0.000
1.109
0.001
200
697
200
712
1.640
0.008
1.688
0.005
1.104
0.006
300
1014
300
1043
1.645
0.013
1.691
0.008
1.102
0.008
400
1331
400
1374
1.665
0.033
1.708
0.025
1.095
0.015
500
1648
500
1705
1.670
0.038
1.719
0.034
1.092
0.018
600
1965
600
2036
1.688
0.056
1.725
0.040
1.085
0.025
700
2282
700
2367
1.690
0.058
1.734
0.049
1.083
0.027
800
2599
800
2698
3.710
0.078
1.750
0.065
1.074
0.036
900
2916
900
3029
1.725
0.093
1.770
0.085
1.066
0.044
1000
3233
1000
3360
1.748
0.116
1.785
0.100
1.057
0.053
1100
3550
1100
3691
1.761
0.129
1.802
0.117
1,046
0.064
1200
3867
1200
4022
1.789
0.157
1.820
0.135
1.031:
0.079
1300
4184
1300
4353
1.810
0.178
1.840
0.155
1.015:0.095 # 600
1965
1400
4684
1.770
0.138
1.890
0.195
1.000
0.110 700
2282
1500
5015
1.790
0.158
1.900
0.215
0.997
:0.113 800
2599
1600
5346
1.798
0.166
1.910
0.225
0.997
0.113 900
2916
1700
5677
1.800
0.168
1.920
0.235
0.988:0.122 1000
3233
1800
6008
1.805
0.173
1.950
0.265
0.984
0.126 1100
3550
1900
6339
1.850
0.218
1.961
0.276
1300
4184
2000
6670
1.851
0.219
2.000
0.315————
*Chaln broke on East-West span. Dynamometer Jumped some
cogs and went back to 800 for 0 point. This condition
was verified later.
E-W labels readings taken on East-West span of corner,
N-S labels readings taken on North-South span of corner.
This arrangement was set southwest of anchor post.
Vertical movement could not be read on last two readings
because of rain.
Readings 1200 on No, 1 Dynamometer was skipped.
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TABLS XXJC. DATA FOR AREAJ '^^ aEMEKTS C26c A^TD C12a.
•p
0
g
O
fib XJ
^ g
U P
<IJ s
C2Ec
*
C12a
Note
E-W labels readings taken on Sast-V/est span of corner.
N-S labels readings taken on North-South span of corner.
C26c WAS set with a 7" auger at a depth of 3-1/2 feet, north
and slightly east of the anchor post.
'^Connection on N-S span broke at evener. The break was
repaired and load brought up to 64O8 lbs. Load on E-W
span dropped slightly.
**Tractcr was slipping, so Dynamometer No. 1 was held at
1300.
***0"acks could not be moved any further. Arrangement was
not pulled to rupture.
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o A
Tf
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Q) •
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e tt)
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01 S3
CO o
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I
S-H
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ISi O Pi
u
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200
300
400
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600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1300
1300
—U
677
1198
1719
2240
2761
3282
38O3
4324
4845
5366
5887
64O8
6920
6929:
:6929
o
D"
100
200:
3OO:
400
5OO;
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
:1500
u
688
1226
1764
2302
2840
3378
3916
4454
4992
5530
6068
6606
7144
7682
8220
TTl DT
100: 677:
200:1198:
300:1719:
400:2240:
500:2761:
600:3282:
Til U
100: 688
200:1226
300:1764
400:2302
500:2840
600:3378
f-J ^
Cd o
+3
d P<
o o
N E-1 -P
•H (D
CtO 0)
a
-p
ed cQ
03 O
W « PU
TTEUU
1.810
1.820
1.835
1.840
1.860
1.875
1.895
1.925
1.P50
1.980
2.000
2.070
2.100
2.120
2.120
1.422
1.470
1.490
1.560
1.635
1.750
2.010
f—I
<d
ft
Pi o
OEh
tQ
•H +3
ph d
0 0)
w s
0 43
^ > <D
1 O 0)
MS
0.000
0.010
0.020
0.035
0,040
0,060
0.075
0.095
0.125
0.150
0.180
0.200
0.270
0.300
0.320
0.320
0.000
0.048
0.068
0.138
0.213
0.328
0.412
iH
Cd
-p
d ft
0 o
N E-«
•H
Ph tiD
P ^
W "H
fd -P
CO cd <D
1 0) (D
is; K N
1.500
1.510
1.520
1.535
1.550
1.565
1.580
1.595
1.625
1.650
1.680
1.690
1.730
1.770
1.780
1.800
1.450
1.470
1.495
1.540
1.620
1.684
1.912
(d
+> ft
d p
O Eh
N
•H +3
d
0 a>
<D P
CO l> <l>
1 o ©
s ^
0.000
0.010
0.020
0.035
0.050
0.065
0.080
0.095
0.125
0.150
0.180
0.190
0.230
0.270
0.280
0.300
TTTJUa
0.020
0.045
0.090
0.170
0.234
0.463
ft
o
1—1
cd
o
<D
tiO
d
•H •H
+3 'd -P
Cd a>
0) 0)
>
T7m
1.129
1.127
1.121
1.115
1,106
1.100
1.091
1.085
1.072
1.064
1.052
1.011
1.000
0.992
0.989
TTTOT
1.145
1.126
1.072
0.982
0.891
0.655
ft
o
H P
Cd d
o <D
•H a
-p
u
(D
>
0) +3
> (D
O 03
'UTum
0.000
0.002
0.008
o.ou
0.023
0.029
0.038
0.044
0.057
0.065
0.077
0.118
0.129
0.137
0.140
0.000
0.015
0.034
0.088
0.188
0.269
0.505
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the vertical and horizontal movements of the end post and the
load of the end constrxictions tested. In plotting the hori
zontal movement for the end posts of the corner constructions,
a combination of the movement in a plane with each arrangement
was made. The combination was obtained by squaring the movements
in each line and extracting the square root of the sum
of the two squares. In the figur© the A and C groups of curves
represent the movement of the double span corner post as the
load was applied, while the B and I) groups show the same
relationship for the single span comer post.
In general, ail the double span comers were far superior
with respect to horizontal and vertical movement to any single
span corner tested, as may be seen from Figure 100« Curves
for C26c were not plotted beyond the point where the tractor
anchor becan slipping. The curves showing the movement of
C26b were discontinued at approximately 4,000 poiinds because
at this point in the teat the loading apparatus broke and threw
off the readings in one of the dynamometers to such an extent
that a fair comparison could not be obtained. In the two
teats, C26a and C26c, the movement curves were very nearly
identical, C21a showed greater movement at the various loads
because of the shorter span lengths, which not only increased
the vertical uplift on the corner post because of the larger
vertical component of the load carried by the tension member,
but increased the horizontal movement. The increased horizon
tal movement came largely as a result of the earth failure
-181-
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Kto.CS6o
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Fig. 100. Curves showing relationship between load and
movement.
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aro\ind the post, which was accelerated by the increased verti
cal uplift.
In the movement curves on the single span corners, C12a
displayed characteristics almost identical to those of Clla,
This similarity may be attributed to the fact that Cl2a was
set in adverse soil moisture conditions which affected the
action of the arrangement considerably.
Movements on both the top and bottom of the post were
taken on one corner arrangement, C26a. These movements are
shown in Figures 75, 76, and 77. In Figure 75 each span of
the corner was treated as a separate end construction, and the
movements were plotted accordingly, in this figure we see
that in comparing the movements of the double span end con
structions with those of the two corner spans, a greater ver
tical movement per unit of horizontal displacement was
displayed by the latter. This tendency was offset consider
ably by smaller horizontal movements when the ends were
subjected to corner conditions, and the vertical movement
produced by both arrangements could not be separated.
The horizontal movements of the comer, plotted in
Figure 76 and Figure 77, were obtained by combining the move
ment in line with each of the arrangements. This combination
was determined by squaring the two movements and extracting
the square root of the svxn of the squares. The movements were
exaggerated in Figure 77 to more clearly picture the tenden
cies toward failure exhibited by the respective arrangements.
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Each plotting of C26a In Figure 77 represents an increment of
approximately 540 pounds in two directions at 90 degrees to
each other, instead of the single load increment of 540 pounds
applied to the end construction. It must be kept in mind when
comparing the ends and corners of this figure that the load in
line with the movements, in the case of the corner, would be a
combination of the two applied loads, which gives a resultant
increment of 750 pounds. Figure 76 shows the horizontal and
vertical movements, depth of set, and length of the end or
corner post of a nimiber of ends and corners plotted to exact
scale at varioxis points during the test. Arrangement C26a
compares very favorably with any of the ends tested, but in
making the comparison it should be kept in mind, as was
pointed out previously, that the movement of C26a was a com
bination. Therefore, it is only fair to combine the two final
loads and obtain the load parallel to the line of movement.
When the combination was applied, the final resultant load
became 10,700 pounds and the comer was not pulled to rupture.
The comparison of the double span corner and end con
structions, as pictured by the discussion of the movement
cxarves, is highly favorable to the corner but does not, even
yet, present the merits of the double span arrangement when
subjected to corner conditions. A true contract can only bo
obtained by comparing the pictures of the end and corner
arrangements taken in the field when the tests were completed
with the results of the movement curves. Figure 68 shows a
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typlcal failure of a double apan end construction at a load of
7,144 pounds. This load was slightly lower than the average
load of 8,000 pounds when the same action took place in the
other end constructions. Figure 98 shows a similar view of
the double span arrangement after being subjected to a load of
6,929 poiinds in one direction and a load of 8,220 pounds in
the other. The other arrangement of the corner was equally
•well aligned. The comparison quite definitely indicates that
the holding power of the double span arrangement was increased
by placing it in a comer. This was not true of the single
span arrangement.
Figure 78 gives a comparison of the respective loads and
movements of the Clla, C12a, C12b, C21a, and C26a corner
arrangements. These corners are shown by Figure 38, In
making comparisons Arrangement Cl2a will not be considered, as
failure resulted from adverse moistiore conditions and not from
any structural feature. A comparison of the movement of the
corners at a load of 3,300 pounds, which was the rupture load
of Arrangement Clla, was mad© and is as follows:
Clla Cl2b C21a C26a
Horizontal movement 100^ 59^ 20^ 12^
Vertical movement 100^ 62% 12% 6%
The C12a arrangement shows up in this comparison better
than it really was, because it failed Immediately after apply
ing the load Increment following the point of comparison. The
rupture load for C12b was approximately 550 pounds greater than
that of Clla.
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The resultant rupture load of Clla was 4,660 pounds,
while that of C12b was 5,450 po\mds» In the double span
arrangements resultant loads of 9.950 pounds for C21a and
10,700 pounds for C26a were obtained without failure talcing
place. This indicates that the double span is capable of hold
ing at least 2.3 times the resultant rupture load of Clla
without failure taking place, and C21a can maintain a resultant
load at least 2.1 times that of Clla.
Setting the double span arrangement in holes bored to the
size of the post did not seem to increase the holding power of
the arrangement materially, as may be seen from comparing the
movement curves of 026a and C26c, given in Figure loO.
The comer arrangement recommended from these tests is
composed of two end arrangements at right angles to each other
with members exactly the same size as those recommended for
the end, with the exception of the comer post which should be
6 Inches in diameter. This arrangement required approximately
4-1/2 man-hours to erect.
Summary and conclusions.
Pour different comer arrangements were tested, #iich
included various span lengths of both single and double span
structures. In the testing setup it was possible to ptall to
rupture only the single span comers, as the capacity of the
loading apparatus did not permit complete rupture of the
double span structures.
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!• The single span corner arrangements failed largely
because of vertical uplift on the corner post.
2* When loading the corner construction initially, immed
iate failure was aggravated by extreme moisture conditions
around the corner post*
3. In both the single and double span arrangements an
Increase in the speui length gave an Increase in the holding
power of the corner.
4. Increasing the span length in the single span corner
arrangements did not give as great an increase in the holcSing
power as was indicated by the tests on end constructions*
5. There were no Indications of compression brace con
nection failures in the only double span arrangements tested
without connectors of any kind.
6. The initial condition of the bracing affected the
holding power of the comer. Taut bracing decreased the hori
zontal and vertical movement of the corner post considerably,
thereby increasing the holding power.
7# Setting the double span corner in holes bored to size
of the post did not appear to increase the holding power of
the arrangement.
8. The brace posts in the double spaji corner did not
demonstrate any tendency whatsoever toward twisting out of
line.
9. The shorter span lengths in both the single and double
span comers not only increased vertical uplift on the comer
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post because of the larger vertical component of the tension
member load, but also increased the horizontal movement.
10» The increased horizontal movement in the shorter span
lengths came largely as a result of the earth failure around
the post, which was accelerated by the increased vertical
uplift.
11. The double span arrangement subjected to corner
conditions displayed more vertical movement per xmlt horizontal
displacement ndien the two arrangements of the corner were
taken separately than did the double span end construction.
This tendency was offset considerably by smaller horizontal
movements in the corner arrangements and by the fact that the
vertical movement was produced by both arrangements.
12. The operating characteristics of the single span
arrangements were adversely affected by subjection to comer
conditions.
13* The operating characteristics of the double span
arrangement improved when the arrangement was subjected to
corner conditions.
14. The 16'-6" double span corner held 230^ of the
resultant rupture load of the S'-e" comer without falling.
15. The horizontal and vertical movements of the 16'-6"
double span comer were 12% and 6^, respectively, of those of
the 8»-6" comer at loads equal to the rupture load of the
latter.
16. Two double strands of No. 9 gage galvanized wire were
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suffioient for the tension members in all the comer arrange
ments tested*
17. The most economical design for the corner arrange
ment consists of two double span ends with dimensions the same
as those recommended for the end structure, with the exception
of the corner post which should be 6 inches in diameter. The
construction can be erected with 4-1/2 man-hours of labor.
Driven posts
Introduction.
Considerable interest has been manifested in driving line
posts to reduce labor. While the feasibility of this pro
cedure has been demonstrated in recent months, little study
has been made of the post sizes required, the most effective
shape of point, or development of driving equipment. Satis
factory service from steel line posts indicates that large
bearing surfaces are not necessary# Pressure treated posts do
not require extra large posts in order to continue service
after the size has boon reduced by decay, as in the case of
untreated posts. An exijerimental machine was built to drive
posts and compare the driving characteristics of the post.
Only two posts were driven before cold weather made it impossi
ble to make further tests.
Ob.ject of tests.
The object of these tests was to compare the driving
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characterlstlcs of the line post, such as, shape of point,
diameter, and depth of set.
Selection of specimens.
The specimens were selected with the idea of decreasing
the size of the post and still maintaining sufficient strength
for the depth of set#
Size of post* In comparing post diameters in the driving
tests, it was necessary to turn down quite a number of posts,
as a small change in the diameter produces a marked change in
the volume of the post. The diameters of the posts turned
were 2-1/2, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/2, 3-3/4, 4, and 5 inches. During
the process of turning down posts 34 different ones were
reduced to a uniform diameter preparatory to testing. The two
posts tested were No. 1 with a 3-1/4 inch diameter and No, 2
with a 3-1/2 Inch diameter.
Length of post. The three most popular lengths of posts
as sold by lumber yards were selected, namely, 6-1/2 feet,
7^^et, and 8 feet. The 6-1/2 and ^-1/2)foot posts were to be
used for line posts, while the 8 foot post was to serve as a
corner post. Specimens for Tests No. 1 and No. 2 were 6-1/2
feet long.
point. The two specimens were pointed by turning them in
the lathe to the desired shape. The point on Post No. 1 was
more or less bullet shaped, and was started 4 inches above the
butt with a gradual slant. As the end was approached, th0
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slant was increased. The point on Post No. 2 was more like a
pencil point, the slant starting 12 inches from the butt and
remaining constant to the end of the post.
Apparatus«
In making tests on line posts some means had to be
devised by which the posts could be reduced to uniform diam
eters. The posts then ioad to be driven in such a way that the
characteristics could be compared, and after the posts were in
the groxxnd, the relative stability of the different diameters
set at various depths had to be compared.
Z12ZL turning. A number of devices was considered for
reducing the posts to xaniform diameters, and the one \n4iich
proved most promising is shown in Figure loi. Two lathe beds
were butted together, the motor being on one and the tall
stock on the other. The legs of the lathes were clamped
together, as shown by Figure lo2, with a brace at the top of
the beds to Increase rigidity.
For driving, in developing an experimental machine to
compare the driving characteristics of the various posts, no
thought was given to practical field use. Preparatory to
building the post-driving machine, the force of an average
sledge hammer blow was approximated by dropping a weight 18
inches. After a number of trials it was found that a 70 pound
wei^t dropped 18 Inches would approximate an average 6 or 8
pound sledge blow.
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Tiie machine as developed is shown in Figure 105. The
stand is made of 1 inch water pipe, and is approximately 10
feet high* allowing more than 18 inches above the undriven
post. The weight bucket was made from a 10 inch piece of
6 Inch pipe and filled with lead, the total weight being 75
pounds* The bucket was raised with a wire rope and pulley
arrangement, and the guides on the bucket were made from 1-1/4
inch water pipe fitted around two of the stand pipes. A drum
anfl wire rope device was used to raise the weight bucket until
it hit a trip which released the bucket, allowing it to fall
free. The trip apparatus was attached to the post so that it
always remained at the same height from the top of the post.
Each time the trip was turned to one side to allow the weight
bucket catch to pass, a recorder device marked a line on a
strip of adding machine paper to keep a record of the depth
the post had been driven. The wei^t proved rather light and
should be made heavier for future tests.
por overturning. The setup shown in Figure 106 was used
in testing the driven post for stability. The load was
applied on the groxmd line and 4 feet above the ground line by
a system of jacks and cables identical with the arrangement
used in testing end constructions. A dynamometer was used to
read the load.
Procedure.
A definite procedure for testing the specimens was not
established because so few testa were made, but the procedure
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Fig. 105. Post driving machine,
Fig, 106, Typical setup for testing driven
posts.
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as used Is described.
Turning the poats. The turning process took definite
form after a few posts had been turned. The posts were often
Irregular, with knots and bulges which made it impossible to
run the machine for the first routing operations. To elim
inate the knots and bulges a slick was used, and as this tool
removed the wood in large slivers, care had to be exercised to
prevent the reduction of some portion of the post to below the
minimum diameter. The second operation was merely smoothing
with a draw knife, the use of which made it possible to run
the lathe and use the turning tools. A gouge was used to
reduce the post to within 1/16 inch of the desired diameter,
and as a final, a jack plane was used to give the posts a
smooth finish. The lathe with a turned post is shown in
Figure 101.
Driving the post. The posts were driven by the machine
shown in Figure 106 vM.ch made it possible to measure the
depth the post was driven each time the weight was dropped.
Loading the specimen. The arrangement used in loading
the posts is shown by Figure 106, The load was applied in
increments of approximately 100 potinds, and after each incre
ment readings were taken of the horizontal movement and verti
cal movement of the top and bottom of the post.
Discussion of tests.
Only the two tests were made, as cold weather set in
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making It impossible to rtm fiirther teats outside.
Test Mo* !• This test consisted of a 3-1/4 inch post,
6-1/2 feet long, driven 1-3/4 feet in the ground- The point
was bullet shaped and approximately 4 inches long. Difficulty
was at first experienced in driving the post with the machine,
as the guides on the weight bucket were not greased and had a
tendency to bind. After the post had been driven a short
distance the guides were oiled and worked much better.
In this test an tmsuccessful attempt was made to load the
post at the top using a V8 truck for an anchor^ This plan was
discarded In favor of the arrangement shown in Figure 106, and
only load readings were taken. The highest load point reached
was 758 po\ands.
Test Ho. 2. This specimen was a 3-1/2 inch post, 6-1/2
feet long, and set 2 feet in the ground. The point was shaped
like a pencil point and was 12 inches long.
In the test the loading arrangement shown in Figure 106
was used. The load would not hold at 758 pounds, as the earth
was falling around the post. The 400 dynamometer reading was
omitted. Near the last of the test the post bent considerably,
The specimens were driven within 6 feat of each other on
succeeding days. The soil was Webster clay loam, with surface
soil to a depth of 12 inches consisting of a black silty clay
loam grading into black, rather compact, fine-grained plastic
clay which at 24 Inches became lighter in color. At a depth
of 36 inches much fine gravel was encountered.
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Pigure 103 shows Post No. 2 loaded at the end of the
test, and Figure 104 shows the earth around the post*
Results >
The data for these testa are presented in Tables XX
and XXI» Table XX presents the data gathered in the driving
operation. The number of times the 75 potind weight was
dropped is given in the column listing number of«i^t blows.
The depth the posts were driven was obtained from the recorder
on the driving machine.
In Table XXI the load was obtained from the dynamometer
reading and the calibration curve on the dynamometer apparatus
used in the time test on end constructions. The horizontal
and vertical movements were obtained from the columns of hori
zontal and vertical readings, respectively.
The curves at the top of Figure 107 compare the resistance
of the two posts to driving. For the first 11 Inches the two
posts required practically the same number of blows, but from
this depth on the slightly smaller post with the bl^lnter point
displayed much better driving characteristics. The area of a
cross-section of the 3-1/2 inch post used in Test No. 2 is
1.15 times that of the 3-1/4 inch post used in Test No. 1.
Post No. 2 required 1.53 times as many blows to reach a depth
of 21 inches.
The 3-1/4 inch post with the blunt point driven to a
depth of 21 Inches required 758 pounds for overturning, while
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TABLE XX. DATA FOR DRIVEN POSTS.
o
U iH
O CQ
U -P
fi "H
P 0)
K ^
PostNo.1!Depthriven 'Inches postNO.2Depthriven Inches n&oU HO fQ© Si
^ w
a •H
3 ®
» ^
H >
o O
^ n
•P -p ^5
n Oi
o o C
Ph P H
postNo.2Depthriven Inches
0 0«00 0.00 105 17.75 13.58
5 3.18 3.85 110 18.90 13.90
10 4.30 5.20 115 20.00 14.30
15 5.20 6.00 120 20.90 14.75
20 6.00 6.90 125 15.20
25 7.16 7.50 130 15.80
30 7.90 8.10 135 16.10
36 8.66 8.50 140 16.50
40 9.10 8.80 145 16.90
45 9.32 9.20 150 17.38
50 9.56 9.70 155 17.67
55 10.00 10.20 160 18.40
60 10.40 10.50 165 18.90
65 11.00 10.90 170 19.40
70 11.80 11.30 175 19.92
75 12.57 11.65 180 20.45
80 13.30 11.90 185 21.17
85 14.05 12.25 190 21.70
90 14.90 12.55 195 22.50
95 15.95 12.96 200 23.25
100 16.80 13.22 205 24.10
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TA3LE XXI, DATA FOR STABILITY TESTS ON DRIVEN POSTS.
•
• <D
' ©
^ iS© §lj42 fit g-d
® S . E 5o 3 S©
#
Loadin Pounds Horizontal ReadingTopof post-Feet !Horizontal j|j;ov|mentTop Horizontal ReadingBottom ofPost-Fee Horizontal MovementB ttomPeet Vertical ReadingTopof Post-Fee Vertical Movei&entTop Feet Vertical ReadingBottom ofPost-Fee VerticalMovementBottom Feet
1 0 0 1.665 .000 1.700 .000 0.519 .000 —
:100 238 1.910 .245 1.758 .058 0.508 .011 --
:150 342 2.150 .485 1.832 .132 0.505 .014 —
«:350 758 - - -- --
2 0 0 1-700 .000 1.685 .000 0.503 .000 0.270 .000
:100 238 1.775 .075 1.700 .015 0.500 .003 0.268 .002
:150 342 1.800 .100 1.705 .020 0.499 .004 0.267 .003
;200 446 1.850 .150 1.725 .040 0.497 .006 0. 265 .005
:250 550 1.900 .200 1.740 • 055 0.495 .008 0.263 • 007
:300 654 1.950 .250 1.750 .065 0.494 .009 0.262 .008
•tt*;350 758 2.060 .360 1.780 .095 0.492 .011 0.258 .012
^Ht-ifr;450 916 2.340 .640 1.890 .105 0.492 .011 0.240 .030
:500 1070 2.650 .950 2.000 .115 0.510 -.007 0.224 .046
Note:
In testing Post No. 1, V8 truck w as used for anchor
but would not hold. Load was applied only at top.
Post bent considerably.
*In second trial on Post No. 1, concrete anchor post was
used. Load was applied at both bottom and top. No
movement readings were taken. Test ended at 758 lbs.
-fra-Load dropped off slightly.
Dynamometer passed 400, and so reading v;as taken at 450.
Post No. 2 bent a great deal near the end of the test.
Post No. 1 - diameter = 3-1/4 inches; length = 6-1/2
feet. Set 1-3/4 feet in the ground.
Post No. 2 - diameter = 3-1/2 inches; length = 6-1/2
feet. Set 2 feet in the ground.
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Fig. 107, Comparison of the two driven posts.
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the 3-X/2 Inch post with the large sharp point driven to a
depth of 24 inches required 1,070 pounds for rupture.
The posts were very rigid at a depth of 1-1/2 to 2 feet
in the ground, and when heavily loaded bent considerably but
showed no signs of breaking# The 3-1/2 inch post set 2 feet
in the ground with a total load of 1,070 pounds is shown In
Figure 103, and the earth around the bottom of the same post
is shown in Figure 104.
The comparative movements of the two posts when loaded is
shown by the curves at the bottom of Figure 107• Post No. 2
was much more stable than Post No» 1, as shown by the diagram
of load versus average horizontal movement# When the vertical
movement versus horizontal movement la plotted for the top of
the post, as shown in Figure 107, the point moves up and then
down largely because the post is moving horizontally much
faster than vertically and is pivoting at some point below
the ground line*
Svunmary and conclusions.
Only two posts were driven in the tests on driven line
posts because of insufficient time, although a number of posts
were reduced to a uniform diameter in preparation for testing.
Because of the small number of tests made, the con
clusions cannot be definite but represent impressions and indi
cations gathered during the tests. The conclusions drawn on
these tests are as follows:
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1. The blunt-pointed post 3-1/4 Inches in diameter dis
played much better driving characteristics than did the sharp-
pointed 3-1/2 inch post.
The 3-1/2 inch post driven 24 inches in the ground was
much more stable than the 3-1/4 inch post driven 21 Inches
deep*
3. The driving of line posts. In view of these tests and
other experiments, offers great possibilities.
4» Tests should be completed on the various diameters,
depths driven, and shape of points*
5. Various soil types should be used in future tests.
Strength Tests on Wood Specimens
Introduction.
During July, 1939, a shipment of small creosoted and
cedar posts were received to be tested for fiber strength.
Only a few tests were made on these posts as the sximmer
session of school was nearlng completion, and when the work on
the project began in the fall, the tests on end constructions
took precedent over the fiber stress determinations.
Object of tests•
The purpose of these tests was to compare the fiber stress
of the small creosoted yellow pine with that of the cedar
posts.
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Selaction of speclmena.
Several unsuccessful attempts were made to test 7*-0"
specimens of cedar. In the first attempt a post was t\irned
to a fairly uniform diameter of 3-1/2 inches and placed in the
testing machine. The length between supports was 6*-6", and
the load was applied at the mid-point. The post "bent so much
that it could not be broken, as the movement of the loading
device on the machine was limited* Althou^ the load was
released and the loading mechanism blocked up, the post could
not be broken. In the third attempt the load was applied 2
feet from one end, as shown in Figure 108, but the results
were the same as in previous trials.
The shape of the specimen finally used In the tests was
4-1/2 feet long and 2-1/2 inches in diameter. One cedar and
three creosoted specimens were tested.
Apparatus,
The specimens were loaded with a Buffalo Testing Machine,
being supported with an angle iron arrangement bolted to the
floor, as shown by Figure 10S« The testing machine measured
the load and contained a built-in strain gage which measured
the deflection of the post.
Procedure.
The 4-1/2 foot specimens were placed in the testing
apparatus with the supports 3 inches from either end, leaving
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an unsupported length of 4 feet. The load was applied at the
mid-point of the unsupported length in increments of 50 pounds
The desired load reading was set on the scales, and the load
was applied \antil the scale beam lifted, at which point the
deflection was recorded. 15118 proced\ire was repeated until
the specimen broke.
Discuaaion of tests.
Specimen No. 1, consisting of a 4-1/2 foot length of a
2-1/2 inch turned cedar post, is shown in Figure 109 after
rupture. This specimen deflected a great deal before ruptur
ing at 1,250 pounds.
Specimens No. 2, No, 5, and No. 4 consisted of 4-1/2 foot
lengths of 2-1/2 inch creosoted posts. Figure llo shows
Specimen No. 3 after rupture at 1,760 poxands. The deflections
and load on Tests No. 3 and No. 4 were almost identical.
Specimen No. 2 varied in its rupture characteristics from any
of the other tests. The specimen deflected a great deal and
ruptured at a very light load of 1,050 pounds. The break was
different from the other two creosoted posts in that the
failure was in compression rather than tension as would nor
mally be expected. The sample acted more like a piece of
water-logged material than a cured post.
The four specimens after rupture are shown in Figure 111.
The annual ring structure of the specimens is illustrated by
Figures 112 to 115, inclusive. Prom its stiMicture No# 4
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appeared to have been taken from a faster growing tree^ but
tills did not affect the fiber stress. This specimen did not
seem to be heavily Impregnated with the pressure treating
fluid as did Specimen No. 3. The fluid that was present was
uniformly distributed throughout the sample.
In Specimen No. 2, as illustrated by Figure 113, the
treating fluid only penetrated the heart of the sample through
cracks -n^ch apparently resulted from improper seasoning. The
series of cracks ran the whole length of one side of the post.
The wood in the specimen seemed different even in the turning
operation, coming off in splinters rather than smooth shavings.
Results.
The data from these tests are given in Tables XXII and
XXIII.
The behavior of these four tests can only be indicative
of the more acc\irate conclusions which would result from a
larger number of tests made for the stress detennlnation of
the two species of wood.
The modulus of rupture for the specimens was calculated,
using the formula S = Mc/l, where s = modulus of ruptiu^e, M=
maximum moment, c = distance from the neutral axis to the
outermost fiber, and I = moment of inertia. The results of
these calculations are .given as follows;
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TABLE XXII. DATA PGR STRENGTH TESTS
ON CEDAR SPECIMEN.
Test No. 1
Scale Deflection
Load Readings Inches
50 0 + .000 .000
100 0 + .101 .101
150 0 + .200 .200
200 1 + .068 • 298
250 1 + .164 .394
300 2 + .032 .492
350 2 + .140 .600
400 3 + .018 .708
450 3 + .124 .814
500 4 + ,000 .920
550 4 + .108 1.028
600 5 + .000 1.150
650 6 + .107 1.257
700 5 + .219 1.369
750 6 + .110 1.490
800 7 + .000 1.610
850 7 + .125 1.735
900 8 + .026 1.866
950 8 + .164 2.004
1000 9 + .074 2.144
1050 9 + .217 2.287
1100 10 + .142 2.442
1150 11 + .083 2.713
1200 12 + .007 2.767
1250 12 + .173 2.933
Note:
Moisture content = 16^
Diameter = 2-1/2"
Length between supports = 4'-0'
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TABLB XXIII. DATA FOR STRENGTH TESTS ON TREATED SPECI^IENS.
• •
• • Test No. 2 • • Teat No . 3 Test No . 4
ft •
• « Deflec • • ftft Deflec ftft Deflec
Scale tion • •« « Scale : tion Scale : tion
Load:; Reading in. • • Readin/3: : In. Readins : In.
50t * 0 + .000 .000 • •• • 0 + .000: .000 0 + .000: .000
100:: 0 + .067 .067 • •• • 0 + .063; .063 0 + .064: • 064
150:: 0 + .130 .130 • ft• • 0 + .101: .101 0 + .117: .117
200:: 0 + .191 .191 « ft• • 0 + .147: .147 0 + .159: .158
250:: 0 + .200 .200 • ftft • 0 + .195: .195 0 + .195: .195
300:: 1 + .085 .315 • ft• • 1 + .015: .245 1 + .014: .244
350:: 1 + .145 .375 ft ftft ft 1 + .059: .289 1 + .058: .288
400:: 1 + .205 .435 ft ft• ft 1 + .105: .335 1 + .102: .332
450:: 2 + .040 • 500 ft ft• • 1 + .150: • 380 1 + .149: .379
500:; 2 + .110 .570 ft ftft ft 1 + .198: .428 1 + .192: .422
550;: 2 + .173 .633 ft ftft ♦ 2 + .015: .475 2 + .006: .466
600:: 3 + .013 .703 ft ftft ft 2 + • 064; .524 2 + .054: .514
650:: 3 + .089 .779 ft ft• ft 2 + .110: .570 2 + .100: . 560
700:: 3 + .168 .858 ft ft• ft 2 + .157: .617 2 + .148: .608
750:: 4 + .027 .947 ft ftft ft 2 + .208: .668 2 + .194: .654
800:: 4 + .131 1.050 ft ftft ft 3 + .027: .717 3 + .012; .702
850:: 5 + .015 1.165 :: 3 + .077: .767 3 + .060: .750
900:: 5 + .160 1.310 ft ftft ft 3 + .125: .815 3 + .110: .800
950:: 6 + .098 1.478 ft ftft ft 3 + • 175: .865 3 + .160: .850
1000:: 7 + .084 1.694 ft ftft • 3 + .227: .917 3 + .213: .903
1050:: 8 + .160 2.000 ft ft« ft 4 + .050: .970 4 + .033: .953
1100:: • ftft ft 4 + .109: 1.029 4 + .087: 1.007
1150:s ft ftft ft 4 .164: 1.084 4 + • 142: 1.062
1200:: • ft• ft 4 + .220: 1^140 4 + • 196: 1.116
1250:: • ft• ft 5 + .047: 1,197 5 + .021: 1.171
1300:: • ft• • 5 + .108: 1,258 5 + .080: 1.230
1350:: ft ft
• • 5 + .169: 1.319 5 + .142: 1.292
1400:: * •• ft 6 + .002: 1.382 5 + .203: 1.353
1450:: ft ft
• • 6 + .067: 1.447 : 6 + .041: 1.421
1500:: # ft« ft 6 + .131: 1.511 : 6 + .103: 1.483
1550::
• • 6 + .202: 1.582 : 6 + .183: 1.563
1600:: :: 7 + • 045: 1.655 : 7 + .023: 1.633
1650:: ft ft
• ft 7 + .121: 1.731 : 7 + .100: 1.710
1700:: ft ft
ft ft 7 + .197: 1.807 : 7 + .173: 1.783
1750:: • ft
• « 8 + .048: 1.888 : ft
Note: —
Diameter = 2-1/2"
Length between supports = 4*-0*
Test No.
1
2
3
4
Percent
Moistiore
Content
16
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Specific
Gravity
.66
.59
.64
.51
Modtilua of
Ruptxire
#/inch
9,750
8,530
13,640
13,250
Moisture determinations could not be made on the pressure
treated posts, as the treating fluid made it impossible to use
the moisture meter. The fluid also increased the specific
gravity, as can be seen by comparing Figxares 113, 114, and 115
with the specific gravity column given above.
The values given by the Forest Products Laboratory (16)
for siiailar species are as follows:
Species
Eastern red cedar
Western red cedar
yellow pine:
Loblolly
Long leaf
Short leaf
percent
Moisture
Content
35
12
37
12
81
12
63
12
81
12
Specific
Gravity
.44
.47
.31
.33
.47
.51
• 54
.58
.46
.51
Modulus of
Rupture
Inch^
7,000
8,800
5,100
7,700
7,300
12,800
8,700
14,700
7,300
12,800
Similar values are given by more recent tests (11) made
on the same species of wood. The values given by the Forest
Products Laboratory for the Eastern and Western red cedar are
considerably lower than the value obtained from the one cedar
specimen tested in these trials. Specimens No. 3 and No. 4,
which were probably long leaf Southern yellow pine, as indi
cated by the annular rings, checked the modulus of mapttire
1800
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Fig. 116. Curves showing relationship between load and
deflection for wood specimens.
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rather closely* specimen No. 2 was completely out of line
with the cured specimens.
The deflection of the specimens as the load was applied
is given by Figiare 116. Test No. 2, as was the case in the
modulus of rupture determinations, was completely out of Una
when the deflection was plotted against the load. Curves for
Specimens No. 3 and No. 4 were almost Identical. The cedar
post, as may be seen from Figure 116, deflected more than any
of the other specimens tested.
The poor showing made by Specimen No. 2 can probably be
attributed to improper seasoning for a number of reasons. The
modulus of rupture was much lower than for similar well-
seasoned materials, and nearer the value of high moisture
content wood. The series of cracks running the full length of
the post and the texture of the wood suggest a poorly seasoned
condition.
Summary and conclusions.
Only one cedar and three creosoted yellow pines were
tested. The conclusions drawn from these tests are as follows:
1. For a given load the cedar deflected considerably more
than the creosoted yellow pine.
2. The modulus of ruptijre for the cedar specimen was
9,750 pounds/inch^.
3. The modulus of rupt\ire for Specimens No. 3 and No. 4
of creosoted yellow pine waa 13,600 pounds/inch^ and 13,250
pounds/inch , respectively.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Sxinnnary
1, The study of wood post end and corner constructions is
justified by (1) the economic significance of fencing, (2) the
Importance of the end and comer construction in the fence
structure, and (3) the lack of substantial design data for the
end and comer arrangements.
2* Field observations were made to study both satisfactory
and unsatisfactory fence construction practices.
3. An analysis of loads produced by certain types of wire
during the initial stretching operation was made throu^ tests
on wire specimens containing tension curves#
4* The structural aspects of the single and double span
ends were analyzed and compared*
5« A. time test on fence ends was erected to observe and
record the nature and magnitude of various causes of failure*
6. A number of tests were made on fence ends to bring out
the following points: Arrangement of members, kind ajid size
of members, depth of set, method of setting, type of connector,
loads to be expected in the members, and type of falltire to
expect from certain arrangements.
7. Arrangements were selected from the end tests and sub
jected to corner conditions*
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8» An experimental machine was "built to drive posts, and
a number of posts were turned to constant diameter preparatory
to the driving operation, but time permitted only two tests-
9. Several tests were made to compare the strength of
pressure treated yellow pine to that of untreated cedar»
Conclusions
1. The field study indicated practically all unanchored
single span arrangements were giving unsatisfactory service.
These failures could be traced to thefbllowing causes.
a. Vertical movement of the end post caused by loads
produced in the tension member or by frost upheaval.
b. Horizontal movement of the end post through the soil.
c. Poor brace connections.
d« Failure of materials.
The end and comer structures giving satisfactory service
In the field proved to be double span arrangements and a few
anchored constructions*
2. Line post failures as observed in the field could be
traced to the following causes:
a. Failure of materials.
b. Poor farming practices.
c. Insufficient depth of set.
d. Inadequate fasteners.
e. Poor fencing practices.
f# Insects and deterioration.
•SPT
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3. The tests on wire specimens showed that the initial
height of a tension curve has a marked effect on its elastic
properties and less load is required to reduce a curve with
excessive height to one-half its tensiohless size than to
reduce a moderate height curve one-half. The load per strand
of No. 9 gage galvanized wire required to reduce a curve with
a lA inch to 7/16 inch height to one-half its tensionlesa
size is approximately 38O-pounds. The presence of the tension
curve reduced the tensile strength of the wire "between 4^ and 9^
of its tensionless value, and the rupture strength was adversely-
affected by the shape of the curve.
The structural analysis shov/ed that the second span of
the double span arrangement reduced the loads carried by both
the compression and tension members of the first span over
those of the single span structure. The reduction in the tension
load materially decreased the tendency of the ends to fail as a
result of the upheaval of the end post. This fact was later
confirmed by the field tests. The stinictural analysis gave a
reduction in the load carried by the first tension member
of the double span over that of the single span, while the field
tests showed approximately ^0% decrease,
5. In the time test on fence ends approximately 50'^ -' of
the horizontal movement recorded at the end of the first five
months csuae during the loading operation and the first 24
hours the structiires were loaded. The average horizontal
movement of the double span end was approximately BOfo of that
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of the single span end. The average vertical movement of the
double span end was that of the single span end#
6. The load on both fences of the time test dropped
approximately 20'^ during the first 24 hours and 40% during the
first month. The horizontal movement of the end post is the
largest factor contributing to this reduction in the fence
loads. The load in an 852-6-11 woven wire with three strands
of barbed wire will not exceed 3,000 pounds \mder ordinary
conditions.
7. A drop in temperature may increase the load in a
ti^tly drawn fence 50^^ or more. The tension curves in the
time test fence are more effective at temperatures ranging
from 20 degrees to 60 degrees Fahrenheit than at temperatures
below 20 degrees or above 60 degrees.
8. The double span end arrangements all displayed more
favorable characteristics with respect to vertical and hori
zontal movement than did the single span arrangements. The
double span ends failed largely because the end post twisted
out of line at very higji loads, while the single span struc
tures failed through a combination of vertical and horizontal
movement. As the single span end post moved vertically, hori
zontal displacement occurred simultaneously, the former
accelerated the horizontal movement, and complete rupture
resulted within a short time.
9. The double span end constriiction with the second span
a crossed brace arrangement did not compare favorably with the
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double apan horizontal compresaion brace structure as was the
case in previous tests. The failure of the former resulted
largely from the vertical movement of the middle post, vdiich
produced a tendency for the structure to fold,
10. Increasing the depth of set of the horizontal com
pression brace double span end frcxn 2'-6" to 3*-6" increased
the holding power 89^.
11. Setting the 8*-6" single span end in holes bored to
size of the post reduced the vertical and horizontal movement
per increment of load and increased the holding power approxi
mately 69^.
12. The single span end post rotated about its base,
while the double span end post remained more nearly vertical
as it moved through the soil.
13. The 16<-6- horizontal compression brace double apan
end construction held 214^ of the load with 50^ of the hori
zontal and vertical movement of the 8*-6" single span end.
14« The sizes of the members for the most economical
design of the 16*-6" double span end structure are as follows:
Member Size
End post Diameter - 5" Length - 8»-0'*
Middle post *• 4" •• 8*-0'*
End brace post " 3-1/2" " 8*-0"
First compression brace ** 4" " 8*-0"
Second compression brace " 3-1/2" ** 8*-0"
Tension members 2 double strands of No. 9 wire.
The line post which ordinarily is set on the rod mark may
be substituted for the end brace post. The arrangement should
be set 3-1/2 feet in the gi^und. To set and completely prepare
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the arrangement for stretching the wire required approximately
2-1/2 man-houra#
15. The single span corners failed because of vertical
uplift on the corner post. The double span corners could not
be pulled to rupture with equipment available, but the indi
cations were that failure would have resulted in a combination
of vertical uplift and horizontal movement.
16« The 16'-6" horizontal compression brace double span
arrangement subjected to comer conditions displayed more ver
tical movement per uinit horizontal displacement when the two
arrangements of the. comer were considered separately than did
the double span end construction. This tendency was offset
considerably by smaller horizontal movements in the corner
arrangements, and by the fact that the vertical movement was
produced by both arrangements.
17« The operating characteristics of the single span
assembly were adversely affected by subjection to corner con
ditions, while those of the double span were definitely
improved.
18. The 161-6" double span corner held approximately
230^ of the resultant rupture load of the 8<-6" single span
corner without failing. The horizontal and vertical movements
of the 16»-6" double span corner were 12^ and 6%, respectively,
of that of the 8»-6" corner at loads equal to the rupture load
of the latter#
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19. When loading the corner construction initially,
immediate failure was aggravated by excessive moisture around
the comer post.
20. In both the single and double span corners an increase
in the span length gave an increase in the holding power, but
the increase in the holding power for the single span was not
as great as was Indicated by the tests on end structures* The
shorter span lengths not only increased the vertical uplift on
the corner post, but also produced more horizontal movement.
The horizontal movement came largely as a result of the earth
failure around the post and was accelerated by the increased
vertical uplift*
21. The initial condition of the bracing affected the
holding power of the corner. Taut bracing decreased the hori
zontal and vertical movement of the corner post considerably,
thereby increasing the holding power*
22. The most durable as well as the most economical
design for the comer arrangement consists of two double span
ends with dimensions the same as those recommended for the end
structure, with the exception of the corner post which should
be 6 inches in diameter. The arrangement should be set in
holes 3*-6" deep and can be erected with 4-1/2 man-hours of
labor#
-219-
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